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INTRODUCING
VAASTINTELLIGENCE ASIC'S
FROM VLSI TECHNOLOGY.
The reason twenty-five of the top thirty*
defense contractors enlist VLSI Technology
when they need memories, logic, or ASICs
is no military secret.
Our CMOS is faster than an F-15.
We back every one of our ASICs with
*Based on Defense Electronics, December 1987, listing. © 1989 VLSI Technology, Inc.
-VAASPntelligence is atrademark of VLSI Technology, Inc.

fully characterized military libraries.
Our tools support topdown design with
system partitioning, logic synthesis, and such
retargetable design-to-technology alternatives
as GaAs, 1-micron and rad hard CMOS.
And thanks to our VAAST-Intelligence
ASICs and VHDL interface, your system
will be easy to test and improve throughout
the program lifecyde.

WE'RE IN THIS FOR THE
DURATION.
We have aClass 1sub-micron facility in
San Antonio, Texas.
Our Arizona site builds mil-spec ICs and
is one of the first ASIC beta sites chosen
for the United States Government's QML
Program.
And that's not all. Our military process

is backed up by compatible second sources.
Call one of our seasoned veterans at
1-800-872-6753 and ask for our Government
Products brochure. Or write to us at 1109
McKay Dr., MS32, San Jose, CA 95131.
Once you use us, we know you'll want to
re-enlist.
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VLSI TECHNOLOGY, INC.

How ROW Put A
Smile On Over10,000
PCB Designers

REVENUES

COSTS

All elements that help reduce
redesign, project delays, rework, and
manufacturing costs. But even all that
wouldn't mean much if our system
didn't deliver. And it does!
P-CAD software is modular, with
aconsistent system command structure.
Learn one and you know how to use
111111111111111111111111111
all our modules. That means greater
productivity and lower training costs.
P-CAD also works with all
Work with P-CAD® and you'll be
current technologies — SMT, analog,
smiling every time you finish adesign
high speed, and fine line. So designers
or afiscal year.
who use P-CAD will always be the
Because we know successful
most competitive.
PCB design requires more than softYou get acomplete, upward
ware alone.
migration
path, too. As your requireThat's why we offer the industry's
ments
grow,
you can take your P-CAD
most complete PCB design solution.
investment with you. No throw-away
Including training. Superior tech
software. No obsolescence.
support. User groups. Bug reports.
Architecture? It's "open" for easy
Plus, the best maintenance, upgrades,
user guides, and reference documenta- integration with CADAM«: AutoCADr
Ventura': Interleaf: and other CAD
tion you'll find.

Lower costs and higher productivity
add profits to your bottom line.

environments. So your options are
open now, and in the future.
Finally, with over 10,000 users
in 37 countries, we have the largest
installed base in PCB design. So when
you're looking for experienced P-CAD
designers, there's no need to look far.
They're everywhere.
Let us show you how increasing
PCB productivity can
enhance your profits.
Call now for details
and afree copy of
our PCB CAD
Buyer's Guide:
800-523-5207, in
California, 800-628-87
What we have to say will make
you smile. P-CAD, 1290 Parkmoor
Avenue, San Jose, CA 95126.

P-cad
PŒRSONAL CAD SYSTEMS SOC.

P-CAD is aregistered trademark of Personal CAD Systems, Inc. CADAM is aregistered trademark of CADAM. Inc. AutoCAD is aregistered trademark of Autodesk, Inc. Ventura is aregistered trademark of
Xerox Corporation. Interleaf is atrademark of Interleaf, Inc.
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UP FRONT

WHO NEEDS NEW SOFTWARE, ANYWAY?

Existing DOS-based applications never looked
better, according to hardware marketers. Who
do they think they're kidding?

W

hat aseason. The big leagues had played only acouple of
games before Intel knocked the ball out of the park with its
early April announcement of the 80486 microprocessor. Then, toward the end of May, just when the weather was getting hot enough
for apitcher to limber up his arm, Compaq stole home with its announcement of anew series of 33-MHz, 80386-based desktop machines employing 64-Kbyte cache controllers (see p. 20). The top of
the line in this series sports a650-Mbyte hard disk and sells for
$18,000. And talk about stats—Compaq had the temerity to benchmark its new machines not only against the IBM PS/2 models they
were designed to exceed but also against two midrange computers
from IBM and DEC. You guessed it, Compaq's 386 outperformed the
9370 and VAX in multiuser configurations with up to 38 users.
Now that Compaq is competing with work-station and minicomputer vendors—at least Compaq CEO Rod Canion believes it is—the
price/performance numbers games should heat up alittle. Workstation prices have swooped down, while the hanging of bells, whistles, and voluminous mass storage on 386 PC clones has catapulted
prices for the top of the line up to where Sun Microsystems shines.
Referring specifically to ahardware matchup against Sun, Canion
cited the IBM PC compatibles' Industry Standard Architecture and
the vast array of DOS-based software applications as factors that
should keep work-station vendors in their place. There it is again,
the old compatibility ploy—you can't turn your back on those "thousands of applications."
But somebody—avery significant somebody—doesn't agree that
existing software applications are asufficient basis for marketing
high-end desktop systems: Microsoft chairman Bill Gates (see cover
and p. 68). Gates recently told Electronics that the clamor for new
applications among users is really their way of asking for areason
to invest in high-end desktop machines. By Gates's own admission,
the industry in which his company is adominant force is along way
from meeting that demand.
Perhaps the software fraternity isn't running out of steam. Perhaps it's only the current rapid-fire pace of hardware innovation
that exacerbates the gloom over product delays from software marketers. Perhaps there is acorrelation between the positive light in
which the financial community regards Compaq, acompany that
doesn't announce products it is not prepared to ship, and the negative reaction to delays announced by companies, like Microsoft, that
make preemptive preannouncements.
However these forces come together, one thing is clear: hardware
alone won't bring desktop computing to anew level. Entirely new
applications, abetter user interface, and improved end-user develop-
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FEATURES

Electronics, 19
•X/Open announces some
new arrivals in the united
Unix family...
• ... as the Open Software
Foundation firms up its
OSF/1 timetable
• IBM will finally start delivering
SAA software this fall
•SOI wafers progress in the
competition with bulk silicon

COVER: Software's midlife crisis, 68
Microsoft chairman Bill Gates sees no easy solutions to the
Software Gap, but boy, can he state the problem
•What's behind all the software delays, 70
The biggest names in personal computer software—Ashton-Tate,
Lotus, and Microsoft—are caught in alate-delivery syndrome
•It's time for software organizations to grow up, 74
The problem is in the management process, says the Software
Engineering Institute; at many organizations, methods are
"ad hoc or possibly chaotic"

Products to Watch, 27
•Cirrus Logic's controller chip
speeds up laser printers
•Intel's OEM division delivers a
33-MHz 386-based platform
•Symbolics revs up its MacIvory
symbolic-processing coprocessor
•UniStructure's TAB systems
solve ASIC packaging problems
Washington Insider, 61
•Glenn tries again to set up a
civilian version of Darpa
•Federal users drive an emerging
software standard
•Here's away to make focalplane arays denser—and smarter
•The Pentagon takes another big
step toward generic chip specs...
• ... and hopes industry will
follow suit
European Observer, 65
•Philips unveils microcontrollers
for low-cost consumer gear...
• ... and readies samples of Mega
project's 1-mbit SRAMs
•The British are bringing RISC
into the home with an Acorn PC
•Soviets enter "mailbox" venture
with West German firms

4

Quickening the automation pace in CAD/CAE, 78
This year's Design Automation Conference offers up agrabbag
of tools that IC designers have long been hoping to see
•lkos energizes mixed-mode simulation, 87
When ASIC designs break the 10,000-gate barrier, hardware
simulators blow their software counterparts out of the water
At this year's CES, digital does it all, 90
Digital technology is pushing resolution and integration in audio
and video consumer equipment
Ten years and el billion later, what did we get from VHSIC? 97
As the Pentagon's mammoth Very High Speed Integrated Circuits
program winds to aclose, industry watchers mull its impact
•Just what makes achip VHSIC, anyway? 98
The term is fast becoming asynonym for VLSI
•How ITAR hurt VHSIC, 100
It crimped the program's style by placing classified
controls on atechnology that was by nature unclassified
•Why VHSIC hasn't gotten into more systems, 103
The technology was superior, but insertion fell short
Is smart power really asmart idea? 107
Hampered by steep prices and inflated expectations, these glamour
chips haven't taken off as fast as anticipated; now solid devices are
finally appearing in the market
CPUs are marching to anew BRISC beat, 110
These bipolar or biCMOS RISC processors will push clock rates to
100 MHz, with mips to match
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WORLDWIDE NEWS ANALYSIS
Probing the News
Semiconductors, 29

Is 1989 ayear for bulls or bears?
Crystal balls turn cloudy again as
chip forecasts do an about-face
Companies, 30
Get ready for the supercomputer
superbattle of Cray vs. Cray
Business, 36

Boston's Route 128 reassesses its
stategies as that region's
embattled minicomputer makers
undergo mergers and fend off
hostile takeovers
Television, 44
What the AEA wants for highdefinition TV: $1.35 billion in direct
federal aid, low-interest loans, and
loan guarantees over the next
decade, to be matched at least
dollar for dollar by industry
ECL, 47
AT&T is taking its best shot at

COMPANIES TO WATCH

DEPARTMENTS

Cadence Design Systems, 121

Up Front, 3
Who needs new software,
anyway? Existing Dos-based
applications never looked better,
say hardware marketers. Who do
they think they're kidding?

Why is Cadence the top dog in the
io design pack? The answer for
this maker of CAD chips is
mergers, timing, and product
Analogic Corp., 122

merchant chip markets by turning
up the speed and turning down
the power of emitter-coupled logic

Business is better at Analogic,
and one reason is that the
company is getting back to basics

Supercomputers, 48

Asia Systems Corp., 124

The great supercomputer speed
contest is revving up; at stake is
not only commercial success but
considerable national pride

PEOPLE TO WATCH

Medical Electronics, 52

Open wide: computer-aided design
and manufacturing technology is
finding its way into an unlikely
setting—the dentist's office

This startup is off to afast start

Art Fury, 127

The semiconductor veteran moves
quickly to bring products to
market, this time at smart-power
startup Power Integrations
William Avery, 127
The head of Sun Microsystems'
East Coast operation leads one of
the company's hottest divisions
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Letter from Virginia, 8
The Washington-area Beltway
Bandits father aburgeoning hightech community
Management Edge, 117
How Zilog managed to turn itself
around with amanagement
concept called "forward
controllership"
Update, 140
Gallium arsenide is no longer
the semiconductor industry's
98-pound weakling; GaAs devices
are competing head-on with
bipolar, CAMS, and biOmOS

Seventeen MIPS with
asingle 32-bit RISC chip. Shrinkwrapped development software. Now.
ANSI Coptimizing
compiler by Metaware. Assemblers by IVircrotec. Architectural
simulators. Hardware debug
module by Step Engineering.

17 MIPS

75 ups

5MIPS

29K
25MHz
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Advanced A/lic

$64
$52

All available from AIVID.
Behavioral
models from Logic Autdlafie
i
milà:7
tion. Real time OS by Ready
Systems. Logic analyzer interfaces from HP And more.
Remember why you
wanted to be an engineer?
This is why.
$21

80960KB
20M Hz

(M120
25MHz

Po Devices' 29K.
Call toll free (
800) 2929AMD. Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.. 901 Thompson Place. P.O. Box 3453. Sunnyvale. CA 94088. CI
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LETTER FROM NORTHERN VIRGINIA

BELTWAY BANDITS FATHER
A HIGH-TECH COMMUNITY
ALEXANDRIA, VA.

typical recipe for asuccessful startup community
begins with abroad university
infrastructure and adynamic,
risk-taking financial sector.
That's been the model in Silicon
Valley as well as along Boston's
Route 128 and in smaller centers near Atlanta and Princeton, N. J. But at the
northern tip of Virginia, where the Potomac River takes awesterly turn—and
separates Maryland and Washington,
D. C., on its north shore from the land
where George Washington farmed tobacco and cotton, on its south—ahigh-tech
community is sprouting without the benefit of either of those prime ingredients.
FILLING A GAP. The Washington area has
for years had its share of professional
services companies—technical consulting
firms and defense specialists derisively
known as Beltway Bandits. But over the
past decade, these businesses have
evolved into technically proficient problem solvers as the government's computer, communications, and software needs
outgrew its ability to cope on its own.
Companies like Computer Sciences Corp.,
BDM International Inc., and ERC International Inc. stepped in to fill the gap and
became the backbone of agrowing technology community.
That's true not just for northern Virginia but for the entire 40-mile corridor
that joins Washington with Baltimore.
But though Maryland has certainly parThe
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Thanks
to the Library,
American dance
has taken great
leaps forward.
American dance is more
popular than ever, and one of the
reasons is The New York Public
Library's Dance Collection.
Choreographer Eliot Feld
says the Library at Lincoln Center is "as vital a workroom as
my studio." Agnes de Mille says,
"the revival of any work is dependent on access to the Library's Dance Collection."
And they're not the only
ones. For dancers and choreographers everywhere, over 37,000
volumes, 250,000 photographs,
and an enormous film archive
have been essential elements in
the renaissance of American
dance.
That's just one way The
New York Public Library's resources serve us. The Library
offers plays and puppet shows
for children, programs for the
elderly and disabled, extensive
foreign language and ethnic collections, and scientific journals
vital to the business community.
Again and again, the Library enriches our lives.

ticipated in the area's high-technology boom, most of the fastest-growing technology companies in the Washington area are
in Virginia. These firms are
springing up in the towns and
developments surrounding Dulles International Airport, just
20 miles west of downtown Washington,
in Herndon.
The centerpiece for this development is
the state's Center of Innovative Technology. Housed in an inverted glass pyramid
that stands out from the Herndon landscape, CIT is anonprofit, state-supported
operation dedicated to developing the
state's technological prowess. Its $12 million budget supports eight technology institutes and centers at Virginia universities and aseries of incubator facilities, including one at George Mason University
in nearby Fairfax.
CIT, along with George Mason, were
key factors in luring the Software Productivity Consortium to Herndon, where
its 125-person staff is housed in agiant
glass-and-cement parallelogram built by
the state adjacent to CIT's pyramid. The
consortium, ajoint research venture of 14
aerospace companies, lends credence to
the region's claim to be the fastest-growing software center in the country.
But if CIT and the area's professional
services firms are the foundation of
northern Virginia's high-tech community,
large corporations are the mortar. The
concentration of corporate headquarters,

The New York Public Library
WHERE THE FUTURE IS
AN OPEN BOOK

The Center of Innovative Technology stands out as astriking symbol of Virginia's determination to become a high-technology center.
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"We wanted to change the way electronics engineers thought about EPLDs— erasable,
programmable logic devices. With the new MAX product line, we gave EPLDs speed and density beyond
conventional limits.
To design the new MAX family architecture, we needed to make available to each engineer
apersonal CAE system that could handle circuits with 500,000 or more transistors. That's why we
chose Workview.
With Workview, we captured and simulated the design up-front— making it easier for the
engineer to find and fix errors early in the design cycle. This provided tremendous cost-savings both in
people-time and money.
The MAX project has been very critical to Altera's success.
With Workview, we got it right the first time."

EW/ogic®

1-800-CAE-VIEW

"At Altera, we used Workview
to design the new MAX family
of EPED products:
Viewlogic Systems Inc., 313 Boston Post Road West, Marlboro, MA 01752

508-480-0881

Viewlogic and Workview are trademarks of Viewlogic Systems, Inc. Altera and MAX are trademarks of Altera Corporation.
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Dawn Of
The Power
Component
Industry...
hen we first introduced our component-level
1/W Megahertz
converters we also sowed the seeds of

the Power Component Industry .... the rational alternative to the
horror- show of conventional Power Supply development.
Offering repeatable
and predictable performance, and exhibiting power
density, efficiency, reliability,
and "instant expandability" unachievable with conventional
power supplies, Power Components revolutionized the power
system design process in much
the same way that integrated circuits revolutionized circuit
design. Since then, our evolving
product line of power building
blocks has grown to include high
power Mega and Master Modules, off-line Front Ends, FlatPACs, StakPaks, and PowerCages: user-definable, single or
multiple-output off-line solutions with outputs from 50 to 7200
Watts . . . offering the highest
power densities in the industry.
Power
enthusiastically
Systems Architects
embracedhave
the

1

.11111Milell

Power Component concept . . . so many, in fact, that nearly half a
million of our expanding line of off-the-shelf component-level power
products have gone into service worldwide.

ewould like to report to
ny you
on our progress in

• "Every part for every converter
model is on line at all times, allowing Vicor to " random access"
manufacture any mix of product,
in lot sizes as small as one, without
impacting throughput and with acycle
time of only four hours.

implementing an automation
strategy aimed at achieving the
highest level of quality and
repeatability while minimizing
costs and lead times. Our Andover
facility is designed for high volume
production of Vicor's present
families of modular converters . . .
while retaining the flexibility to
handle tomorrow's . . . with
assembly cells incorporating many
unique features:
• "Every part, both passive and active, is electrically tested just prior
to onsertion . . . areflection of our
commitment to zero defects . . .
• " In-line vision systems check
solder paste on each pad; orientation of onserted parts; size and fit
of pins; and dimensioning of the
PC board itself . . . areflection of
our commitment to quality of
assembly . . .

Patrizio Vinciarelli, Ph.D., President/CEO

"As an investment aimed at delivering products of the highest
quality at the lowest price, in the
shortest time, domestic automation represents Vicor's commitment to World Class Manufacturing as ameans of maintaining market leadership through customer
satisfaction. With inflexible, bulky,
and unpredictable conventional
approaches to power systems receding into technological history
and with Vicor ready today to supply you with state-of-the-art power products at competitive prices...
it's time to switch to the Power
Component Industry as the sensible source for all you power needs."

• "Fully automatic testers subject every converter
to a total of six comprehensive in-line tests, including tests at both room and elevated temperatures . . . areflection of our commitment to total
quality control. . .

To receive acomplete catalog, including information on
Vicor Products, Applications and Accessories, call Vicor
today at (
800) 735-6200.
For immediate delivery of Converters, or Power
Supplies configured to your needs, ask for

• " SmartCell software picks and installs trim components for each module after calculating the optimum value based upon actual measured values
of related parts . . . a reflection of our
commitment to " peas- in- a- pod"
repeatability . . .

VICOR mrerArm.e."e-

Vicor's
VI-200 Family:
•50 to 200 Watts
•Booster Expansion
to Kilowatts
•36 Watts/In 3
•UL, CSA, VDE
Recognized
•As low as $. 50 per Watt
in OEM quantities . . .
and going down!

Component Solutions For Your Power System
Circle 41

VICOR

A new star: Shock-safe fuse-holder for TR 5fuses
The latest addition to the internationally approved family of
sub miniature fuses. Inexpensive and spacesaving for front
panel installation or printed circuit boards. TR 5 fuses also
now available with higher breaking capacity for improved
protection in primary circuits. Please contact for further
details.
A mark
of safety

Wickmann-Werke GmbH
Postbox 2520 • D-5810WItten6 • Tel. 02302/6620 • Fax02302/6622ie

Circle 153

Contact-free soldering and de-soldering
of SMD, DIP and pin grid components and connectors in a
matter of seconds with the Leister-Labor "S" hot-air tool.
Electronic control of temperature and air supply. Over 400
special nozzles available.

111

eill9PIPP

(hite4
Ast for free brochure UW 160
Brian R. White Co. Inc., 313 Henry Station Road
Ukiah, CA 95482
phone: (
707) 462-9795;
Farmingdale, NJ 07727 phone: ( 201) 938-2700
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such as Atlantic Research Corp. of Alexandria, and divisions of government and
defense contractors, such as IBM Corp.'s
Federal Systems Division in Manassas,
combined with the professional services
industry and CIT, has done for northern
Virginia what Stanford University did for
Silicon Valley: provide the talent pool to
spawn agrowing number of new hightech companies.
"The area is finally getting acritical
mass of technical people," says aFairfax
venture-capital investor. "There's alot of
startup activity." He points out, however,
that the region's venture-capital funds
are smaller and more conservative than
the more famous funds in New York, San
Francisco, or Boston, and that as aresult,
the area's startups are not on the scale of
what can be found in those locales.
That's one reason so much of the local
activity is in software and systems integration: the upfront investment for such
ventures is much less than for, say, a
startup chip maker. Of Virginia's 30 fastest-growing technology companies, 22
are focused on software development and
systems integration and analysis.
CAN'T MISS. Of these, perhaps none has
taken off as quickly as Verdix Corp., a
Chantilly software house specializing in
Ada-language software. Verdix was
founded by agroup of upstarts from
Computer Sciences Corp., who saw the
Defense Department's requirement that
all military software be written in Ada as
a can't-miss opportunity. They were
right. Today, says Verdix president E.
Gary Clark, the Ada development-tool
market is growing at a40% annual rate,
and so far anyway, "We're keeping up."
Northern Virginia does have its problems, though. "There's arelative shortage of entrepreneurs around here because of the business base—it's agovernment town," says Stephen M. Hicks, president of United Software Security Inc. in
Vienna. Government workers "may have
very good technical expertise, but they
don't bring the entrepreneurial flair and
risk taking that's important to making a
young company grow."
Star Technologies Inc., aSterling computer maker specializing in high-speed array processors, has had similar problems.
The company is one of amere handful of
hardware makers in the region. Says assistant controller Mark H. Schalk: "If we
had it to do all over again, we'd probably
locate in Minnesota." Star's original core
staff of engineers was recruited from
Control Data Corp. of Minneapolis. Several top engineers have since returned to
Minnesota, leaving Star hard-pressed to
replace them.
"It's hard to find people who know
computer-aided design and have experience designing complex integrated circuits," Schalk says. "We're kind of out
here on our own."
-Tobias Naegele
Electronics / June 1989

Born Tough.

am'

Qualogy products are made
tough enougn for any game.
From conception, the versatile
line of Qua logy PC/AT products
is designed to meet the most
demanding industrial requirements. Our passive backplane
approach provides performance, upgradability and
serviceability that "motherboard" designs simply cannot
match.
Rugged rackmount enclosures and systems are made of
heavy gauge welded steei A
positive pressure filtered
air flow cooling system

provides system components
and up to 4drives with lasting
protection against harsh environments. Powered by an
industrial grade supply, enclosures and systems are available
in 10 and 12 slot models and a
unique split 12 slot version that
can support 2complete systems.
When the name of the game
is speed. Qualogy single board

computers win again. Our
powerful 386 system is available
in speeds from 16 MHz to a
blazing 25 MHz with up to 8
Megabytes of on board SIMM
memory providing an alternative to VME based systems that
can cost twice as much. The
more economical Qualogy 286
single board computers sport
speeds from 8to 16 MHz with
up to 4Megabytes of on board
SIMM memory.
Improve your score with
Qualogy, call (408) 434-5200.

sera

Industrial PC/AT computers and peripherals.

1751 McCarthy Blvd.

Milpitas, California 95035

408-434-5200

Fax 408-434-5242

Quanne satraderrrtk of Quadegy, Inc IISM P(DAT is arrestered tradeunuk of International Business Machines, Inc..Copyright
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We've tested the future and it works.

1987

Q1/88

Q2/88

Q4/88

Eight of the
top ten IC producers worldwide have
chosen Teradyne
systems to test
next-generation
devices.
(Manufacturers'
ranking per
Dataquest.)

Tested by Teradyne. That's the edge that's helping the leading semiconductor and electronic equipment producers worldwide win the race to deliver their next generation of complex
devices. These companies have chosen Teradyne systems
across the range of VLSI applications — mixed signal, digital
and memory.
What makes Teradyne the overwhelming choice?
Whether you work with ISDN, RISC chips, color palette
DACs, 32-bit microprocessors, 4-megabit memories or any

Mk,

leading edge device, only Teradyne provides the superior technology you need to test devices thoroughly, while lowering
your cost-to-test. Plus Teradyne's test floor management tools
allow you to collect and analyze device performance i
;ta and
make adjustments automatically to improve yields.
Teradyne helps you test the future now.
Teradyne's next-generation test systems are already in place,
producing results for our customers, now. That means they're
ready to help you cut critical product development time, fully

characterize your devices, and get your next-generation products to market faster.
To find out how we can help you, call Terrence Drula at (617)
482-2700, ext. 2125. Or write him c/o Teradyne, 321 Harrison
Ave., Boston, MA 02118. Or contact your nearest Teradyne office.
Teradyne Component Test Systems. ••qmilitteleaU4
What it takes to make
A4
the future work for you. 1
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REMINDER ON
THE IMPORTANCE
OF LOOKING
AROUND.

C

ombinational Testers. Technically speaking, it's no longer
aquestion of if or when you'll
need one. But which system to
choose.
Loyalty may take you first to the
manufacturer of your present board
testers. Logic should take you further.
Because the Zehntel 8000 holds a
number of pleasant surprises for you
—in power, flexibility, and price.

BYALL MEANS, COMPARE.

To appreciate its performance
fully, it's only fair to judge the 8000
by comparable systems: those costing
much more.
The 8000's open
architecture, for example,
can greatly reduce overall testing costs. Using
the Functional Interface
Board pictured above,

you can place your own hot-bed test
directly into the 8000 system.
The 8000 is the only combinational tester with 2,048 fully-hybrid,
non-multiplexed test
points. Each node has
adriver/receiver behind
it; each can be used for
either functional or
in-circuit testing. All of
which helps reduce the

cost of programming and implementing engineering changes.
The 8000's digital test subsystem
truly warrants the term "high performance:' with 10 MHz pattern rate,
8Kx4 RAM per node, programmable
slew rates and 1Ons programmable
edge placement.
The menu-based, mouse-driven
interface simplifies programming,
with multiple windowing capability,

integrated logic analyzer and
graphic quality analysis tools.
A GENTLE REMINDER
WHERE TO LOOK.
For complete information
REMEMBER
on the Zehntel 8000, call or
write today. To help, we'll
send you aspecially-created reminder
Offer expires
pad for your desk, inspired by the
July 31.1989
8000's elegant industrial design.
Circle 51

FREE REMINDER PAD
For your free notepad,
call (800) 457-8326 or
attach your business
card here and send to:
.ug e leitae
2625 Shadelands Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
ELE06/89

THE VG- 1281 GRAPHICS PROCESSOR
• 1280 x 1024 display resolution
• Fastest TMS34010-based design
12.5 million pixels/sec. PIX8LT
125,000 vectors/sec.
30,000 characters/sec.
• 256 colors from 16.7 million
• 2K x 1K or 2K x 2K read/write area
• 1megabyte display list RAM
• Supports X/Y devices, keyboards
• Real-time zoom/smooth pan
• Super-efficient graphics
library
• Flexible, expandable
instruction set
• Hardware graphics cursor

<3..>1-800-361-4903

Fast-track graphics
Ww
for the VMEbus.

Build high- resolution graphics with flat-out speed into your process

control, simulation, instrumentation or training systems using the Matrox
VG-1281 display processor. Designed specifically for high-performance
workstations and backed by Matrox's outstanding reputation, it has all the
power and flexibility you need for the most demanding applications.

,(

ACM SIGGRAPH

89

The VG-1281. It takes the checkered flag.

August 1-3, 1989
Hynes Convention Center
Boston, Massachusetts
See us at booth # 1404

In Canada, call ( 514) 685-2630. Matrox is aregistered trademark of Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd.
ELEC-VG /
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
X/OPEN ANNOUNCES SOME NEW ARRIVALS IN THE UNITED UNIX FAMILY ...

tlooks as if the warriors in the Unix battle are rapidly becoming one big
a happy family. Rivals Open Software Foundation and Unix International Inc.
last month gained membership in the London- based X/Open Co. Ltd., with
seats on the board of directors, says Geoffrey Morris, X/Open's president and
chief executive officer. Both groups are endorsing X/Open's goal of establishing a common Unix applications environment for open systems. The OSF/1
operating system from OSF of Cambridge, Mass., supports X/Open's Portability Guide, Issue 3 (XPG.3). And early this year, the founders of Unix International in Parsippany, N. J., also pledged support for the X/Open standard.
With the two rivals ¡oining 19 leading computer makers on the X/Open board,
says Morris, " the X/Open Common Applications Environment becomes the
D
world's industry-standard application platform for the 1990s."
... AS OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION FIRMS UP OSF/1 TIMETABLE

T

he Open Software Foundation in Cambridge, Mass., has spelled out the
timetable for distributing its OSF/1 Unix operating system to members and
Unix users at large. First, a vendor kit will be made available in October, allowing members to begin porting the IBM AIX-3-based kernel to their platforms. In March comes an application kit, providing the complete OSF application environment for software vendors. A platform for testing at universities
is due next May, allowing field testing at universities and other sites. Finally,
the commercial platform, representing general availability of OSF/1 to the inD
dustry beyond OSF members, will be ready in July 1990.

IBM WILL FINALLY START DELIVERING SAA SOFTWARE THIS FALL

1BM
I

Corp. is almost ready to start delivering software based on Systems
Architecture, a scheme that the computer giant unveiled with
much fanfare more than two years ago to make its software run on all of its
computing platforms. from PCs through the midrange AS/400 systems on up
to the mainframes. Among the initial offerings announced last month is Big
Blue's first major SAA application, an integrated office system called Officevision. The suite of office automation applications will run under all four of IBM's
SAA-compliant operating systems: OS/2, OS/400, VM, and MVS. At the Officevision announcement, 14 software companies also unveiled SAA applications. Two of them—the Data Interpretation System from Metaphor Computer
Systems Inc. and Easel, a graphics package and user- interface development
tool from Interactive Images Inc.—are being licensed by IBM and offered as
IBM -supported software. Also announced were an SAA version of the Excel
spreadsheet from Microsoft Corp. and a graphical version of 1-2-3 for Officevision from Lotus Development Corp. The first products are slated to start
shipping in September.
D

SOI WAFERS PROGRESS IN COMPETITION WITH BULK SILICON

D

on't look for commercial semiconductor devices fabricated on silicon-oninsulator wafers soon, but device makers are getting results using SOI wafers from Kopin Corp. that indicate the process could begin to encroach on
the market for bulk silicon wafers. Kopin, in Taunton, Mass., has been furnishing 3-, 4-, and 5- in.- diameter SOI wafers to device makers since last fall
[Electronics, October 1988, p. 56]. Using them, Silicon General Inc. of San
Jose, Calif., has fabricated vertical- bipolar discrete devices with breakdown
voltages and gains equivalent to circuits made in bulk silicon. And Westinghouse Electric Co.'s Advanced Technology Division in Baltimore has achieved
D
first -pass success in puilding fully functional 16-Kbit static RAMs.
Electronics/June 1989
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
TI MOVES INTO THE ASIA—PACIFIC MEMORY MARKET
ow that Texas Instruments Inc. and Acer Technologies Inc. have agreed to
Njointly
manufacture advanced memory chips in Taiwan, the Dallas semi-

conductor maker boasts memory capacity in the world's four major markets—
the fast-growing Asia-Pacific region, the U. S., Japan, and Europe, where TI is
building amemory chip plant in Avezzano, Italy. Although TI Japan has been
the prime mover in developing TI's CMOS DRAM technology, the company's
manufacturing facilities in other Asia-Pacific countries have concentrated on
TTL and linear integrated circuits. The Acer deal, announced last month, is the
first true joint venture in TI's core semiconductor business since atemporary
arrangement with Sony Corp. allowed TI to enter the Japanese market in
1968 in return for TI's granting of IC patent licenses to Japanese semiconductor firms. TI quickly converted that operation into Japan's first foreign-owned
semiconductor subsidiary. The 30-some other TI semiconductor subsidiaries
have been wholly owned by TI from their inception.
D
HUGHES COMES UP WITH A 'LIGHTNING ROD' FOR SPACE
do you counter the buildup of electrical charges on spacecraft? With a
How
lightning rod, of course. But that brings up another question: how do you

ground alightning rod in space? The answer, from GMHE/Hughes Aircraft
Co. scientists working at the Research Laboratories in Malibu, Calif., is to use
aself-contained on-board generator to emit ions and electrons. They envelop
the spacecraft in a neutralizing conductive plasma cloud that grounds the
vehicle. Hughes calls the concept Spaceclamp because it effectively holds, or
clamps, to near zero the spacecraft surface voltages that have the potential to
zap computers and avionic packages. Hughes researchers have just delivered the system to the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory at Hanscom Air
Force Base, Mass., after five years of development.
D
FROM COMPAQ, THE MOST POWERFUL DESKTOP MACHINE YET
Computer Corp. has once again managed to stay ahead of the
Compaq
pack. The Houston-based personal computer maker has done it this time

by introducing and delivering to its dealers the world's most powerful desktop
computer. The Compaq Deskpro 386/33 is probably the first machine shipping in volume that uses the new 33-MHz 80386 chip that Intel Corp. announced just acouple of months ago. The top-of-the-line Compaq machine
comes in three models: the 84, 320, and 650, with the model numbers signifying the number of megabytes of hard-disk storage included. Compaq's
engineers have developed amachine that runs at 8 million instructions per
second, a35% performance improvement over the current industry leader,
the Compaq Deskpro 386/25. The three models are priced, respectively, at
$10,499, $ 14,999, and $ 17,999.
D
HEWLETT—PACKARD COMPLETES APOLLO ACQUISITION, NAMES CM

HComputer subsidiary in Chelmsford, Mass., into HP. It has named as gen-

ewlett-Packard Co. is moving quickly to integrate its newly acquired Apollo

eral manager David Perozek, a16-year HP employee who had been general
manager of HP's Andover, Mass., division. The acquisition of Apollo was
completed late last month, just about one month after the purchase was announced [Electronics, May 1988, p. 32]. At the same time Perozek's appointment was made public, HP revealed that the two firms' independent workstation lines built with the Motorola 68030 processor—the HP 9000/300
midrange unit and the Apollo DN3500 and 4500 desktop products—will be
merged next year into afamily of desktop work stations.
D
20
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Digital, analog, in-circuit and functional

1
7

Improve test development productivity with color graphics, multi-tasking
windows, mouse-driven pull-down
menas, and software that acts as an
advisor to guide programmers.

Speed development of ASIC test
software with open CAE interfaces

--

that give you access to simulation
data bases.

Test today's fast microprocessors at
speed with clock rates to 40 MHz
and vector rates to 12.5 MHz.

11:"1

,1

I989 Hewlet t- Packard Co. TMMTD917/ E
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Test mixed-signal devices with ease
through synchronized analog and
digital test subsystems.

testing of complex boards...
Simplify programming and get top
performance in complex timing situations with per- pin control of test
parameters. Vary drive and receive
voltage levels, slew rate, and timing
placement of each pin.., individually.
Achieve the highest possible performance at the device under test with a
patented fixture that lases 1" wire
lengths at critical nodes.
Get hundreds of thousands of test
vectors without segmenting tests or
reloading via HP's Vector Processing
Unit architecture. And simplify
cluster-test diagnostics with automatically generated backtrace trees.
Expand to 25,92, nodes for large
boards, and adapt the tester to new
technology via aflexible modular
architecture.

Here's the advanced tester you've
been looking for. With no compromises. That's because the HP 3070
AT-Series is more than anew combinational tester. It's anew generation with new technology, new
architecture, and new software.
At aprice that could change your
whole perspective of board testing.
Take pin electronics. Now you can
control each pin individually. Drive
and receive 12.5 million patterns
per second. Get -±- 5ns typical edge
placement accuracy. And 40 MHz
clock signals ... at the pin. System
architecture is new too. A flexible
modular design lets you expand
to more than 2500 nodes as boards
grow. And gives you apractical
way to keep pace with changing
technology.
Then there's fixturing. The new
HP Simplate Express Fixture is an
integral part of the system solution.
It actually lowers your fixturing
costs. And, for the first time, gives
you system performance where it
counts...at the device under test.
Wrap it up with IPG Test Consultant
software that guides and advises
programmers in test development
and you have several good reasons
to take afresh look at board testing.
So don't wait. Call 1-800-752-0900
today. Ask for Ext. 501D to get our
detailed information packet...
before you get another board tester.
Co—
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...and finally solve the
Achieve high throughput in fully automated production lines via an automatic
handling system that offers 6-second
handling time between boards and automatic adjustment of variable components
on boards.

Increase probing accuracy and
reliability with amechanical fixturing system that delivers 10X
improvement in probing accuracy
and eliminates board distortion
during handling and testing.
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Reduce fixturing costs by as much as
30% with simplified fixture design and
software that supports fast fixture
construction.
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time
Easily
processes
integratewith
the tester
30-second
intojel
fixture
lani
changes and automatic adjustment to PC
board widths.

31VIT board testing problem.
Achieve system-level performance at
the device under test with atotally
integrated fixture design that includes
dual-stage probing and 1" wire lengths
at critical nodes.

Here's areal board-test breakthrough. The new HP 3070 SMTSeries combinational tester will
challenge your belief that SMT
boards are hard to test. We've
solved the problems. Which gives
you the go-ahead on SMT production. Here's how.
First, an innovative mechanical
fixturing system handles highaccuracy, dual-level, dual- sided
probing. Without flexing boards,
which can mask open solder joints
or create new process faults. You
can even integrate it easily into
automated SMT lines.
Then, anew system architecture
and pin electronics deliver the
tester performance you need for
SMT devices such as ASICs. For
example, you can control each pin
individually. Drive and receive
12.5 million patterns per second.
Get ± 5ns typical edge placement
accuracy. And 40 MHz clock
signals... at the pin.
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Overcome limited- access problems via
dual-sided probing that lets you access
both sides of loaded boards.

You also get asurface-mount-device
library to decrease test development time for nonstandard pin-out
devices. Plus IPG lbst Consultant
software, which acts as an advisor
in test development and simplifies
quality management.
So if board testing has been a
roadblock to SMT integration,
investigate the HP 3070 SMT-Series.
It's sure to give you anew perspective. Call 1-800-752-0900 today.
Ask for Ext. 501E to get our detail
packed information package on
SMT board testing.

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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Essentials for
effective EMI/EMC evaluation and
quality product development.
Impulses, ESD, spike, burst, and voltage dips and surges are unwanted signals that can cause momentary malfunction and,
in some cases, permanent damage to the electronic products you manufacture.
Our simulators, sensors, power line detectors and components allow you to find, reproduce and contain various types of
electrical noise to aid you in designing and building more reliable and trouble-free products that are noise-resistant.
Contact us now for specific details.

Corresponding to IEC PUB 801-2
HIGHLY REPRODUCIBLE ESD TESTING

ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE SIMULATOR

MODEL ESS-630A
Feu lu

The TC-815 discharge gun (optional) enables the system to conduct ESD simulation
corresponding to IEC standard publication 801-2(first edition).
Equipment summary
ITEM

CISPR

FCC

Model ESS-630A MA TC-815

Output voltage
Polarity

0.2 — 30kV (0.2 — 10kV, 0.5 — 30kV, Range selectable)
Positive and negative

Energy storage capacitor

1502F ± 10%

Discharge resister

1504 ± 5%

Charging resister

100MQ±10%

Rise time of the discharge current

5ns ± 30% at 4kV

Operating mode

SINGLE, COUNT, REPEAT and 20/S (20 discharges
per second, activated for approx. 5sec with each
depression of the trigger switch)

VDE

NEW DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR EMI DETECTION

EMI NOISE SENSOR

MODEL FVC-1000/FVC-30
Features
1. The FVC-1000 can detect and locate sources of radiated emissions in electronic
equipment.
2. The FVC-30 can detect and locate sources of conducted emissions in electronic
equipment.
3. For each classified frequency band based on the FCC, VDE, VCCI and CISPR
standards, the FVC series measures electric field strength and magnetic field
strength individually, which are potential sources of EMI.
4. An electric near field probe and a magnetic near field probe of high sensitivity
are furnished as standard accessories.
Equipment summary
FVC4000

FVC-30

Frequency range

30MHz-- 88MHz
88MHz— 2I6MHz
216MHz— 470MHz
470MHz -- 1COOM Hz
Simultaneous 4 spectra
measurement

IOOKHz--500K Hz
500KHz-- 3MHz
3MHz-- 10MHz
10MHz-- 30MHz
*Simultaneous 4 spectra
measurement

Display

20-point LED bar graph display
for each frequency band.

20- point LED bar graph display
for each frequency band.

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD.
10-18, 1-CHOME, HIGASHI-IKUTA, TAMA-KU, KAWASAKI CITY, KANAGAWA PREF 214 JAPAN
TEL (044) 933-6411 FAX ( 044) 932-4673

NOISE

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD
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PRODUCTS TO WATCH
CIRRUS LOGIC'S CONTROLLER CHIP SPEEDS UP LASER PRINTERS

L

aser printers can produce a page of complex graphics in as little as 10 s—
compared with 60 s using present technologies—by integrating a rasterprinter controller chip from Cirrus Logic Inc. Designed to execute pagedescription languages, the CL-GP 425 combines trapezoid-fill techniques with
parallel processing to reduce the time needed to dump images. Graphics
containing polygonal shapes are subdivided into trapezoids by the printer's
central processor and fed to the raster-printer controller. The CL-GP 425 images each of the trapezoids in parallel. Although aimed at laser printers that
operate in the 5-to- 14- page- per-minute range, it can be used in printers that
handle up to 25 pages/min, says the San Jose, Calif., company. Available
now in sample quantities, the CL-GP 425 will be ready for production runs in
D
July. It sells for $25 each in 10,000- unit orders.

INTEL'S OEM DIVISION DELIVERS 33-MHz 386-BASED PLATFORM

East time

F

to market and architectural flexibility are the hallmarks of Intel OEM
Operation's three latest additions to its product line. Top billing
goes to the Inte1386 MicroComputer Model 303. Based on a 33- MHz 386DX
processor, the 303's tower design accommodates up to eight half-height
5.25 -in, peripheral bays for disk or tape drives, 10 expansion slots, and a
300-W power supply. The 302-20 is a standard desktop-size microcomputer
powered by the 20- MHz 386DX, while the low-end 300SX offers a small
footprint and is driven by the 16- MHz 386SX. All three models are compatible
with the Industry Standard Architecture ( ISA) bus. They are available now
from the Hillsboro, Ore., division of Intel Corp. and are priced in 500- unit
quantities from $ 1,460 for the 300SX to $9,905 for a fully configured 303.0

SYMBOLICS REVS UP ITS MACIVORY SYMBOLIC-PROCESSING COPROCESSOR

A

pple Macintosh 11 and Ilx personal computers that serve as symbolic- processing platforms for applications development can run 75% faster with a
coprocessor upgrade package from Symbolics Inc. Besides this advantage
over its predecessor, the Maclvory Model 2 now offers twice the speed of
Texas Instruments Inc.'s MicroExplorer platform, says the Burlington, Mass.,
company. Symbolic processing makes it simpler to represent and solve unstructured problems by letting programmers use symbols and objects as well
as numbers and characters. The Model 2's speed comes mainly from paring
the instruction cycle of Symbolics' Ivory microprocessor from 240 to 130 ns.
Prices for the Mac 11/1Ix upgrade package begin at $ 15,900 for the processor
board, 8 Mbytes of NuBus memory and Symbolics' Genera delivery software.
Volume deliveries are slated to start in August.
0

UNISTRUCTURE'S TAB SYSTEMS SOLVE ASIC PACKAGING PROBLEMS

A

family of multilayer tape-automated bonding (TAB) packages from Uni Structure Inc. handles pin configurations with up to 804 leads as cheaply
and with the same turnaround times as standard formats, claims the Irvine,
Calif., company. What's more, UniStructure's liquid dielectric casting process
allows the TAB product to be adapted to application-specific integrated-circuit
requirements. That's important because of the packaging problems posed as
ASICs move to higher and higher pin counts and nonstandard configurations.
The tape comes in 35- mm, 48- mm, and 70- mm widths. Standard inner-lead
bond pitches of 0.004 to 0.008 in. can be reduced below 0.002 in. Outer-lead
bond pitches of 0.010 to 0.020 in. can be shaved to the 0.002- in. range. Depending on size, packages cost $5,000 to $8,000 for the two-layer version
and $7,000 to $ 10,000 for the ground- plane type.
D
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How to get ajump
on the competition.
Whether you're racing aproduct to
an early market entry, or maximizing
engineering time; Orbit's comprehensive
semiconductor manufacturing services
can help you cross the finish line first.
Record Setting Service.
Orbit Semiconductor routinely
meets the most demanding delivery
schedules and tough manufacturing
challenges:
Guaranteed quick-turn on engineering
prototype runs
•Hi-rel volume runs
•Specialized MOS processes such as
CCD, Readout, Detector or MUX

All the Ingredients for aWorld Record.
Quality equipment. Commitment
and teamwork. Extraordinary skill. These
are the ingredients that captured aworld
record for the Orbit sponsored SS/AS
Trans Am. And these are the ingredients
that we commit to each and every Orbit
customer.
To get the world record holder on
your team, contact Technical Marketing
today. Orbit Semiconductor. 1230
Bordeaux Drive. Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
Twx: 910-339-9307, FAX (408) 7471263. Or call (800) 331-4617. In California (800) 647-0222 or (408) 744-1800.

•Feature sizes down to 1.5 microns
drawn
•Process emulation and custom process
development
On-site CAD, quick-turn contract
maskmaking, test facilities and packaging
help speed your products to timely delivery. And our quality procedures monitor
every step of the fabrication process.

A subsidiary of Orbit Instrument Corporation.

What others promise, we guarantee.

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES. East Coast (
609)428-6060, - Midwest (
303)530-4520 - West Gout (
408)241-8111, (7)4)253-4626, (602)996-0635, (602)293-1220, (505)888-0800
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: Cana& (
514)481-3313 - U.K. Mom (0372)377779,11x 897628 SU U.K.-G, Fax (0372) 376848 -Europe Phone (06031)61076, Tlx 6D3I 948,
FAX (06031) 61788 - Israel Phone (052) 551313, Mx 342541 CANER IL, Fax (052) 543890 Auttealia Phone (8) 223 5802,11x UNIVAD AA89I4 I , Fax (8) 224 0464.
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CRYSTAL BALLS TURN CLOUDY AGAIN
AS CHIP FORECASTS DO AN ABOUT-FACE
A flat year turns into a good one, and nobody is sure why
I t never has been easy to predict the
peaks and valleys of the semiconductor
game. Over the years, it has become customary for the market watchers to adjust
their forecasts at midyear—and 1989 is
no exception.
Going into the year, the majority view
was of amostly flat world compared with
the three previous years' heady growth.
The Electronics consensus forecast was
for 9% growth in 1989 [
Electronics, January 1989, p. 95], while In-Stat Inc., the
Scottsdale, Ariz., market consultant, was
looking for aniggardly 5% uptick worldwide and a4% drop for the U. S. At Dataquest Inc. in San Jose, Calif., the numbers
indicated a10.2% rise, and the Semiconductor Industry Association forecast 10%
growth worldwide and 12% in the U. S.
But six months into 1989, strong orders
have knocked all the bears for aloop. InStat is now expecting a19% worldwide increase, with an even more dramatic jump
of 13% for the U. S, though it predicts
that 1990 will be aflat year. Dataquest
sees aglobal increase of 15.3% for the
year as awhole, but warns of negative
growth in the last two quarters. And the
SIA is talking about aglobal 14.4% rise,
with 13.8% growth for the U. S.
All this raises the question of whether
it is even possible to get an accurate advance handle on anotably slippery business. Forecasts play an important role in
how companies plan their operations, so
the effects of wide swings are not trivial.
For example, says market consultant
Matt Crugnale of Crugnale and Associates in Palo Alto, Calif., with asemiconductor market that last year reached $45
billion worldwide, "every 1% change is
$450 million, and 10% is $4.5 billion. That's
abig enough difference for anybody."
For In-Stat president Jack Beedle,
"Forecasting has turned out to be like
dancing on ahot tin roof: first you're
down and then you're up—but you're always in motion." The veteran chip researcher, who nearly two decades ago devised the key book-to-bill ratio for measuring the strength of the semiconductor
market, continually refines his numbers.
His opinion is that any prediction set in
concrete has little value.
As for the strength of the upsurge in
Electronics/June 1989

chip orders, Beedle is no more able than
anyone else to pick out asingle reason for
it. Computer makers account for half of
all the chip business, and their sales—except for the red-hot work-station segment—are sluggish. Rather, Beedle believes the "great spurt in the first half'
comes from an ordering quirk on the part
of these buyers. Over the past few years,
he says, computer-industry buyers have
ordered most of their components early in
the year and sat on their hands for the re-

wide chip results, which came out in late
February, showed afar stronger picture
than anticipated. Instead of sales that
dropped nearly 7% for the quarter, as the
SIA's flash, or preliminary, report signaled, they actually dropped only about
1%—a big difference.
For Crugnale, there is another element
in the mixed-up market forecasts: the
growing availability of dynamic randomaccess memories. "As memory becomes
freer, it breaks the logjam," he says.
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mainder. This pattern, which he says "is
true in Japan and Europe, too," gives off
overly optimistic signals on the upside
and overly gloomy ones on the downside.
Beedle points out that the early predictions for a flat 1989 sprang from a
marked downswing in orders that started
in mid-1988 and took the key SIA book-tobill ratio into minus territory. Experience
has taught that this indicator usually signals the trend for many months ahead.
But this time it went above parity (defined as adollar's worth shipped for each
one ordered) in January and has stayed
there ever since. This was the clue that
something was amiss, and Beedle notes
that the actual 1988 fourth-quarter world-
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Crugnale reasons that much new equipment, held up last year by lack of adequate DRAM supplies, is breaking out of
the design phase into production, pulling
demand for other chips with it. " Anything new is much more memory-intensive than what it replaces," he adds.
Meanwhile, some semiconductor industry executives fear that the happy-daysare-here-again atmosphere that has followed the updated forecasts may be overstating the positive. Among them is
Thomas George, senior vice president and
assistant general manager of Motorola
Inc.'s Semiconductor Products Sector in
Austin, Texas. The Motorola forecast
calls for a13% to 14% rise for the U. S. "I
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worry about that," George says, noting
that second-quarter orders hold the key.
Analyst Beedle says that if they equal
those of the first three months, he likely
will boost his forecasts even higher.
For Japan, In-Stat currently pegs the
1989 increase at 22%, alevel deemed too
high by Hikotaro Masunaga, vice general
manager of Fujitsu Ltd.'s Semiconductor
Group. His company expects sales " to
slow throughout the year to single-digit
growth." Most Japanese companies have

similar forecasts, which some consultants
say stem more from political considerations than economic. Faster growth
would raise U. S. pressures for market
access, they say.
Joining the side of the cautious is
Charles M. Clough, head of Wyle Laboratories Inc.'s distribution arm. In his view,
neither chip availability nor pricing signals anything like the upswing of the
forecasts. His advice: "Don't get fooled
by them."
-Larry Waller

If you want America
to be prepared
44y, ofor the future,
do som
about it.

Support America's colleges. Because
college is more than aplace where young, people
ate preparing for their future. It's where America
is preparing tor its future.
If our country's going to get smarter,
stronger—and more competitive— our colleges
and universities simply must become anational
priority
It's an investment we all share in. Government. Private citizens. And the business community After all, the future of American business
depends on it.
So help America prepare for the future with
acorporate gift to the college of your choice—and
you'll know your company has done its part.

Give to

the college of

your choice.

AN. S... 1. Mamma
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GET READY FOR
THE SUPERBATTLE
OF CRAY VS. CRAY
MINNEAPOLIS

spring of '89 may well go down as a
watershed period of restructuring at
the top end of the U. S. supercomputer industry. First came the abrupt mid-April
decision by Control Data Corp. to deepsix its ETA Systems Inc. supercomputer
subsidiary [
Electronics, May 1989, p. 17].
But just when it looked as though ETA's
disappearance would leave the U. S. with
only one traditional high-end supercomputer contender, suddenly again there
are two.
In mid-May industry leader Cray Research Inc. took the industry by surprise
when it announced plans to part ways
with its founder, supercomputer design
dean Seymour Cray. But the 63-year-old
Cray—who left Control Data Corp. 17
years ago to start Cray Research—will
not go away empty-handed. He will head
anew company, Cray Computer Corp. in
Colorado Springs, Colo., and may be well
positioned to provide formidable competition for his Minneapolis supercomputer
namesake later down the line, arole that
ETA never fullfilled.
Cray Research plans to grubstake
Cray's new company with up to $150 million in assets and cash. Cray Computer's
mission: to complete the development of
Cray's latest brainchild—the revolutionary and risky gallium arsenide-based
Cray-3. In turn, the Minneapolis parent
will own 10% of Cray Computer. The remaining 90% will be distributed to Cray
Research shareholders.
Momentum for the change has been
building for 18 months, ever since Cray
Research moved the Cray-3program to
Colorado Springs. As one of two parallel
development efforts within Cray Research, the Cray-3has been competing internally with the company's C-90 project
in Chippewa Falls, Wis. The C-90 is to be a
silicon-based successor to the company's
X-MP and YMP line. It is due out in 1991
and will play in the same performance
league as the Cray-3-10 to 20 billion
floating-point operations/s.
"We've both had all the resources we
needed up until now," Seymour Cray
says of the dual internal-development
tracks. But with the unorthodox deal to
spin off the Cray-3project, "we were anticipating aproblem in the future and trying to avoid it."
Cray Research chairman John Rollwagen told shareholders at the company's
annual meeting in May that the spinoff
was prompted by anumber of factors, inThe
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21st Century CMOS Technology, NOW

0.4 micron/6ns SCRAMs
First of aNew Generation of 3.3V Center- Pin
Power and Ground Products.

4K Bit Density Static RAM Speeds

Performance now offers two 6ns SCRAMs: P3C3148 1Kx4 and P3C3147

1.2

4Kx 1 . These SCRAMs are superfast Static CMOS Random Access

1.0

Memories. Future superfast products, using center- pin power and
ground with a3.3 volt power supply, will include SCRAMs with 4Kbit to
256K bit densities and popular logic parts such as buffers, transceivers,
latches, flip-flops, comparators, registers and gate arrays.

Effective
Channel
Length,
Microns

8
0

0.4
0.2

"It has been clearfor some time that theprimary consideration which could
limit the use offuture generations of CMOS technology in the highest speed
applications were issues associated with constraints that have been
hangovers from bipolar 771. circuit implementations. If those constraints
are not removed, then either performance will be compromised or serious
application problems will result. It is easy to see the value of the changes
that are needed to take maximum advantage of the attributes of the fine
line CMOS technology in the sub half- micron regime (PACE HI). Therefore,
we have decided to invest asignificant part of our Company's technical and
marketing resources to help make the
transition from a77/ environment to
an optimized CMOS environment.
As the 3.3 volt supply, low lead
inductance product line emerges
with 0.4 micron PACE HI Technology, the uncompromised performance will overcome resistance to
change and we will have a
kinder& gentler' eeed.'

0 1984

' 88

86

' 87

YEAR OF INTRODUCTION

Performance's PACE III Technology,which features 0.4 micron effective
gate length, 0.75 micron line widths and 250ps gate delay, offers a40
percent speed improvement even with a35 percent voltage reduction.
Superfast 6ns SCRAM performance is available now with significantly
lower power dissipation.

Typical Address to Dataout Delay: 41(x1 SCRAM

ns

Tom Longo

OEM
Performance's superfast 3.3 volt products incorporate multiple center
power and ground pins as well as reduced signal swings to dramatically
reduce ground bounce and simplify signal interconnection issues such as
reflections, cross talk and ringing.
For further information or to order SCRAMs call or write:

PERFORM1NCE
SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION
610 E.Weddell Drive, Sun nyvale,CA 94089 (408)734-9000
Circle 48
PERF0001/S

eluding slowing industry growth and increasing pressures on Cray's bottom line,
as well as faster than anticipated progress on the C-90.
Cray's research and development expenses rose by 35% last year to about
$117 million, including $30 million for the
Cray-3, which may see first deliveries
next year. And the company reported an
operating loss in this year's first quarter
for the first time in recent memory.
Meanwhile, "we don't see more than 10%

growth" during 1989, Rollwagen says,
adding that he expects "atough, tough
pull" to meet 1989 financial goals.
Something had to give. And the unique
scheme to split off the Cray-3effort will
solve the problem, while producing no
losers, Rollwagen contends.
Cray-3customers at first will be the
same ones that were interested in fledgling Cray Research in the mid-1970s,
namely, afew big government laboratories and other sophisticated supercom-

Daicel Chemical: AWorldclass Leader
in Recording Materials

Daicel Chemical Industries is a worldclass leader in the development and manufacture of optical
and magneto-optical disk products. The Company is leading the industry in research and
development of disk substrates and magnetic film materials, focusing on polycarbonate
substrates and magnetic films made from amorphous (non-crystalline) four element
alloys of neodymium, dysprosium, iron, and cobalt. Our research has brought about
results:results that mean an improvement in recording densitities, an improvement in performance, and an improvement in overall disk quality. At
Daicel we will continue to apply our "chemitronicetotal system
approach to solving our customers problems and developing a new generation of technologies to
support the information age.

DAICEL CFEMICAL IIOUSTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Head Office: 8-t, Kasumigaseki 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan Phone: [031507-3112 [Optical Memory Division]
Telex: 222-4632 DAICEL JFacsimile: [03] 593-2708
Dakel (U.S.A.) Inc.: 611 West 6th Street. Suite 2152 Los Angeles,
CA 90017, U.S.A. Phone: [213] 629-3656/3657
Daicel [Europe] GmbH: konigsallee 92a, 4000 Dusseldorf 1.
FR Germany Phone: [02111 134158
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puter users, he says. "And that's what
they [Cray Computer] need right now.
It's avery significant part of their development process, so they don't have to be
distracted by building machines in great
volume, or by calling on all the different
kinds of customers that need to be called
on," he says. "They can leave that to us."
Cray Research, with sales of $756 million last year, will now be free to focus its
resources on the more conservative silicon-based MPs and C-90, and on expanding its base in software, networking, and
marketing infrastructure. Customers will
benefit by having achoice between the
two technologies, Rollwagen says. "The
net effect of both enterprises, Itruly believe, is that the competition will create a
bigger pie for everybody."
However, others have their doubts.
"The two companies clearly will be going
after some of the same customers, and
there will be pressures on the federal
budget. So it's difficult to see how this
will result in alarger pie," says Barry
Willman, acomputer analyst at Sanford
C. Bernstein & Co. in New York.
In agreement is Gary Smaby, Minneapolis technology analyst for Needham &
Co. "Ithink Iunderstand why they did it,
but I'm still not convinced that it will be a
net plus for the old Cray, because Ithink
they have created apotentially formidable competitor for themselves," he says.
There are still many unanswered questions, Smaby notes. But if Cray Computer can manufacture the Cray-3in volume,
"it's going to put alot of pressure on
Cray Research."
Reactions to the Cray move around the
user community are mixed. With Minneapolis-based ETA getting out of the business, "Ican see where these two pieces of
Cray, which were competing anyway, will
now compete alot more. And Ithink
that's very good for the country," says
Dieter Fuss, deputy associate director for
computations at the Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory in Livermore, Calif.
But at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing
Center, which has placed the only announced order for aCray-3, scientific codirector Ralph RosIdes takes aslightly differing view. "The Cray-3is going to be areal
machine," says Rosldes, who is expecting a
late 1991 delivery. "But now that Cray is
two smaller companies, that doesn't reassure me that they can withstand the pressures that the vertically integrated Japanese [supercomputer vendors] can bring to
bear" (see p. 48).
And some think that the repositioning
is not over. As the industry leader, Cray
Research faces agrowing challenge not
only from atrio of Japanese high-end
vendors in NEC, Fujitsu, and Hitachi. The
firm will also likely meet new competition
from IBM Corp. and anumber of smaller
minisupercomputer vendors, industry
watchers point out. —Wesley R. Iversen
Electronics / June
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The world's finest workstations
have something in common.
•Apollo
•Digital
•Hewlett Packard
•Intergraph
•Mips

•Next
•Prime
•Silicon Graphics
•Sun
•Tektronix

All these popular engineering
workstations have something in common: Motorola Fast Static RAMs. And
the reason that all these companies
choose Motorola's Fast Statics is simple
—they have what it takes to run with
the best.
Remaining competitive in today's
MOTOROLA FAST STATIC RAMS AVAILABLE NOW
ORGANIZATION

DEVICE

4Kx 4
4K x4CS
4K x4OE

MCM6268
MCM6269
MCM6270

I6K x4
16K x4OE

NICM6288
MCM6290

64K x1
I3K x8
8K x6
32K xg

MCM6206••

ACCESS TIME

PACKAGES

20, 25, 30, 35m
20, 25, 30, 35es

PDIP
PDIP, PSO)

MCM6287

25, 35es

PDIP, PB0 .1

MCM6164
MCM6264

45, 55es
30, 35, 45, 55ns

CDIP
PDIP, PSO)

35, 4;ns

MP, PSOI

MCM4160
MCM62350
MCM62351

22, 25es
22, 25ns
22, 25ns

MCM6293
MCM6294
MCM6295

20, 25ns
20, 25ns
25, 30ns

•20ns 4K x4available 3Q89
"p ototype quantities

QualitY
Award
',Winner 1988

Get an Engineer-toengineer update
on al of Motorola's Fast Static RAMs by
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MOTOROLA

To: Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.,
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036
Please send me more information on Fast Static RAMs.
392ELEX060089

Name
Title

PD1P, P50.1
PD1P, PSOJ
PIMP

Company
Address

Ss et:1,0nm, F st Stattc RAM,
16K x4
16K x4OE
16K x4OE

calling: 1-800-521-6274. Call toll-free any
weekday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. M.S.T. If
the call can't answer all your questions,
we'll have alocal applications engineer
contact you. For published technical
data, complete
and return the
Malcolm Baldriee
coupon below
National

One -on -one design -in help.

PD1P
20,' 25, 35, 45, 55m
25, 35ns•
PDIP
25, 35ne
PDIP, PS0j

I. a, he Tag RAM ( ttInpara)ors
4K x4
4K x4
4K x4

workstation market requires reliable,
high-speed Fast Static RAMs to get
the most performance out of today's
advanced 32bit microprocessors. That's
why Motorola is the number one choice
in high-performance workstations. They
offer the speed, reliability and availability necessary to excel in atough field
of competitors.
Motorola's family of Fast Statics is
growing all the time; to keep up with the
latest introductions, use the chart.

PDIE 0501
PDIP, PSO)
PDIP, PSO)

City
Call me (

State
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Modular plugs and jacks.
In surface-mount. Shielded.
Our modular plug and jack designs
have always been agreat concept,
especially for I/O.
And we have the whole, big scoop
on breadth of line.
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Strip-form mod plugs allow termination
with high-speed application tooling.

We offer you
the standards. Preloaded plugs that
mass terminate
round or flat-oval
wire. And our standard
top- and side-entry
jacks with selective gold
contacts for longer life
at lower cost.

Shielded mod plugs
in fully-loaded 6- and
8-position versions
have insulation-piercing
terminals. Shielded jacks
in board-ground or
panel-ground designs.

Or the surface-mount
modular jacks. With all the features
of our standard line in low-profile,
vapor-phase-compatible modules that
integrate easily with accepted processing, even robotic insertion.

And plain of vanilla.
Or shielded. The industry's only
low-cost modular shielded plugs and
jacks. With aminimum of 20dB shielding effectiveness from 30MHz to 500
MHz. Redundant shielding tabs. Fully
intermateable with standard product
and conforms to FCC regulations.

And nowhere else can you find
the tooling capability AMP offers
you. Aproduction hand tool that's
acknowledged to be the best in the
industry. Our low-cost field/prototype
tool. And benchtop and high-speed
application machinery.

AMA

Details on all our "flavors" are
ready for you. Just give us acall.
Ca111-800-522-6752 for literature
on AMP Modular Connectors.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3608.

Interconnecting ideas
Circle 12

AMP production hand tool cuts
cable, strips cable jacket,
and mass terminates
loose-piece plugs.
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ROUTE 128 REASSESSES ITS STRATEGIES
LOWELL, MASS.

I n the 1960s and 1970s, the words
"Route 128" conjured up images of
high-flying minicomputer companies in
the Boston area that were the darlings of
Wall Street, logging yearly growth of
40% or more. Times have changed. Companies like Data General, Prime Computer, and Wang Laboratories are struggling for profits while fighting off takeovers and counting on new market strategies to make money.
Data General Corp. of Westboro has
gone three straight years without turning aprofit, and there's no guarantee the
company will be profitable this year.
Prime Computer Inc., based in Natick, reported a $6.3 million loss in its first 1989
quarter, which ended April 3; the company laid off 1,200 employees last December. Lowell-based Wang Laboratories
Inc. was in the red in its most recent
quarter as well, losing $63 million after
rebounding nicely last year from 1987
losses. If Wang sticks to its goal of paring its employee head count to 28,500 by
September, it will have to lay off some
1,700 workers by then.
The region itself isn't stagnant, say executives at these and other Boston-area
computer firms. But some minicomputer
makers waited too long to go after fastgrowing markets, including desktop
work stations, computer-aided design and
engineering, and on-line transaction processing. Also inhibiting growth is the
time it's taking to augment proprietary
hardware and software architectures
with the open-system standards computer buyers demand today, especially the
Unix operating system.
Still, not all Boston-area computer companies are singing the blues or glancing
nervously over their shoulders at wouldbe acquirers. Some are doing quite well,
mining rich veins in market segments
that are growing much faster than the
mature minicomputer business. And
some are going the
merger route.
Prime has offered itself for sale after
fighting for months
against ahostile acquisition by MAI/Basic
Four Inc. of Tustin,
Calif. Prime deems the
MAI bid of $20 per
share too low. Analysts say Wang is a
takeover target, with
Xerox Corp. of Stamford, Conn., the latest
rumored suitor.
Consolidations of
36

computer companies aren't that infrequent along Route 128. The most recent
and dramatic was Hewlett-Packard Co.'s
purchase of Apollo Computer Inc., the
Chelmsford work-station pioneer, in April
[Electronics, May 1989, p. 32]. Apollo
was working its way back to minimal
profits from earlier losses. Prime acquired Computervision Corp. of Bedford,
Mass., in ahostile takeover of its own last
year. That move was intended to broaden
Prime's base in CAD/CAE, avertical
market it had targeted. MAI is still trying
to acquire Prime, which in April decided
to seek other bidders [
Electronics, May
1989, p. 18].
In two deals with unusual twists,
smaller Boston-area computer companies
bought larger ones to achieve greater
critical mass in revenues—and to broaden
customer bases—to compete more effectively in vertical markets they had staked
out. Masscomp Inc. of Westford was only
about one third the size of Concurrent
Computer Corp. of Tinton Falls, N. J.,
which it bought last fall [
Electronics,
April 1989, p. 119]. The merged company
kept the Concurrent name and its headquarters. Both companies specialize in
real-time technical computing applications, still the target of the merged firm.
In asimilar purchase completed last

Some minicomputer makers
waited too long to go after
fast-growing markets

month, Encore Computer Systems Corp.,
formerly based in Marlboro, acquired
Gould/Computer Systems Inc. from Nippon Mining Co. Ltd. [
Electronics, April
1989, p. 18]. Encore, an early advocate of
parallel-processing systems, had 1988
revenues of $34 million; Gould Computer's 1988 revenues were $225 million. Encore has moved its base to Gould's computer operations in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
With the purchase, helped along by a
$140 million loan from Gould to Encore,
the merged organization has enhanced its
presence in technical computing, especially in the simulation market.
COUNTERPOINTS. Digital Equipment
Corp., the Maynard-based minicomputer
giant, is going strong despite some handwringing on the part of analysts about
short-term financial performance. Stratus Computer Inc. and the East Coast Division of Sun Microsystems Inc. report
torrid growth rates, and Encore was
growing nicely even before its Gould acquisition. Realizing they couldn't compete across the board with the Route 128
minicomputer establishment, these relative newcomers targeted markets with
explosive growth potential.
The XA2000 line of fault-tolerant computers from Marlboro-based Stratus is
finding widespread use in on-line transaction processing (OLTP) applications in
banks, Wall Street securities firms, and
manufacturing. Sun's East Coast Division, with headquarters in Billerica, is riding the crest of the work-station wave.
The division's first product, the Sun 386i,
accounted for $ 150 million in Sun revenues last year in its first 12 months of
availability (see p. 127).
Stratus has zoomed from $42 million in
1984 revenues, with anet income of $5.4
million, to $265 million last year, with a
net income of $29.3 million. The OLTP
market was worth about $20 billion in
1987 and could double by 1991, according
to various estimates. " It's been agood
market for us and for
Tandem as well," says
William E. Foster,
founder, president,
and chief executive officer at Stratus.
Tandem Computers
Inc. of Cupertino,
Calif., pioneered the
market "and pulled us
into it," Foster says.
"We were focused on
that market even before the term 'on-line
transaction processing'
was coined." Stratus is
now sharpening its foElectronics/June 1989

IDT's 4K X16 CMOS SRAM

Now at 25 ns!
Works Like 3 Chips in 1!
The core of the IDT 71502 is a
4K x16 CMOS static RAM. But surrounding that core are features that
will make your mouth water. Features that make the IDT 71502 work
like 3chips in 1.
It's a Writable Control Store
The IDT 71502 SRAM is ideal for
microprogram writable control store
use. There are on-chip features like
width and depth expandability plus
high-speed serial load and readback.
A selectable pipeline register with
selectable flow-thru bits. There's a
parity generator for better system
reliability. And abreakpoint comparator coupled with IDT's Serial Protocol
Channel (SPCTM) that allows insystem debug and diagnostics. All
these features combined with a25 ns
clock access time make the IDT 71502
aone-chip solution to your microprogram design.
We offer you awide range of
high-speed module solutions:
the IDT7M6032 ( 16K x32), the
SPC Is atrademark of Integrated Device Technology.

IDT 7MB6042 (8K x112), and the
IDT 7M6052 (4K x80).
It's a Data Recorder
In its data acquisition mode, the
IDT 71502 captures 16 bits of data at a
fast 25MHz rate. Simply clock the onchip address generator and store up to
4K sequential samples. Block data
transfers are apiece of cake. And you
can monitor system performance in
real-time.
It's a Logic Analyzer
Want to include logic analysis
capability in your system? With the
IDT 71502 it's asimple matter to perform diagnostic bus monitoring combined with real-time stop-on-event
system analysis. And SPCrm with the
on-chip comparator lets you preset
address and data breakpoints.

Call For More Information
If you have questions concerning
price, availability, or technical issues,
call our Marketing Hotline at
(800) 544-SRAM.
If you need technical literature,
we'll send you afree copy of the 1989
IDT Data Book Supplement. It contains complete information on our
other CMOS product lines (including
SRAMs, FIF0s, Dual-Ports, RISC
Processors, VLSI Building Blocks,
ECL I/0 RAMs, FCT/ FCTA Logic,
Modules, and much more). Or write
to: Integrated Device Technology,
Corporate Marketing, 3236 Scott
Blvd., P.O. Box 58015, Santa Clara,
CA 95052-8015
When cost-effective performance counts

Packaging
Package options include 48-pin
plastic or side-brazed DIPs, a48-pin
LCC and a52-pin PLCC. MIL-STD883C versions are also available.
Circle 15

Integrated
Device Technology

Great things happen when your
design, test and quality management
systems are integrated...
Quality goes up because key elements of your
products' design, manufacturing and test process
begin working in harmony. And this makes for a
smoother, more efficient flow from your design
department to final test.
Costs go down because your design people understand the needs of your test people and begin designing products that aren't production-test nightmares.
This helps you move designs into production and
test more quickly. The result is savings in time
and money.
You get to market on time because your traditional bottlenecks are easy to overcome. GenRad's
TRACS; for example is aquality management

system that helps you fine-tune your manufacturing
process to eliminate the causes of faults. It can even
help you identify design problems that can stall anew
product introduction.
And GenRad can help because we have the
newest in design and test simulation systems, abroad
line of component and board testers that lets you
choose the price performance best for you, and the
quality management system that helps you win the
fault prevention battle. What's more, we have
integrated all of these systems with our powerful
software so you won't have problems making them
work together.
We have great things in store for your electronics
manufacturing process. Call us at 1-800-4-GENRAD.
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GenRad

The difference in software
is the difference in test'
Circle 47

cus even more. Initially, it supplied hard- of the strategy is to continue to develop
the proprietary cash cow—the MV/
ware to the overall OLTP market. In the
Eclipse computer family. The second is a
past few years, Foster says, it has been
looking especially at financial services—se- push in open-system industry standards,
and the third is astrong focus on the telecurities exchanges and banks—telecommunications, and retail point-of-sale applica- communications market.
Part one is paying off: the MV/40000, intions, such as airline reservations.
troduced last October, has sold better than
William Avery, vice president and genexpected. That system was the main reaeral manager of Sun's East Coast Divison for Data General's profitable second
sion, says the shift to open systems has
quarter, which many analysts expected to
occurred more rapidly than anyone exshow aloss. But it's too early to tell if the
pected. "It has affected some key compaother two elements will contribute enough
nies in this area more than in other rein new revenues to get the company into
gions," he says. "We were asking in 1986
the black again and growing faster than in
if Unix would really make it." The Sun
recent years. Data General's revenues
386i, for which his division has complete
have increased from $1.16 billion in 1984 to
responsibility, runs both Unix and MSDOS. It accounted for more than 10% of just $1.36 billion in 1988.
The company's first foray into open
Sun's corporate revenues last year.
DEC, which spawned the minicomputer systems was the introduction in late February of the initial entries in aMotorola
business in the early 1960s, hasn't be88000 RISC work-stacome stagnant despite
tion and server family
amature market. The
company cashed in on a Many Boston- area firms called Aviion, which
networking strategy
are looking at mergers runs under the compaadopted some years ago or fending off takeovers ny's proprietary DG/
UX Unix variation
to provide customers
[Electronics, March
with enterprise-wide
1989, p. 44]. However,
computer resources—
"we won't see amajor revenue spurt
from the desktop to the data center. That
from the Aviion family this year," says
strategy is still paying off. Also, DEC is
Ronald Skates, executive vice president
now an aggressive competitor in the
and chief operating officer.
work-station market and has embraced
The most visible manifestation of the
Unix in abig way. The company recently
company's telecommunications strategy
introduced aseries of Unix-based reis acontract with Japan's NTT Corp. to
duced-instruction-set work stations, the
supply hardware and software for the
DECstation 3100 line [
Electronics, Febprivate data networks that NTT provides
ruary 1989, p. 49].
[Electronics, November 1988, p. 192].
In 1988 DEC's revenues reached nearly
Data General is delivering equipment to
$11.5 billion, up from almost $9.4 billion in
NTT under the terms of that contract,
1987. Net income was up, too, from $1.1
which could be worth several hundred
billion to $ 1.3 billion. Yet DEC's stock
dropped more than 10 points on March 22 million dollars to the company and could
after the company said that revenues for trigger similar sales to other telecommuthe third quarter of 1989 would be lower nications firms.
One analyst suggests that Data Generthan the expected 13% increase over
al, among others, may be preparing to
1988's third quarter.
settle for minimal revenue growth as a
The quarter came in at an 11% increase,
to $3.1 billion. Mark Steinkrauss, director tacit strategy. Charles Casale, president
of the Aberdeen Group, aBoston-based
of investor relations at DEC, attributes
market research firm, says that compathe 2% differential to aslowing in the
U. S. economy. Steinkrauss says the com- nies such as Data General, Prime, and
pany will try to boost the tempo by con- Wang "must make up their minds to go
out of business—by bankruptcy or acquitinuing to hammer away at the
networked enterprise-wide computing sition—or remain at growth rates right
around [the rate of] the Gross National
theme along with further embracing inProduct. Data General appears to be setdustry standards, such as Unix and the
tling for this."
International Standards Organization's
Skates is quick to deny any such unspoOpen System Interconnect model.
ken strategy. "We won't be satisfied with
DEC's Unix variation, Ultrix, has yet to
GNP-like growth," he asserts. "[Compacontribute substantially to the company's
revenues. But in discussing the recent ny president] Ed de Castro wouldn't buy
that for asecond. With the new open-sysquarterly results, president Kenneth Olsen
tem products we have now and more to
said DEC has embraced Unix "with as
much enthusiasm as we have traditionally come, we expect to grow awhole lot better than that when those products take
exhibited for our VAX/VMS systems."
hold." Nor is Data General looking to be
Data General is also alate convert to
acquired, Skates adds. "No one has apUnix. The company announced aUnix
proached us."
push in April 1988 as part of athreeCasale concedes that Data General
pronged growth strategy. The first part
Electronlcs/June 1989
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PICO's high reliability DC- DC
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ultra-miniature encapsulated
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Over 80 different models operating over the temperature range
of — 25°C to + 70°C ambient
without deraling.
• 16 new high voltage models
100-250 volt output

• Up to 1.25 watt output at
—25°C to +70°C ambient
• Ultra-miniature size (0.3" Height)
• 5input voltage ranges 5, /2, 24, 28
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• 28V input/Output now standard
• input/output isolation
100 megohm @ 500V DC
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• No heat sink required
I OPTIONS AVAILABL1
•Expanded operating temp
(-55°C to + 85°C ambient)
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•Temperature Cycle (- 55°C to + 125°C)
Hi Temp, full power burn in
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up to 20 watts power.
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Delivery—
stock to
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"has always shown technical strength, tenacity, stubbornness, and awill to survive." Those things can't be said about
Wang, he says. But in Casale's view,
Wang has an ability to successfully enter
new businesses. "Wang started in calculators, switched to small business computers, and then to dedicated word processing," where " it stayed beyond the
time it was prudent."
Now Casale questions whether Wang
can make the transition soon enough into

the four vertical markets it is targeting:
manufacturing, financial services, government, and professional services, such
as law offices. Paul Henning, director of
investor relations, stresses that the technology helping Wang compete more effectively is the imaging capability embodied in Wang's Integrated Imaging Systems, which tie images and text together
in adesktop work station [
Electronics,
April 30, 1987, p. 83].
Wang's 1987 revenues of $2.83 billion

VIO SI
S

Your Source for Silicon Prototyping
Lowest Cost
Since 1981 MOSIS has been providing a low-cost prototyping service to IC designers by merging
designs from many users onto multi- project wafer runs.
Highest Quality
Photomasks are purchased to zero defect density specifications. Parametric test structures on
the wafers are measured to ensure compliance with vendor process specifications. Standardized
yield monitors measure defect density.
Wide- Ranging Technologies
MOSIS supports several different technologies and fabricators.

Among them are:

• CMOS double- level metal at 3.0. 1.6 and 1.2 microns from Hewlett-Packard
• CMOS double-level metal at 2.0 microns from VLSI Technology
• CMOS double- level metal with second poly option at 2.0 microns from Orbit
Projects can be designed with design rules from either MOSIS, the wafer fabricator or the DoD.
MOSIS also distributes a library of DOD-developed standard cells ( 3.0. 2.0 and 1.2 microns) to
designers interested in semi- custom design.

For more information, contact Christine Tomovich or Sam Delatorre at ( 213) 822-1511.
The MOSIS Service, 4676 Admiralty Way, Marina del Rey, California 90292-6695
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grew to $3.06 billion last year, and net
earnings rebounded dramatically from a
loss of $70.7 million in 1987 to a $92.7 million profit last year. "We can't be an allpurpose computer company to all markets, so we're focusing on those four vertical markets," Henning says. He says
Wang's goal is to boost revenues 20% a
year in each of the sectors.
Henning points out that Wang is already in the professional services market
with word processing and office automation, "and we're strong in state and local
government and financial services. But
the potential for penetrating all of those
is much greater with imaging," he says.
Wang's revenues from imaging products have grown rapidly in ashort time.
Imaging products contributed $30 million
to Wang's revenues in all of fiscal 1988.
In the first six months of this fiscal year,
they accounted for another $30 million,
and then $30 million more in just the last
three months, according to Henning. "If
we can keep doubling like that, imaging
will be asubstantial business for us in a
few years," he says.
Henning suggests that the fourth
quarter, which ends June 30, will bring
Wang back to the break-even point. With
downsizing, Henning maintains that the
company will move into fiscal 1990 with a
leaner expense line and still be profitable
at a lower domestic sales level. He
wouldn't comment on acquisition rumors.
PREOCCUPIED. Meanwhile, acquisitions
have become apreoccupation at Prime.
The company's unfriendly takeover last
year of Computervision was agrowth
move that hiked Prime's revenues from
$960 million in 1987 to almost $1.6 billion a
year later. But profits suffered as aresult: net income dropped from $64.7 million in 1987 to about $19 million last year.
Then came the $6.3 million loss the first
quarter of this year.
Now Prime is locked in combat with
MAI/Basic Four, spending substantial
money and energy to hold off MAI's hostile takeover bid. MAI claims that
through early last month, Prime shareholders had tendered more than 50% of
Prime's stock to MAI. Even if MAI fails,
however, Prime has offered itself for sale
in management's attempt to get abetter
price for the company than the $970 million MAI is offering—or $20 per share.
Many customers have postponed purchases from Prime until the company's
status is settled.
For his part, Casale of the Aberdeen
Group says that Prime's growth strategy,
based on CAD/CAE, will make for only
modest growth even if the company is not
sold. "Fdon't know how Iwould bet" on the
MAI deal, he says. "No one on either side is
backing down. These are two sets of
greedy capitalists who may inadvertently
destroy the company they're trying to salvage."
-Lawrence Curran
ElectronIcs/June 1989
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Getting ahead is always easier when you have the support of your family.
Which is precisely why the Fujitsu Microelectronics family of ASIC and standard
memory products gives you all the support you need every step of the way.
Our wide selection of memory and logic products, for example, is among the
most complete in the industry Which means you can choose from every product
in the book. Including static and high-speed ECL RAMs, ROMs, PROMs and EEPROMs,
ultra high-speed ECL RAMs, SRAMs and DRAMs.
When it comes to ASICs, we've got everything you need to develop your own.
Like powerful workstation software tools.
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And products that include high-speed ECL and BiCMOS arrays. CMOS sea-ofgates devices with over 100,000 gates. As well as standard cell capability to support
up to 60,000 gates.

MB86220 DSP Emulation Processor
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On top of that, our microcomputer products let you choose from 4-bit microcontrollers, 8-bit to 32-bit microprocessors and SCSI controllers.
And our wide range of telecommunications products includes digital signal
processors, prescalers and phase-locked loop devices.
All of which means that no matter what your needs, you've got the family
behind you.
To find out more, can-800/742-7616. Just tell us you'd like to meet the family.
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TELEVISION

WANTED BY THE AEA: $1.35 BILLION FOR HDTV
N

WASHINGTON

there is aplan. After nearly ayear
hand-wringing and ominous predictions about the fate of the U. S. electronics industry, the American Electronics
Association last month produced detailed
recommendations for how the U. S. could
use high-definition TV as ameans of reestablishing adomestic consumer electronics industry.
The plan calls for direct federal aid,
low-interest loans, and loan guarantees
worth acombined $ 1.35 billion over the
next decade, to be matched at least dollar
for dollar by industry. Without such a
strategy, the AEA warns, the U. S. risks
losing its telecommunications and computer industries, and faces further erosion of the vital semiconductor industry—not unlike what has already happened in consumer electronics [
Electronics, March 1989, p. 70].
"HDTV is not only asymbol, but adriver of competitiveness," says Jack
Kueller, vice chairman of IBM Corp. "An
intersection of TV and computers is coming. HDTV will surely be one of the drivers of semiconductor technology."
So now comes the tough part: selling
ow

of

Congress and the Bush Administration
on the idea. It's not that Washington isn't
sympathetic to the issue—indeed, HDTV
has been called a "top priority" of the
Bush Administration's economic and industrial strategy. But it won't be easy to
come up with more than $1billion when
Congress is struggling with aburgeoning federal budget deficit.
Secretary of Commerce Robert A. Mosbacher has made clear his willingness to
help industry by loosening antitrust restrictions, reinstating the capital-gains
tax differential, and making permanent
the research and development tax credit.
But Mosbacher, who will deliver his own
HDTV report to Congress this summer,
has so far held fast in refusing to provide
federal aid. "They're hoping that Uncle
Sugar will fund it," he says, "and Idon't
think they should depend on that."
Congress may be easier to sway. Sen.
Ernest F. Hollings (
D., S. C.), the powerful chairman of the Senate Commerce,
Science, and Transportation Committee,
told Mosbacher at acommittee hearing
last month that "it's high time we stop
wasting time with committees and meetings and come up with solutions." He

HOW AEA WOULD BUILD HDTV INDUSTRY
Action

Grants

Cost

$300 million over three years

Effect

Develop basic technologies, including
advanced displays and image-processing chips vital to establishing an advanced TV infrastructure

Loans

$500 million over 5-10 years

Discount loans would be used to offset
the high cost of capital in the U. S.,
stimulating investment in manufacturing
and product-development strategies

Loan guarantees

Establish ATV Corp.

$500 million over 5-10 years

NA

Encourage U. S. financial institutions to
invest in HDTV ventures

Create an independent, government- industry body to coordinate the HDTV effort, manage the funds, and oversee
standards, licensing programs, and import activities in order to protect U. S.
in

Relax antitrust rules

None

Allow major corporations, such as AT&T
and Zenith, to collaborate on HDTV development without risk of government
intervention

Restore the R&D tax credit
and the long-term capitol
gains differential
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NA

Encourage long-term plans and
investment

commended the AEA report, saying that
the $1.35 billion request is "in the ballpark." Combined with Mosbacher's plan,
he said, the AEA proposal will play akey
role in formulating congressional consensus on the issue.
Hollings maintains that HDTV is something of amotherhood-and-apple-pie issue—that few in Congress would vote
against aprogram designed to reverse
the decline of akey U. S. industry. But no
matter how much the Congress may
want to support amajor HDTV initiative,
Hollings admits, "finding the money is
tough, because you've got to take it out
from somewhere else."
BACKERS. Hollings is not alone in supporting federal investment in HDTV technology. Senators Albert Gore Jr. (D.,
Tenn.) and John Danforth (R., Mo.) have
also indicated their support, as has Rep.
Don Ritter (R., Pa.). Ritter introduced
legislation in March that would authorize
$100 million ayear for HDTV research
over the next five years. The bill would
also relax applicable antitrust laws to allow major U. S. companies, such as
AT&T, IBM, and Motorola, to join in an
HDTV consortium, and reinstate the R&D
tax credit. Says Sen. John D. Rockefeller
IV (D., W. Va.): "It's coming to the point
where government-industry cooperation
is not only important, it's lifesaving."
That's precisely the point of the HDTV
business plan, which was prepared for
the AEA by The Boston Consulting
Group after inteviewing experts at more
than 70 companies and government agencies and visiting plants in Japan, Belgium, the U. S., and West Germany.
The proposal begins with the creation
of an independent Advanced TV Corp.,
chartered by Congress to lead and monitor development of the industry and to
administer loans and loan guarantees
provided by Congress for specific development projects.
In addition, the plan calls for the Pentagon's Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency to spend $300 million on
high-definition display and component research over the next three years. Darpa
siezed on the HDTV initiative last winter
by promising to spend at least $30 million
for display research in 1989, but has not
announced formal plans for continued research programs in the future.
Rounding out the AEA plan's funding
picture would be aminimum of $50 million to be spent over three years by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology for developing the applicable
HDTV standards.
The key to the AEA's proposal is the
way in which the technology would be
Electronics/June
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• the confrontation between NuBus, Micro
Channel and EISA u why the 386
machines excel • the risks of RISC uthe
impact of parallel processing • the next
generation of memory technology, FRAMs
• the latest about VME and Multibus Il
Get thorough updates on major new systems,
considered from the memory perspective:
• the VAX 6200 • the Compaq Deskpro
386 • the Macintosh Ilx
the Apollo
DN 4000 • the Sun 4/110 and 386i

*Christopher Kreager, Systems Specialist,
UNITED DATA SYSTEMS

Oliver's famous cases No 101.

Germanium v. Silicon
With his customary eloquence, Oliver O. Ward, President of GPD Corporation and sometimes known as
The ChiefJustice of Germanium, restated anumber of telling arguments:
"In Rectification, Germanium is not only superior to Silicon in both efficiency and forward voltage
characteristics, but is particularly so at temperatures from — 55 °C to 110°C.
"In Amplification from small signal to output power, Germanium devices, provide stable performance,
security of supply, and specifications to meet the world's leading technical standards.
"In Photodetection, Germanium gives linearity of spectral response peaking at 1550nm, and offers
highshunt resistance, when required.
"In short, gentlemen: His Honour concluded, "Germanium beats the daylight out of Silicon, in so many
important engineering applications:'
The Jury, composed of leading figures from the Electronics Industry, retired briefly and brought in a
unanimous verdict:
Another Famous Victory for Germanium.

Learned footnotes.
I. For example, Vf as little as 0.35V,
compared with 1.0V or more for
Silicon.
2. From 45mW to 500A, in packages
TO- 18 to DO-200, to meet specs JAN,
JANTX, EIA, Pro Electron AC, AD,
ADY, ADZ, AY, AUY, ASY etc.
3. Photodiodes from 0.1mm to 5.0mm
active diameter available as chips or
in packages TO- 18, TO-5or TO-8,
with choice of window or lense.
Coolers also available. Responsivity
0.75 A/W
4. Silicon Unijunction Transistors and
Germanium Tunnel Diodes are also
manufactured, to JAN and JANTX.
Ask for full details.

GPD

Germanium Power Devices Corporation,
PO Box 3065, Shawsheen Village Station,
Andover MA 01810.
Telephone 508 475 5982.
Fax 508 470 1512. Telex 94-7150 GPD ANDR.
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controlled. Noting that all this investment would not solve any problems if the
technology can be pirated or shipped offshore, AEA vice president Pat Hubbard
says it is essential that Congress and the
U. S. Patent Office develop ameans to
provide the proposed ATV Corp. with exclusive licenses to underlying HDTV standards and technology. The company or
organization that developed the standard
would receive full compensation, she
says, but would have to relinquish rights
to the technology so that it could be fully
controlled by ATV.
U. S. TILT. To obtain loans or other financial assistance from ATV, companies
would have to meet certain key requirements, including matching governmentbacked funding with their own financing;
performing most or all related R&D, engineering, and manufacturing in the U. S.;
and purchasing the majority of its semi-

conductors from U. S. chip makers.
Similarly, says Hubbard, who has
headed the AEA's HDTV initiative, licensing-fee schedules, royalty-funded investments, direct R&D grants, and other economic incentives, including tax benefits,
should be prorated according to the level
of R&D, manufacturing, and product design done in the U. S. The level of use of
domestically produced semiconductors
and the extent that U. S. firms have market access to agiven company's home
country should also be factored into the
equation, she says.
Hubbard bristles at the suggestion
that these rules are "protectionist," but
she makes their purpose very clear: government funding must not be funneled
offshore by foreign-owned or controlled
companies that do not invest in engineering jobs and full-scale manufacturing in
the U. S.
-Tobias Naegele
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AT&T AIMS ITS BEST SHOT
AT THE MERCHANT MARKE1
BERKELEY HEIGHTS, N. J.

I n its latest strategic move toward becoming amajor player in merchant chip
markets, AT&T Microelectronics has
turned up the speed and turned down the
power of emitter-coupled logic. Its new
ECL process, called BEST-I, is flexible
enough to deliver switching speeds as
fast as 80 ps or power consumption as
low as 0.5 mW.
BEST—for bipolar enhanced selfaligned technology—boasts state-of-theart performance and will be available in
July as astandard-cell library for application-specific integrated circuits. BEST-I
gate arrays will follow later in the year,
and astandard-parts family hasn't been
ruled out, says Mike Scott, digital bipolar
product marketing manager.
The five-year game plan at the Berkeley Heights chip maker calls for boosting
merchant chip sales at amuch faster rate
than the division's sales to AT&T Co.'s
systems companies. The goal: crank up
the merchant business to 50% of total
sales by 1992, says marketing vice president Dick Koelt1 [
Electronics, May 1989,
p. 125]. External sales currently account
for 25% of AT&T Microelectronics' $1billion total annual revenue.
One tactic calls for leveraging advanced technologies developed for captive semiconductor production by AT&T
systems companies. ECL is aprime example. Breaking along-standing policy of
keeping its ECL secrets in-house, AT&T
two years ago decided to offer digital bipolar devices and technologies to the merchant market. With BEST-I, external customers will be getting an early shot at
Electronics/June 1989

AT&T's leading-edge technology—at a
good price. "Our intent is to be equal to or
better than other ECL technologies on
price," Scott says, though he would not
divulge acost-per-gate figure.
As abusiness strategy, BEST-Iaims at
an attractive niche, says analyst Jim
Feldhan, vice president for operations at
Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp. in
Scottsdale, Ariz. " ECL tends to carry
high average selling prices and there is
not as much competition in bipolar arrays
as in MOS arrays," he says.
NO JAPANESI. Also, the leading Japanese
chip companies have not targeted ECL
gate arrays as abig market. "It's good to
have one or two markets where you're
not in heavy competition with Japan,"
Feldhan says. " AT&T has experience in
bipolar processes, and it may have looked
at its production costs and concluded ECL
arrays will be very profitable."
ICE projects the bipolar gate-array
market—which is predominantly ECL—
as growing from $875 million in 1988 to
$2.1 billion by 1993. Although impressive,
those figures pale somewhat in comparison with MOS arrays, which ICE expects
to grow from $2.35 billion to $8.7 billion
between 1988 and 1993.
Introduced at the Custom Integrated
Circuits Conference in San Diego last
month, BEST- Icombines asuper-selfaligned device structure with an advanced epitaxial/isolation scheme to deliver significantly faster switching
speeds and lower power consumption
than the competition. The process offers
three options for trading off between
speed and power consumption. Since each

• size variations of . 25" dia. x
.25" to . 75" dia. x 82" ht.
• MIL- T- 27E (PICO is QPL source)
• 20Hz —250KHz
•pulse applications . 051.is to 100,us
•prim, and sec. impedances
2 ohms to 250K ohms
•power to 3 watts
• inductors to 80 henries
•plug-in construction, surface
mount, or flying leads
• extreme resistance to thermal
shock MIL- STD- 202F, method
107(25 cycles). Special designs
for 300 cycles.
Delivery—
stock to
one week
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cell in the standard-cell array can be implemented in any one of the options, adevice can achieve minimal power dissipation yet have high speed where needed.
At its fastest implementation, the process offers gate delays of 80 ps and power consumption of 2mW per gate. In applications where speed can be sacrificed
for lower power, the process delivers 300ps gate delays at 0.5 mW per gate. The
middle option offers 150-ps delays and 1
mW of power. AT&T's initial BEST-Istandard-cell array offering will implement
devices up to 20,000 gates. A library of
more than 200 standard cells is available,
says Scott. Other key specifications include amaximum of 200 input/output
pins, apeak toggle frequency of 5GHz,
and aminimum feature size of 1.5 i.tm.
AT&T will accept designs from customers in July with production scheduled for
year's end. Engineering costs will be
$45,000 to $100,000 per design. A gate-array family based on the same cell library
will be introduced in the fourth quarter,
and standard parts are being considered.
Among AT&T's competitors, the company offering devices closest in performance is Applied Micro Circuits Corp. of
San Diego, which has a16,000-gate offering with 130-ps gate delays and 0.6-mW
power consumption.
—Jack Shandle

SUPERCOMPUTERS

THE GREAT SUPERCOMPUTER
SPEED CONTEST REVS UP
BEAVERTON, ORE.

«computers is renewing the unending
race for the title of the world's fastest. At
stake in the global contest is not only
commercial success but aconsiderable
amount of national pride.
The claims to the title started with the
mid-April announcement by NEC Corp. in
Tokyo of its SX-X44 machine, with peak
performance of more than 20 billion floating-point operations/s. But that seemed
only to prime the pump. During the next
month and ahalf, several U. S. companies
and one from Europe announced machines that could potentially match or
outperform the NEC giant.
Leading off is Thinking Machines
Corp.'s CM-2A Connection Machine, a
low-end version of the 64,000-processor
CM-2. The Cambridge, Mass., company
also claims a20-gigaflops peak for its
product and gets aleg up on NEC by the
fact that the machine is already being
shipped. Then there are the claimants
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that have not built their machines yet.
These include Ncube of Beaverton,
Ore., with its Series 6400 Scalar Supercomputer; Suprenum GmbH of West Germany with the Suprenum system, Europe's first parallel-processing supercomputer; and aprototype development announced by Intel Scientific Computers,
also of Beaverton. At the low end of the
supercomputer performance scale, Stellar Computer Inc. of Newton, Mass., hit
the streets in late May with two new
machines.
All this flopmanship leads one skeptic
close to the supercomputer business to
question the claims being made by some
vendors. "Ithink there are serious problems in that some people are announcing
machines that don't exist," he says.
"There's ahistory in the industry of people doing that."
He cites as an example asystem announced some time ago by Floating Point
Systems Inc. of Beaverton that was rated
at 100 gigaflops "after being shown running at just afew gigaflops."
But the company "couldn't scale up
from the few processors that were demonstrated and eventually withdrew the
machine from the market." He adds,
"There's abig difference between extrapolated performance and actually having
customers who have seen the full configuration and run applications on it with
measured performance."
OLD STYLE. As for the latest crop, only
the NEC SX-X series models are traditional supercomputers, meaning that they
are composed of afew very fast processors that are made from exotic state-ofthe-art technology. The supercomputers
now offered by the market leader, Cray
Research Inc. of Minneapolis, are of this
type. The other super machines rely on
highly parallel architectures with thousands of processors to reach their blinding speeds.
Speed ratings notwithstanding, because the SX-X series won't be delivered
until the third quarter of 1990, it seems
pretty clear that there is no NEC machine
today that can be evaluated at 20 gigaflops. When it does appear, it will be sold
in the U. S. by HNSX Supercomputers
Inc., the Burlington, Mass.-based joint
venture of NEC and Honeywell Inc.
However, the CM-2A from Thinking
Machines has indeed been shipped to
some customers. And the 27-gigaflops
Ncube 6400 series will be ready to ship in
July, says the company. But the prototype machine being developed by Intel
under contract from the Defense Ad-

A veritable spring rain of new super-
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vanced Research Projects Agency, called
the Touchstone project, is not expected to
be demonstrated until the end of 1991.
So why all the fuss? The answer is that
these machines—if and when they are
built, if and when they are up and running, if and when live up to their makers'
claims—are exciting simply because of
the technology achievements they represent. Beyond that, it is spellbinding to
think of what problems can be solved,
what products can be designed, and what
else could be done using computers with
such awesome power.
Take the NEC SX-X series. It includes
eight standard models with from one to
four processors apiece, with each model
offering options for one, two, or four
pipeline sets per processor. HNSX claims
the basic processor is the first generalpurpose multiprocessor supercomputer
to provide more than 5gigaflops per processor. A top-of-the-line SX-X44 has four
processors, each having four pipeline
sets, for atotal of more than 20 gigaflops.
The NEC-developed processors are implemented in 20,000-gate current-mode-logic
arrays that feature a2.9-ns clock cycle
and switch in 70 ps.
With its current introduction, Thinking
Machines is dropping down to cover a
lower end of its market. The CM-2A is an
8,192-processor system priced at $970,000
for the university market, says Danny
Hillis, afounder and director of research.
Its floating-point performance is 2.2 gigaflops over a32-bit-wide data path.
The Ncube 6400 series, in aconfiguration of 8,192 specially designed processors, delivers 100 billion instructions/s
and 27 billion scalar floating-point operations/s, says the company.
To achieve such performance, Ncube's
engineers developed an integrated VLSI
processor. This advanced circuit contains
a64-bit central processing unit, 64-bit
floating-point unit, error-correcting memory-management unit, message-routing
hardware, and input/output processors.
The machine is compatible with the current line of Ncube supercomputers.
DUE THIS YEAR. The first two clusters of
the West German Suprenum system
were shown in action at the April Industrial Fair in Hanover, but the full configuration will not be done until the end of
the year [
Electronics, May 1989, p. 67].
Each cluster of the Bonn-based company's machine boasts aspeed of 320 megaflops. So when 16 of these clusters are
combined into Suprenum's full configuration, the machine will sport a5-gigaflops
speed, performance rivaling that of top
U. S. and Japanese supercomputing systems currently being delivered. Suprenum plans eventually to market the
supercomputer in the U. S.
Meanwhile, in the Intel/Darpa Touchstone project, as many as 2,000 processors are expectea to improve parditel
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mental supercomputer series double the
computing performance to 100 times
peak performance of the company's first
above what it is today. Each CPU node to
be built by the Beaverton division of Intel machines, introduced in March 1988
[Electronics, March 17, 1988, p. 97]. By
Corp. will have the power of the original
incorporating eight adders and eight mulCray-1supercomputer.
The Touchstone prototype will, like In- tipliers instead of the four each in the
GS1000, the GS2000 delivers 80 megatel's current iPSC/2 parallel supercomputer, contain the company's most ad- iflops. An optional accelerator boosts seavanced off-the-shelf microprocessors, in- 'lar processing rates from 20 to 35 mips
and peak floating-point performance to
cluding the recently announced i860.
100 megaflops. -Tom Manuel, with addiAt the low end, Stellar's GS2000 graphics supercomputer and DS2000 depart- tional reporting by Lawrence Curran

THE NEW
OLD FAITHFUL.

Generations of engineers and technicians have come
to depend on the reliability, accuracy and versatility
of the Simpson 260 VOM.
Now Simpson introduces the new 260-8, with even
more features than its predecessors. Like increased
voltage measurement resolution. A mirrored scale on
all units for parallax reduction. Or continuity tone for
hands-free operation.
Try the Simpson 260-8. The tradition of yesterday.
The features of today.

ipson

H53 Dundee Ave., Elgin, IL 60120
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FAX: 312/697-2272

Sizing Up
the Earth
in 200 B.C.
Eratosthenes believed the earth was round.
As director of the great library at Alexandria
in Egypt, he decided to go beyond abstract
argument and actually measure it to back
up the argument.
Knowing that the midsummer
noon sun shone straight down
avertical well in Syene far to the
south, he measured the slight
angle of the sun's shadow in Alexandria on the same &
OS
day. He figured the distance between
the two cities by how long it took acamel to
walk there. Then, with alittle simple geometry,
Eratosthenes came up with fairly accurate
figures for the earth's circumference and
radius. His pioneering measurement made
asignificant impact on history.
Communications Support for 2000 A.D.
Today, Anritsu's pioneering efforts in communications measurement are also paying
off. Anritsu has long been aleader in the
most sophisticated measuring methods, and
continues to reach new levels of accuracy.
The complex technologies behind modern
multiplex techniques, for example, demand
the highest degrees of precision. That's
why carriers and manufacturers alike turn
to Anritsu for the answers when it comes to
accurate measuring and test equipment for
communications.
Anritsu continues the pioneering tradition
in measurement.
MP1601A

5GHz

Pulse Pattern Generator

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION

10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J
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LABOR
STR KE
OKCentral's productive
labor force can help you
strike it rich.
You'll find agold
mine of quality workers in OKCentral.
Workers who are
ready to learn, willing
to give you an honest
day's work, and able to train quickly. Workers
who have accumulated the lowest amount of
man hours lost to work stoppages in the
nation. And workers who have access to one
of the best vocational technical training programs in the country. All in an area that is
largely nonunion.
Combined with an advantageous tax structure, high quality of living, and central location,
our exceptional work force makes OKCentral as
good as gold to your business.
For more information call OKCentral today at
1-800-537-6706.
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Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce
Oklahoma County Economic Advisory Committee
One Santa Fe Plaza
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
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MEDICAL ELECTRONICS

OPEN WIDE:
CAD/CAM GOES
TO THE DENTIST

Cturing technologydesignis finding
and manufacits way
BENSHEIM, WEST GERMANY
omputer-aided

into an unlikely setting: the dentist's office. Siemens AG, the Munich electronics
giant, is now marketing acomputer-assisted method for making tooth fillings
from apiece of ceramic material.
With the company's new Cerec—for
ceramic reconstruction—system, a dentist can design, make, and insert a ceramic filling for apatient in one session.
Currently, ceramic fillings take several
office visits to complete.
Cerec is the first use of CAD/CAM in
dentistry, Siemens executives say. The
method involves taking apicture of the
affected tooth with a camera that produces a three-dimensional image on a
monitor. Based on this "optical impression," the dentist uses the computer to
design the filling right on the screen.
Then, using the filling's contour data
as generated by the computer, an automatic milling machine produces the filling in just afew minutes. Finally, with
adual-cure composite material, the dentist cements the filling into the cavity,
finishes the occlusion, and polishes the
filling's exterior surfaces.
ONLY AN HOUR. The process, from cavity preparation to filling insertion and
polishing, takes an experienced dentist
about an hour from start to finish, Siemens says. In addition to making fillings, the Cerec system can also fabricate ceramic veneer, a thin layer of ceramie that dentists often use to cover
discolored portions of front teeth,
among other applications.
The technique was devised by two
dentists—Werner Mórmann and Marco
Brandestini, who are based at the Dental Institute of the University of Zurich
in Switzerland. Siemens developed its
system at its Dental Equipment Group
at Bensheim, near Frankfurt. The group
is part of the company's $2.86 billion
Medical Systems Division.
After two years of tests at anumber
of dental clinics, the system is now being marketed in Europe, says Günter
Wiegand, a member of the Cerec consulting team at the Bensheim facility. It
has been shown at an exhibition in
Washington, Wiegand says, and once
U. S. authorities give their approval, the
system will be sold in America as well.
U. S. sales could start as early as this
fall, Wiegand says.
Cerec holds a number of advantages
Electronics/June 1989

ANOTHER ASTRO-NIED FIRST
IN 8-CHANNEL RECORDERS
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Laser Quality Writing-300 dpi
20 kHz Frequency Response
Automatic Self-Calibration—Traceable to NBS
Expandable to 16 Channels
Data Capture with 200 kHz Sample Rate Per Channel
Built-In Programmable Signal Conditioners

nse, and 8times
more memory than the MT-9500. With automatic selfcalibration traceable to NBS, expandability to 16 channels,
and ahost of other important features. We call it the
MT-95000, aproduct so unique that it is protected by
U.S. Patent No 4,739,34.

From its laser-sharp charts to its unparalleled frequency
response, this remarkable new 8-channel recorder brings
you the technology of the Twerty-First Century today!
It outperforms even Astro-Med's MT-9500, which
in 1987 was heralded as the first breakthrough in
8-channel recorders in 20 years. It has 50% more resoCIRCLE 38

Phone, Fax or Write for details!
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Telephone (431) 828-4000 • Toll Free 800-343-4039
Telex No. 710-382-6409 • Fax (401) 822-2430
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Is this the way your 16-bit
controller company does business •
Nt.
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Call National.
THE HPC FAMILY
NOTHING ELSE GIVES YOU
THE SAME DEGREE OF
FLEXIBILITY AND CHOICE.
If you've been confronted
with a "take it or leave it— that's all
you need" attitude on the part of
your 16-bit controller vendor, we
suggest you take anew look at
National's HPC - family. Because for
today's complex designs in information control, including printers,
faxes, scanners, data storage and
communications, you need achoice
of optimized solutions that fulfill
all your requirements.
Specifically, you probably
need more in the way of intelligence, connectivity, interface and
data handling. And much less in
overall system costs. The HPC family
more than measures up to these
considerations. Let's look at just
how well.

MAKE THE
INTELLIGENT CHOICE.
Multiple functions mean
multiple benefits. Including much
faster context switching and interrupt response, due to our compact
54-instruction set. And higher
system performance, because of
our fast 30MHz clock rate, 67-ns
instruction cycle, and 16-bit memory mapped architecture. And our
ANSI-standard Ccompiler is just
one way the HPC family can lower
engineering costs, and speed
your time to market.
© 1989 National Semiconduaor Corporation
HPC is atrademark and TapePak is aregistered trademark of National
Semiconductor Corporation.

HPC PRODUCT FAMILY SUMMARY
16-bit
Timers
1-IPC16003*
HPC16004
HPC16064
HPC16083*
HPC16104
HPC16164
HPC16400
HPC16083MH

Memory
ROM RAM
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

32
o
32
o
52 16K
52 8K
32
o
52 16K
52
o
52 8K UV

Features

4ICRs
256
4ICRs
512
512
4ICRs
4ICRs
256
512
8CH A/D
512
8CH A/D
256 2HUG & 4DMA
UV Emulator
256

Standard features: Wa chdog, Synchronous Serial Peripheral
Interface, Uniform Memory Address Space, UART, 32X16-bit
divide, 16X16-bit mut ply, and available as standard cell.
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS:
PC-based development system
Relocatable Ccompiler, linker and symbolic debugger
ICRs = Input Capture Registers
HDLC = High-Level Data Link Control
*MIL- STD 883C

Another
is packaging,
and specifically,
our unique feature called TapePaleAs the latest
generation in VLSI packaging,
TapePak gives you awide variety of
industry-standard, high-density,
high-leadcount options. When you
put it all together, then throw in
eight timers and up to 11 addressing
modes, you can easily see why
members of the HPC family are
considered smart cookies indeed.

OPT FOR INTERFACE
AND CONNECTIVITY
The HPC family has more
on-chip integration, and increased
I/0. And that can mean alot more
capacity to manage system functions.
It can also mean alot less, when
it comes to reducing board space
and chip count. In addition, our
Universal Peripheral Interface (UPI)
allows you to partition your system,
by using the HPC as aperipheral
to ahost processor for high-end
applications.

PUT THROUGHPUT AT

THE "PDP OF THE LIST
Thanks to our on-and-off
chip uniform memory mapped
peripherals, all data manipulation
can be accomplished on any memory location, regardless of whether
it's part of an external device, or
on the HPC itself. Which can be
very important in ISDN, SCSI and
LAN applications.
ASK ABOUT OUR
NEW COMMUNICATIONS
CONTROLLER.
For data communications, and especially for those
applications requiring prctocol
conversion, we offer the newest
member of our HPC family: the
HPC16400. It's acomplete solution,
supported by afull library of application-specific softvvare.With two
full-duplex HDLC channels, driven
by 4-channel DMA, plus one fullduplex programmable UART channel for rate adaption, the HPC16400
is completely optimized for TE,
TA, and line-card applications.

CALL AND FIND OUT MORE.
To get afree brochure on our
full HPC family, call us today at
800-825-5805, ext. 100. Once you
discover how we do business, you'll
agree that when it comes to 16-bit
controllers, there's only one
company of choice: National.

011 National
KA Semiconductor
Circle 13

One Of
America's
Best Run
Companies
Gives 95%
Of Its
Money
To Charity
CARE was recently
named the best run,
best managed charity
in America.
We aren't surprised.
95% of every dollar
we receive goes to help
impoverished people.
Only 5% goes to run
our organization.
No other company
could survive on margins like that. But alot
of starving people can.
SI•111011W
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Cow CAD/CAM system fabricates a ceramic filling f•orn the image of a patient's

tooth displayed

VVe're Helping People
LeamTo Live Without Us.
1-800-242-GIVE
ADVERTISEMENT
Company in Longmont, Colorado specializing in design and development of high performance technical
computers and work stations seeks X Window Software Quality Engineer to plan and direct activities
concerned with the development, application, and
maintenance of quality standards for processing X
Window System, XClient applications, and User Interface System software into finished products. Develop
procedures for inspection testing and evaluation by
designing, developing and executing functional testcase programs. Design and develop test-case automation tools and tools which measure test precision
and software reliability. Conduct above-described
tests by using current versions of X Window Systems—up to and including Version 11, Release 3—in
C language in a UNIX environment, and employing
test-case-design methodologies. Requires Bachelor
of Technology or Bachelor of Science Degree in Computer Science or Electrical Engineering, and one year
experience in bit map graphics, with expertise in X
Window functionality and applications testing.
$38,000/year; 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Respond by resume to Colorado Department of Labor & Employment, Division of Employment & Training, 600 Grant,
#900, Denver, CO, 80203, ATT: Jim Shimada, and refer to Job Order No. C03052637.
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on acomputer screen.

over conventional dental practices and
materials used for filling cavities. The
most common material used for fillings
today is amalgam, amoldable substance
that hardens quickly. Amalgam fillings
can be completed in one session, but
many people object to amalgam's mercury content and its silvery appearance,
especially on front teeth.
Gold, too, is increasingly unpopular
because of its conspicuousness. Also,
gold fillings take a number of sessions
to complete. And fillings made from
plastic materials are unstable and can
deform under heavy bite pressures.
That leaves ceramic materials. Ceramic fillings blend in well with teeth, but
up to now they haven't been widely
used—mainly because, with conventional techniques, they take several sessions
to complete. The dentist must make a
mold, send it to adental lab to have the
filling made, and then fit—and possibly
refit—the filling.
This is where Cerec takes over. Not
only is it a time-saving, single-session
treatment, but the ceramic material has
a number of biological, physical, and
cosmetic pluses. It is similar to natural
tooth material in structure and appear-

ance, and in its manufacture, precise
quality control ensures a faultless homogeneous composition. Finally, a special adhesive makes for aperfect seal.
The Cerec system consists of ahandheld camera, a monitor with integrated
Siemens-designed custom computing circuitry, and aglass-encased, electronically controlled milling machine with adiamond-coated grinding disk. Cerec is
priced at around $35,000.
The water used for driving the milling
machine and cooling the milling operation is contained in an internal circulating system, which means the machine
doesn't have to be hooked up to awater
source. The monitor and milling machine
are mounted on a mobile stand so that
the equipment can be operated anywhere in the dentist's office.
To master the Cerec technique, Wiegand says, a dentist must be able to
interpret a3-d object depicted on acomputer screen. This ability, he says, can
be acquired in a half-week training
course at the Zurich dental institute.
"That's a worthwhile investment," he
asserts, "since detailed knowledge is
needed to exploit the system's full potential."
-John Gosch
Electronics / June 1989

IMMURE RIBBON

JUST I :1
P1:1TJ I
; 100% RELIABLE.

effeg

FOR 0.025 RIBBON CABLE.

The HIF6H Mini-FlexTM series already has areputation for
excellence. Hirose's new HIF6H ribbon connector promises
to enhance that reputation.
Why is the HIF6H so great? Take alook. Appreciate its
design and revel in its quality. Imagine what it can do for
your project.
The HIF6H's )(Ira Hard - gold plated pin terminals have
smooth burr-free edges. This attention to detail increases
mating cycles and helps prevent unnecessary gold erosion
on the sockets. The result: amore dependable contact.
Because termination to 0.025" cable is extremely critical,
Hirose's engineers went beyond the connector to insure the
HIF6H's integrity. Hirose developed precision termination
equipment to assure virtually fool-proof assembly on all
sizes through 100 positions.
There is an old adage: "The smaller the connector, the
bigger the problems:' This is why Hirose goes to such
great lengths to make sure all Hirose Mini-Flex connectors work right, time after time, after time
Remember, only afew select manufacturers can make a
miniature connector but, only one manufacturer makes the
best. Hirose.
Call or write for specifications, samples and information
on 100% guaranteed assemblies.

1
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Creative Lest., World Electronics

HIROSE ELECTRIC (USA) INC.
2685-C Park Center Drive
Simi Valley, CA 93065
(
805)522-7958 or FAX (805) 522-3217
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NEC NEWSCOPE

NULL.. CODIC

Media Multiplexer ° SS Digital Switching System

TELEEDUCATION VIA SATELLITE NETWORK:
INTERACTIVE VIDEO AND AUDIO.

N

EC is operating one of the
world's most advanced satel-

audio communication between lecturer

lite-based teleeducation

and students. The system can simul-

information privacy. An AEC- 700
echo canceller efficiently suppresses
the echoes caused by satellite communication.
The NESPAC system offers apanorama of C&C technology. From the

taneously transmit and receive two

camera to the satellite transponder,

systems. Called NESPAC (NEC Satellite

channels of color motion video signals,

from the earth station equipment to

Pedagogical Network for Advanced

as well as one channel of audio and

the 100- inch video projector, virtually

Creative Education),the system links

data signals from an electronic writing

all elements of the system are NEC

acentral studio at the NEC Technical

board.

products.

College near Tokyo with three other

For economical use of the satellite

NEC is a leader in long-distance

classrooms in remote locations

circuit, a NETEC series video codec

education systems using communica-

across Japan.

digitizes and compresses video and

tions media including public telephone

The most prominent feature of
NESPAC is interactive video and

90th Anniversary

audio signals to 1.544Mbps. It also

networks,terrestrial microwave systems,

scrambles the signals to ensure

CATV fiber optic cables and satellites.

NUMBER 141
FDDI

NEW SOLID-STATE

FIBER OPTIC

TV TRANSMITTERS:

TRANSCEIVER.

UP TO 40KW IN UHF.

T

he American National Standard
Institute (ANSI) is now compiling

the standard for high-speed

LANs. Called the Fiber Distributed Data

Interface (FDDI), the new standard fea-

S

NEC's NEOLINK-1312 is designed to

developed by NEC. All adjustments
are handled automatically by a highperformance synthesized exciter.
Reliability is enhanced by parallel
use of power transistors and PA modules. Increased stability handles volt-

olid-stateTV transmitters are fast
replacing tube types because

age fluctuations of ± 10 0/0 without AVR.

they are more reliable, economi-

Since the transmitters operate on

cal and easier to maintain.
The all solid-state transmitters of

tures adata rate of125Mbps,100km net- NEC's new PCU-900 series incorpowork coverage and up to 500 nodes.

and 110W power transistors specially

rate the latest semiconductor and

28V DC power, they provide greater
safety and require less maintenance.
Power transistors are efficiently cooled
by our "Jet Air Cooling" system.

RF circuit technologies. We offer five

NEC also supplies aseries of fully

meet or exceed FDDI-PMD require-

models for UHF broadcasting: 5/10/

solid-state transmitters for VHF broad-

ments. The new 125Mbps fiber optic

20/30 and 40kW.

casting. Our PCN-1400 series has five

transceiver incorporates a 1.3pm LED,

All models use 800W PA modules

models: 5/10/15/20 and 30kW.

PIN-PD and two LS Is. These are the
same components used in our
200Mbps datalinks (NEOLINK-2012).
Over 60,000 pairs of the 200Mbps
link have been shipped since 1985
without asingle field failure.
The new NEOLINK-1312 features a
transceiver configuration designed for
easier mating with an MIC duplex
connector. The design eliminates the
need to painstakingly align separate
transmitter and receiver units on a
printed wiring board. Crosstalk and
noise problems are also solved with
our circuit and isolation expertise.
The NEOLINK-1312 offers an average output power of —16dBm; average
receiving power between —34.5 and

VAST LIBRARY SYSTEM FOR CHINA.

N

EC is supplying a large-scale
information system to the

by category and author listing.

National Library of China (NLC)

oping Chinese- language software for

The NLC and NEC are jointly devel-

in Beijing. With over 14 million

the system. The software will meet

—13.0dBm. It operates on either a

volumes in its collection, the NLC is

China's new national standard of

single + 5V or —5.2V

one of the world's largest libraries.

power supply.

The library system for the People's
Republic of China consists of two mainframes for database management and

32,000 characters. The library system
will be in full-scale operation in
mid- 1991.
Since the NLC is one of China's

270 personal computers for terminal

academic centers, it will use the sys-

applications. The system will handle

tem in the future as the core of a

56 languages and allow retrieval of

network linking thousands of libraries

millions of books in each language

around the country.

NEC

FILM STARS.

SPRAGUE
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
FILM CAPACITORS

4SD-8119

Sprague presents aversatile cast of rugged, metallized-film and film-foil, film-wrapped
capacitors for applications where high-performance, high packaging density and moderate
cost are essential. Features include
a-cratings, high-temperature
operation and exceptional stability,
se tolerances, long-life and high
low-loss, close
reliability.
Dielectrics include Polyester,

Polycarbonate, Polypropylene, and
Polyphenylene Sulfide ( PPS) films. Standard operating temperature ranges from — 55°C to + 150°C depending upon dielectric
used; capacitance values from 0.0001 ¡IF to 30 µ,F, and voltage ratings from 30 to 15,000 VDC. Sprague lightweight,
film-wrapped film capacitors are ideal components for your computers, communications, lasers,
instruments and controls, medical equipment, aerospace and military applications. Write for Film
Capacitor Quick-Guide, ASP-420L, to: Technical Literature Service, Sprague Electric Company,
(1-1
11»
P.O. Box 9102, Mansfield, MA 02048-9102.
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WASHINGTON INSIDER
GLENN TAKES ANOTHER SHOT AT SETTING UP A CIVILIAN VERSION OF DARPA

Sgic

eeking to give the federal government a civilian arm to help manage stratetechnologies, Sen. John Glenn ( D., Ohio) will introduce a bill this month
to establish a civilian research agency within the Department of Commerce.
It's Glenn's second crack at such a program, which would serve as a civilian
counterpart to the Pentagon's Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
and it comes amid rising frustration among the Democratic Senate leadership
that the Bush Administration is not pursuing an aggressive industrial strategy.
"People are looking for some sort of systematic vehicle for funding nondefense industrial research programs," says atop Glenn aide. Glenn's proposed
Advanced Civilian Technology Agency would invest in strategic technologies
such as high-definition TV (see p. 44), high-temperature superconductors, and
biotechnology. Modeled on Darpa, ACTA would have a small core of about
35 staffers managing programs worth up to $200 million a year. And it could
be just what Darpa has been waiting for: a high-tech sister that could help
manage industrial- base programs like Sematech and HDTV.
D

FEDERAL USERS DRIVE AN EMERGING SOFTWARE ENGINEERING STANDARD

Complex

government computer systems and networks, such as the information- management system NASA is building for its massive space station effort, are driving the computer-aided software engineering industry toward
standards for interoperability. " It's very similar to what's been happening on
factory floors," says Thor S. Johnson, director of product marketing at Cadre
Technologies Inc., a CASE tools supplier in Providence, R. I. "They started out
automating what was easiest to automate, and now they're connecting those
islands of automation." In the space station project, for example, NASA is
standardizing on three levels—IBM-compatible PCs, Apple Macintoshes, and
Unix- based work stations. Because each level uses its own set of CASE tools,
NASA needed a way to let them all communicate. Enter CDIF, the CASE Design Interchange Format. CDIF provides a universal set of hooks that lets one
vendor's tool set exchange data with another's. CDIF is also being embraced
by the Joint Integrated Avionics Working Group, which is trying to merge
Army, Navy, anc Air Force development efforts for next-generation avionics
systems. " The government's need for standardization has caused it to drive
the adoption of standards," Johnson says. " CDIF is now virtually a de facto
standard."
D

HERE'S A WAY TO MAKE FOCAL PLANE ARRAYS DENSER—AND SMARTER

The Air Force is showing renewed interest in atechnology

it all but dismissed 20 years ago: metal silicides for infrared focal plane arrays. IR focal plane arrays, used in forward- looking IR night-vision systems, are key to
developing passive sensors that won't broadcast their whereabouts, as radar
does. But the materials usually used for these scanners—mercury cadmium
telluride and arsenic-doped extrinsic silicon—are hard to process, making for
very low yields. They also cannot support the electronic circuitry needed to
process incoming data, requiring tedious bonding techniques to wire silicon
multiplexers onto the arrays. Advances in materials processing and circuit
design are fueling a new interest in an alternative technology: platinum silicide. By building on standard silicon chip-processing techniques—PtSi uses a
silicon substrate coated with a thin layer of platinum—it makes integrating
processing circuitry onto an array easy, says Freeman D. Shepherd, chief of
the Rome Air Development Center's Electronic Device Technology Division at
Hanscom Air Force Base, Mass. And while conventional focal planes integrate
500 to 1,000 detectors on a chip, Shepherd says some manufacturers have
produced PtSi arrays with as many as 300,000 detectors.
El
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WASHINGTON INSIDER
THE PENTAGON TAKES ANOTHER BIG STEP TOWARD GENERIC CHIP SPECS...

he

T

Defense Department is on the verge of issuing its long-awaited Qualified
Manufacturing Line standard, and will certify four chip makers to the new
spec by the end of the year. The new standard—Mil- I-38535—is the second
in a series of generic specifications designed to eliminate current part- by- part
qualification procedures, which include expensive destructive testing and fullscale audits of plant records. The first generic spec allowed chip producers to
qualify entire families of gate arrays, freeing thern from qualifying each application -specific design. The QML concept goes a step further: it lets chip makers certify an entire line and process, so that any part produced on that line
automatically meets military specs. The new standard imposes minimum levels of statistical process control and requires a commitment to " total quality
management" and the ability to show a continuous improvement in yield for
all products produced on a line, says Robert W. Thomas, a special assistant
to the Reliability Directorate at the Rome Air Development Center, Rome, N. Y.
Thomas isn't saying who the first QML-certified chip makers will be, but the
foursome should come from this list: Harris Semiconductor, IBM, Intel, LSI
Logic, National Semiconductor, Texas Instruments, and VLSI Technology. D

... AND HOPES THE COMPUTER AND AUTO INDUSTRIES WILL FOLLOW SUIT

D

riving the military's desire for generic specifications is an underlying wish
to cut the cost of military semiconductors and to narrow the distinction between commercial and military-grade chips. So the Defense Department is
actively marketing its QML designation to the computer and automotive industries. Such vendors could hasten industry's acceptance of the QML spec,
thereby giving the military a wider range of QML suppliers faster than could
otherwise be expected. If the idea catches on, it could force every major chip
maker to seek QML designation. That woulc put the military's cost per chip
more in line with what industry now pays. " Ultimately, we'd like to see both
military and commercial chips produced on the same line," says Robert W.
Thomas of RADC, which is coordinating the QML program with the Defense
Electronics Supply Center in Dayton, Ohio. Already Digital Equipment Corp.
"is considering adopting QML to save money, - he says. By specifying that
suppliers meet the QML standard for its commercial chip purchases, DEC
could eliminate its own costly audit burden. " We expect the computer makers
to be the first to adopt QML, then the automotive people," says Thomas. El

SMALLER AND SMARTER: SDI KEEPS REVISING ITS INTERCEPTOR STRATEGY

Brilliant

Pebbles, a concept that places increased emphasis on sophisticated electronics and sensors, is rapidly becoming the centerpiece of the
Bush Administration's revised Strategic Defense Initiative strategy, says SDI
director Lt. Gen. George Monahan. It replaces earlier plans for multiple spacebased garrisons of 10 antimissile weapons with a virtual cloud of " free-flying
singlets," he adds. The new approach involves autonomous 3-ft-long projectiles carrying their own surveillance systems and tracking sensors in a compact 88- lb package. These weapons would destroy their targets not with explosives, but simply by colliding with them. Behind the concept are advanced
microelectronics, including off-the-shelf commercial microprocessors that can
pack the necessary computing power and infrared sensing systems into a tiny
package. At least two prototypes—from Boeing Co. and Hughes Aircraft
Co. —are using Very High Speed Integrated Circuit technology to shrink the
interceptor's Intertial Measurement Unit, its central navigational device, from
what Monahan says was " the size of a breadbox 10 years ago" to the size of
a tennis ball. The technology is shrinking the MU's price, too, from about
D
$70,000 to only $ 5,000.
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Introducing the le-1980MIC...
The Pritchard* Photometers: Staying tuned to your light measurement needs.
Poised on the threshold of high definition television and reflecting on broadcast TV's first half
centuiy, the world seemed black and white back then in comparison. But the next ten years will
bring even more exciting changes.
The Pritchard name has always been synonymous with the ultimate in precision and
convenience in light measurement. The PR-1980A/PC, the next generation Pritchard, is packed with
features that will take you well into the next decade. Here are some of the things it can help you do:
Control operations with an IBM e PC/XT/AT or compatible computer, also available separately
for use with existing PR- 1980A Photometers.
Make manual computations athing of the past with the PR 1980A/PC software and hardware.
It provides computer-controlled measurements, automatic calculation of CIE x, y, u: y' and
correlated color temperature.
On-site installation. No recalibration required— field retro-fittable.
PR-1980A/PC systems take kill advantage of PR- 1980A features such as:
Corrected readings regardless of filter or aperture positions with AutoComp.*
Optimum direct reading over any four ranges using AutoRange,* which automatically adjusts
sensitivity without any operator adjustments.
Prevent damage from excessive light flux with overload protection circuitry which clamps
current at asafe level and activates an audible alarm.
In addition to the many standard features which make these benefits possible, afull line of
options is available, too— including apertures, filters, special calibrations, software, lenses and
carrying cases.
Call us for aproduct demonstration.

PHOTO RESEARCH

e

The Light Measurement People'

Division of icora.mortomv
9330 DeSoto Avenue, PO. Box 2192, Chatsworth, CA 91313-2192 USA
(818) 341-5151 FAX: ( 818) 341-7070 TLX: ee9-1427 Cable: SPECTRA
International Sales Representatives: AUSTRALIA LASEREX SCIENTIFIC, Ph: 108) .1717966 CANADA OPTIKON CORPORATION, Ph: (519) 885-2591
FRANCE 1NSTRUMAT SA., Ph: ( 1) 69-28-27-34 HOLLAND INTECHMLI BY., Pa: (
20) 56-96-611 WEST GERMANY OPTEEMA ENGINEERING Gmblk
Ph: ( 49) 212-67-352 JAPAN KYOKKO TRADING COMPANY, Pk: ( 03) 586-5S1 ILK. MICRON TECHNIQUES LTD., Ph: ( 02) 02-84261 INDIA PHOTONICS
INTERNATIONAL Ph: ( 91) :.22350 ISRAEL DELTA HIGH-TECH TECHNOLOGIES, Ph: C52) 52-1874 rraYELETISONUCLEONICA SPA, Ph: ( 2) 49-82-451
SWEDEN SAVEN AB, Ph: ( i,) 79-21.100 EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS PHOTO RESEARCH, LUZERN, SWITZERLAND, Ph: (041) 316194
IBM is amgistered trademark of International Business Machmes Corporation.A2 trademarks are property of KolImorgen Corporation.
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Steel, Style & Silicon.
Fluid Level Sensor
Mixed signal device interfaces with
dashboard display, includes precision
on-board analog to eliminate false
readings from sloshing fluids.
Design Turn: 16 weeks.

Distributodess Ignition Chip
Part of integrated engine development
program that helps improve engine
performance up to 40%. Integrates kt...y
analog and digital functions into asingle,
compact, high-reliability CMOS device.
Design Turn: 26 weeks.

=ME

Electronic Instrument Cluster
Mixed signal system-on-a-chip
replaces traditional 2-to- 3chip discrete
implementations. Includes a68HCO5
microprocessor core, plus memory,
analog functions and digital glue logic.
Design Turn: 26 weeks.

Keyless Entry
Chip contains EEPROM supercell that
provides direct write capability for
flexible security code generation. Ten
years data retention and 10,000 read/
write cycles for harsh automotive environment. Can be configured for dual or
single supply programming.
1 >esign Turn: 14 weeks.

ASICs have become an integral part of
today's automotive products.
Improving performance.
Increasing reliability
Enhancing driver safety and convenience in ways unimaginable just afew
years ago.

Smart FET Driver
Uses on- board analog functions to add
smart FET driving capability with
open/short failure detection and includes
on-chip voltage doubler.
Design Turn: 18 weeks.

Light Controller Chip
Single chip solution includes all the
digital, analog and memory functions to
control headlights, parking and fog
lights. Provides exit delay timer and
allows manual control of exterior lights
from driver door.
Design Turn: 14 weeks.

And NCR design tools are becoming
the choice of fast-track ASIC designers. With NCR Design Synthesis;"
Design Advisor - expert system and
DesignSim- A&D, designers can
spend more time creating, less time
bogged-down in minute details.
To kick the tires on our automotive,
commercial and military ASIC
libraries, call today: 1-800-334-5454.

In this very demanding industry, on
the most unforgiving proving grounds,
NCR has earned an enviable reputation for first-pass success, responsive
service and high quality

NCR Microelectronics, 1700 South
Patterson Blvd., Dayton, Ohio 45479.

Today, we have asolid track record of
successful ASIC programs with major
U.S. automotive corporations spanning initial design to high volume
production — including "Just In Time"
delivery and dock-to-stock QA
programs.

Creating value

©1989 NCR Corporation. Design Advisor, Design Synthesis and DesignSim A&D are trademarks of NCR Corporation.
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EUROPEAN OBSERVER
PHILIPS UNVEILS MICROCONTROLLERS FOR LOW-COST CONSUMER GEAR...
consumer applications in mind, engineers at Philips International NV's
if design center in Paris have readied a family of 16- bit CMOS microcontrollers that boast low power consumption and low cost coupled with high performance. Claimed to be the first 16- bit microcontroller series for high-volume
consumer equipment markets, the 90C100 family extends the application
spectrum of the industry-standard 68000 instruction set, which supports highlevel languages such as C, works with multitasking kernels, operates in OS-9
and Unix environments, and can address up to 4 Gbytes. The family consists
of three devices so far—a read-only- memory microcontroller, a version without ROM, and one with EEPROM. Despite the high density—the biggest
version integrates 430,000 transistors on a 70-mm 7 chip— the devices consume less than 0.5 W, which suits them even for battery-powered consumer
products. As samples, the ROM version sells for about $ 35, but Philips says
the price will eventually drop to $8 apiece, a result of high integration levels
and a small silicon area stemming from the shrinkage of feature sizes from
the present 1.5 to 1.0 µm.
D

... AND READIES SAMPLES OF MEGA PROJECT'S 1-MBIT SRAMs

RSiemens

ght on target with its part of the five-year Mega project, a joint effort with
AG of West Germany to develop high-density memory technology, Philips International NV is ready to sample its 1-Mbit static random-access
memory. The device has a 128- K- by-8- bit organization, boasts an access time
of 35 ns, and is made in a single- poly, double- metal CMOS process. The 94mrn 2 chip consumes 30 mA at 20 MHz. The SRAM will go into full
production during the second half of next year, the Dutch company says. 0

THE BRITISH ARE BRINGING RISC INTO THE HOME

R

Deduced-instruction-set computing is coming home, thanks to Acorn Computers Ltd. The Cambridge, UK, company is apparently the first to market
with a low-cost RISC-based personal computer, the A3000, which it says
blazes away at 4 million instructions/s. Priced at £645 in the UK (about
$1,100), the machine is aimed at educational and home users. The A3000 is
built around Acorn's ARM (for Acorn Risc Machine) chip and runs a proprietary operating system, RISC/OS, which provides full multitasking and a color
graphical user interface based on icons and overlapping windows. The
computer has 1Mbyte of random-access memory, a single 3.5- in, floppy disk,
stereo sound, and 640- by-512- pixel graphics resolution. A software option
lets the A3000 emulate IBM Corp. PCs and compatibles running under MSDOS. The machine will be available in late July; Acorn does not plan to
market it in the U. S.
D

SOVIETS ENTER ' MAILBOX' VENTURE WITH WEST GERMAN FIRMS

he

T

first joint venture between Soviet communications authorities and
foreign companies is off the ground. Called Interlink USSR, the $3.8 million
venture with two West German firms aims to set up a mailbox communications network that, using the country's phone lines, will eventually extend to all
major cities in the Soviet Union. Supplying the mailbox computer and system
savvy is Deutsche Mailbox GmbH of Hamburg. Profin GmbH of Freiburg will
supply peripheral equipment such as personal computers, modems, and
acoustic couplers. In its first phase, the mailbox net will cover the Greater
Moscow region; subsequent phases will extend it to other metropolitan areas.
The Soviet Ministry for Communications owns 51% of Interlink USSR, with
D
each of the West German firms holding a 24.5% share.
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SERVICE IS OUR KEY COMPONENT
"I'd say you've been reading too many supermarket
tabloids:'

"Seriously! You get high speed and
quantity delivery, plus the ability
to drastically cut your qual costs!"

"OK, I'll bite. Who's got 'em?"
"lbshiba:'
"Why didn't you just say that in the first place?"
While others continue to talk speed, Toshiba now delivers 15ns Static RAMs.
The exceptional access speed of the new 15ns 64K SRAM family is the
result of alittle technological wizardry and lots of 1.0p. CMOS know-how. The
bottom line is a15ns 64K SRAM that dissipates less power and requires a
smaller-sized die than more costly BiCMOS devices.
And, if you've been looking for ways to cut qualification costs on your 64K
SRAMs, look no further than lbshiba's 64K SRAM family. By using an
aluminum master slice common to all configurations within the 64K family,
the cost of qualifying individual parts is reduced by as much as 75%!
Toshiba builds afull line of SRAMs that offer high speed and fully static
operation. Aline whose depth and breadth provides higher system performance and lower system costs when designing high-speed cache memories,
high-speed main memories, high-speed buffers and writeable control stores
for minis, superminis, workstations, RISC-based systems, real-time processors,
Toshiba High-Speed SRAMs
high-speed
Configuration
Density
Speed (NS)
Availability
storage and
64K x I
64K
Now
55
35
45
high- end
16Kx q
64K
15
20
Now
25
35
graphics
16Kx 4 ( 0E)
64K
15
20
25
35
Now
8Kx 8
64K
15
20
25
Now
applications.
8Kx 9
72K
15
20
Now
25
When
64K x 4
256K
20
Early89
25
35
64K x 4 (OE)
256K
20
Early89
25
35
it comes to
32K x 8
256K
20
Early'89
25
35
SRAMs,
32Kx 9
288K
20
Early 89
25
35
lbshiba's
I6Kx 12
192K module
25
35
Now
I6Kx 16
256K module
Now
25
35
got all the
speeds, configurations and densities you need. Including 256K coming soon.
And plenty of packaging options, too. From JEDEC standard Skinny DIPs
and SOJs to ZIP Modules.
Not to mention the kind of service and deliverability others can only
talk about.
Call today for complete data sheets and applications notes at 1-800888-0848 ext. 517.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

TOSHIBA AMERICA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, INC.

©1989 Toshiba America. Inc.
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Software's Midlife

Crisis

When Microsoft
stock plunged due
to product delays.
executive vice
president Steve
Ballmer ( center)
snapped up
S46 million worth

icrosoft chairman Bill Gates
sees no easy solutions, but boy,
can he state the problem
68
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Earlier this year, Microsoft Corp., a
icompany that is both aunique corporate microcosm of the heady world of
desktop computing and aprime beneficiary of its market explosion, became aselfconfessed participant in what is being
called the Software Gap. The Redmond,
Wash.-based company's stock plunged
overnight following its announcement of
incremental delays in shipping several applications products.
When Electronics visited the Microsoft campus some weeks later, aspokesman mentioned that the company's executive echelon was surprised at the depth
of the negative reaction, but hardly
daunted. Not long after the downtick that
diminished Microsoft chairman and chief
executive officer Bill Gates's
personal net worth by an estimated $147 million in asingle
day's trading, some $46 million
of the company's stock was reported to have been acquired by
Steve Ballmer, executive vice
president for systems software.
So Microsoft remains bullish
on itself, aposture that seems
totally consistent with its latest
quarterly performance statement. Yet questions remain: the
company had busted product
schedules any number of times
before—in fact, its original
Windows release established a
kind of vapor-state record for
software in its class—so why
now the public spanking on
Wall Street?
Part of the answer seems to
be agrowing malaise surrounding the entire packaged software industry, of which Microsoft is the natural bellwether.
After all, if the company that
breakfasts with Intel, lunches
with IBM, has the likes of Compaq, Hewlett-Packard, and
AT&T on its dance card every
night, has sold the most Macintosh software, has delivered the
most Unix (Xenix) packages to
microcomputers, and owns the
Rosetta Stone upon which DOS,
Windows, and OS/2 are inscribed—if Microsoft doesn't
know how long it is going to
take to get new software packages out
the door, who does?
Another part of the answer may lie in
the protracted indifference to the new
generation of system software, Microsoft/IBM Corp. OS/2, on the part of DOSbased corporate customers. The prime
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If Microsoft
doesn't know
how long
it will take
to ship
packages,
who does?

ply them. The idea of
reason for this conobject-orienting apronects back to the selfgram is to express
same Software Gap—
subroutines—express
there aren't yet any
codes, methods, whatnew and exciting OS/
ever—in away that
2applications to promakes them more
vide acompelling reagenerally useful.
son for upgrading. "I
"At first glance you
certainly wish they'd
tend to say, 'This can
come out faster, both
do anything!' But
from us and everyone
there are efficiency iselse," Gates told us
sues to be considered,
recently. Noting that
and there are also deMicrosoft
recomsign issues. Still, obmends a minimum
ject orientation can
system configuration
help simplify alot of the software develof 4Mbytes of random-access memory in
opment process.
microsystems running OS/2, he added,
"Another way is visual program"It's not because we absolutely require
that but to give applications developers a ming—there isn't even agood buzzword
for it yet—letting people zoom in, zoom
target [with] lots of room to grow and to
out, and see things. The two can interrun multiple applications that work toplay—you can have object-oriented visual
gether." Having thus upped the ante,
programming."
Gates acknowledges that high system
Not surprisingly, Gates sees neither
memory costs are the second most cited
Unix nor the current proliferation of
reason why OS/2 isn't selling any better.
high-powered RISC, BRISC, CRISP, and
We asked Gates to comment both on
so on, microprocessors taking advantage
rapid gains in microprocessor development and the apparent struggle to pro- of the current software crisis to make serious inroads on the office desktop—at
duce software that can fully exploit the
least his admittedly very homogeneous
performance of newer chips.
"People are particularly confused right vision of it—despite the contrary projections of some analysts.
now, as they are at the start of any new
"Unix has an important role to play,"
generation," he told us. " But one thing
Gates postulates, "but some people overnot to forget is that software quality is
state what it is. It's a1960s operating sysmore relevant than raw mips performance in delivering benefits to users. We tem that, at the most—that's if all the
have these incredible performance in- confusion went away—would provide
source-level compatibility among avaricreases, then people say, ' Okay, when
ety of machines. It would not provide a
will software come along to exploit that?'
solution for [the problems of] package
That's agood question, because they're
software that's been the heart and soul of
really asking what we're going to do to
justify [users'] buying the high end ver- this industry.
"In Unix, variances are characterized
sus the low end.
by its openness and the committee-orient"I mean, with the [Intel Corp.] 386SX
ed nature of that process," he says. "You
chip selling for way under $100 and still
coming down in price, is that going to be just can't have that committee-type thing
making decisions about what's good, beadequate for most office product users?
cause it makes for so many missed
Probably so—until software comes up
opportunities."
with the next turn of the crank, which
And the new chips?
may take awhile. These performance in"It always amazes me," Gates told
creases, even within the binary-compatible Intel 80X86 family, are outrunning Electronics. "People are acting like
there's going to be all this proliferation of
what the general PC user needs."
new architectures, but they don't rememDoes Gates, we asked, see anything on
the horizon, like object-oriented program- ber what happened in 1981. Why couldn't
Digital Equipment Corp. then promote its
ming techniques, significantly boosting
desktop machine? Why couldn't Hewlettsoftware development?
Packard, Texas Instruments, or Wang?
"There's only one trick in software," he
responded, "and that is using apiece of What was it that drove those things out
of the marketplace? The packaged softsoftware that's already been written.
ware did it. Even though those people
Subroutines do that, but they tend to be
paid alot of money to get the current popso specific that there are avery limited
ular software moved over to their platnumber of situations where you can reap-
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mars BEHIND ALL THE SOFTWARE DELAYS?
biggest names in personal computer
Thesoftware
are hurting. Companies like

Lotus, Ashton-Tate, and Microsoft are suffering from software delays. Crucial projects have slipped far beyond their original
shipping dates, which delays revenue and
depresses stock prices. The late-delivery
syndrome goes hand in hand with another
big problem in the software industry—
software development has fallen way behind what's happening in hardware.
While PC hardware is flexing its muscles—managing rich graphical user interfaces and taking on complex multitasking
and distributed computing tasks—the
software to handle these jobs remains
scarce. Application software for the new
graphical and distributed-processing paradigms is large and complex—not software one bright programmer can dash
off in afew days or weeks. Such coding
takes teams of programmers weeks or
years to write.
Indeed, the delayed packages from the
software leaders are large projects requiring the coordination of hundreds of
programmers and hundreds of thousands
of lines of code. One big problem is that
developers are still trying to produce
massive software projects with old tools,
outdated methods, and inadequate project management (see p. '74).
NO QUICK CMS. Developers underestimate how long it takes them to design,
write, and test the software—hence the
rash of delayed products. No quick cures
are in sight either for delivery delays or
for writing software that exploits the
powerful new hardware. Automated
tools for big software projects haven't
been perfected yet. The picture isn't entirely bleak, though—there is some hope
for speeding programming. It lies in object-oriented programming and hypertext
tools for end-user programming.
The most glaring examples of software
delays come from industry leaders. Lotus
Development Corp. is at least ayear behind in delivering an important upgrade
to its bread-and-butter software, 1-2-3.
Release 3.0 of Lotus 1-2-3 is scheduled to
ship this month. To meet this deadline,
though, the Cambridge, Mass, company
had to break up the 1-2-3 program into
two versions—Lotus engineers couldn't
put all the bells and whistles for all PC
configurations into one version in time.
Release 3.0, a three-dimensional advanced spreadsheet, runs only on new
high-end PCs—ATs, PS/2s, along with
386-based PC clones—with plenty of
memory. Release 2.2, with fewer new capabilities and working within the limits of
640-Kbyte DOS machines, is scheduled to
ship sometime during the third quarter.
Another delay in aflagship product is
dBase IV from Ashton-Tate Inc. Writing
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dBase IV soaked up about 100 programmers' time and resulted in aprogram
about nine times bigger than the original
dBase. DBase IV was three months late
and full of bugs, which took another nine
months to kill. The Torrance, Calif., company hopes to ship abug-free version of
the software this month.
Nor is Microsoft Corp. immune to software product delays. Earlier this year,
the Redmond, Wash., company said shipping would be delayed for Microsoft
Word 4.0 for the Apple Computer Inc.
Macintosh along with Word 5.0 for IBM
and compatible PCs. Word 4.0 shipped in
April and 5.0 shipped in May, meeting the
revised schedule.
Smaller companies usually fare no better, though their delays don't make headlines. Silicon Beach Software, for example, expected to ship its Supercard program for the Macintosh this month. But
Supercard isn't ready, and no new release
date is forthcoming. Mainstay Software
is about six months behind in shipping its

while Microsoft is working on object-oriented extensions for its system software
for use by its own programmers as well
as for customers.
The Object Management Group was
started in April to develop astandard for
a common applications environment
based on object management. Another 15
companies are expected to join the 11
original members.
The benefits of object-oriented programming are at least acouple of years
from being realized, however. Therein
lies the appeal of end-user programming.
One form of end-user programming,
hypertext, relies on automatically tracking and recording auser's pathways for
searching and manipulating text. Its pop
ularity stems from the ease with which
users can develop their own applications
with hypertext products. Apple's Hypercard and the Supercard, developed by Silicon Beach Software, are intended for the
Macintosh. And the latest entry, HyperRacks, aHypercard add-on for the Mac

PRODUCT DELAYS BESET THE INDUSTRY
Company

Product

Original
Date

Revised
Date

Ashton-Tate

dBase IV

7/88

6/89

Lotus

1-2-3 3.0
1-2-3 2.2

6/88
6/88

6/89
Q3 89

Word 4.0 MAC
Word 5.0 PC

10/88
1/89

SQL Server

12/88

Microsoft

Markup program, now due this month.
In large companies or small, programming is still more of an art than ascience.
As aresult, few tools exist to speed up
and automate parts of the software development process. Several computer-aided software engineering (CASE) systems
are offered, but most software developers cannot pull off development breakthroughs with them. Another technique
for speeding up software development is
reuse of code. "There's only one trick in
software and that is to use apiece of software that's already been written," says
Bill Gates, Microsoft's chairman ( see
p. 68).
Still more promising is object-oriented
programming [
Electronics, May 1989,
p. 104]. The biggest advantage in using
objects and the technology behind them is
that well-defined objects are easily extendable for use in avariety of situations.
Using objects, previously written and debugged code can be reused quickly.
Hewlett-Packard, IBM, and Next are
looking into such programming methods

Shipped
4/89
5/89
Shipped
4/89

was shipped last month by HyperRacks
Inc. in Los Altos, Calif.
Hypertext products for the IBM machines are coming on line now too. Also
from HyperRacks comes ZoomRaks for
IBM PCs and compatibles. Other PC hypertext products include HyperPAD, recently introduced by Brightbill-Roberts &
Co., and the Hyperdoc package from Hyperdoc Inc.
The Metaphor Data Interpretation System from Metaphor Computer Systems
Inc. provides easy user-written information-managing services to Metaphor's
customers. The services are available on
Metaphor's work stations or on PC ATs
running Metaphor software.
IBM Corp. licensed the technology
from Metaphor about ayear ago. Also,
Asymmetrix, aBellevue, Wash., startup,
is readying aPC package that addresses
end-user programming. But until these
and other programming tools make writing software more efficient, users will
just have to take delivery schedules with
agreat big dose of salt.
-Tom Manuel
Electronics /June 1989
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crosoft was surprised, but hardly daunted, at Wall
Street's negative reaction

forms, the [customer] knew that the latest and greatest was going to be available first on the IBM platform.
"Certainly there is going to be fragmentation in some markets, like physical
modeling and computer-aided design,
where we've always had fragmentation.
For those areas where packaged product
software is not anecessary thing, let the
Sparc, the MIPS, the RT, the Spectrum,
Intergraph, and abunch of others fight it
out. Our vision of the office desktop is unchanged in that binary compatibility continues to be important and that Intel architecture will dominate. Now, in the network server area, you may have some
specialization and different architectures—even though our focus is, once
again, on the Intel processor."
The ties to Intel become even more
close when you listen to Gates talk about
Microsoft's interest in anew-generation
microprocessor like the 1.2-million-transistor 80860. He makes it sound like a
joint development.
"We did more than look at it," he says
in response to our asking for his appraisal of the 860. " Intel had done abrilliant
job on the design—Les Cohen, the key designer, understands numerics. Some of
our architects then took alook at it and
suggested ways to make it more of ageneral-purpose chip, and it was improved
quite abit as aresult of that feedback.
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[They] were then able to place code anywhere in memory and able to do semaphores, for which instructions had [previously] not been very good. The reason
our guys chose to get involved and contribute in that way is because the raw
performance of the chip is quite amazing,
particularly in the floating-point arena."
Gates went on to say that while Microsoft was technically able to provide a "naked, uniprocessor OS/2" to run on the
80860, the primary aim would be instead
to develop ways to use it as acoprocessor
in OS/2 machines. " Positioning it as a
mainstream desktop chip," he added,
"would get us away from the binary compatibility, which allows for package software. We're talking to alot of customers
of this chip, such as Olivetti, on how
they're going to position it in their product lines."
Gates is still at his best as avisionary,
but it seemed alittle strange, at the time,
to be talking about 50-mips coprocessors
when his company was still laboring to
produce its own initial OS/2 application
(Microsoft Word 5.0, which shipped in
mid-May). Nor was Microsoft's full-featured, Windows-based word processor—
the other product delay that triggered
the bad reaction from analysts—ready,
and still isn't.
But interestingly, one is. It's called Ami,
from Samna Corp., an Atlanta company

with about 170 employees. Ami has been in
distribution for some five months; an upgraded Ami Professional version is due in
August and appears to have most of the
features that will be included in Microsoft's
package. We asked Said Mohammadioun,
founder and CEO of Samna, why acompany like his could deliver aproduct running
under Microsoft's own graphics-based environment so far ahead of Microsoft.
"Microsoft is much bigger [more than
3,600 employees] and has more resources
than we have, but we are avery focused
company," Mohammadioun told Electronics. "All we do is word processing. Idon't
know if Microsoft has 170 people working
on its word processor or not—Ikind of
doubt it. We do."
With anetwork of strategic alliances
that would tax acorporate data base, its
broad marketing of systems, applications, and programming-language software, and the visionary zeal of its
founder, Microsoft has dared to be more
things to more people in its industry than
any organization has before. But all the
strategy in the world can't write finished
code. "Software is the critical path for everything," Gates says, "for OS/2, for CDROM, for client-server architecture, and
everything that Isee having benefits for
users if we exploit it properly. There is a
real need for alot more tools and alot
more innovative ideas."
Electronics/June 1989

Born yesterday, and already
talking 20 megabytes asecond.
The new SV Series IPI-2 VME disk
controllers from Xylogics. . . aprodigy
of data rate performance.
Xylogics announces the SV7800 and SV6800 singleboard disk controllers for VMEbus systems that will
more than triple the disk data transfer rate currently
available. With internal data paths up to 80 MB/sec,
the SV Series controllers can sustain adata rate
across the VMEbus of more than 35 MB/sec. This
more than doubles the rates of current controller
solutions. And our SV Series features anew
"Universal Bus Silicon" architecture that sets the
stage for future generations of controllers.
Addressing acritical market need for faster, higher
capacity disk storage at an affordable price, the
SV7800 and SV6800 IPI-2 controllers are the new
standard for data-intensive applications such as
supercomputing, real-time data acquisition, graphics,

imaging and electronic publishing. And RISC users
will find the SV Series eliminates major disk I/0
bottlenecks.
For acomplete list of features and specifications
on the newest, most remarkable members of the
Xylogics family, the SV7800 and SV6800 controllers,
call or write today.
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In terms of maturity, most software houses are
at the lowest level of the SEI model

Why is software often
so late? The problem
is not in the
programmers but in the
management process,
says the Software
Engineering Institute.
Its surveys show
that many software
operations are using
'ad hoc or possibly
chaotic' methods
for overseeing projects

W

hy are large software projects so often behind schedule? One theory
holds that the complexity of software
containing hundreds of thousands of
lines of code has simply outstripped the
methods that software houses—in both
industry and government—are using to
manage it. The problem is not in the programmers; it is in the process.
Work conducted for the Department of
Defense by the Pittsburgh-based Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie
Mellon University supports the idea that
project management is the Achilles heel
of software organizations. Surveys by
SEI's Software Process Program Group
indicate that 72% of the DOD's software
contractors are operating with an "ad hoc
or, possibly, chaotic process" for managing projects.
Although results are sketchy and the
sample of companies relatively small,
commercial software houses seem to fit
into the same mold, says Watts Humphrey, group director. In workshops open
to commercial houses as well as government agencies and contractors, 84% of
the organizations scored at the first level

BYJACK SHANDLE
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of SEI's five-tier model for software process maturity. SEI estimates that 14% occupy the second tier and 2% rank in the
third. None, so far, have reached the
fourth or fifth tiers.
The SEI model ranks software operations according to their answers to 120
questions, many addressing management
practices and the degree to which software quality is measured and evaluated
statistically. "To date, software work has
tended to get by with ad hoc or intuitive
management measures," says Humphrey. "When you have astrong team of
bright people, they get to apoint where
then can intuitively do agood job. But
when you expand the task by afactor of
10, their intuition may not be as effective." Before taking the job at SEI, Humphrey logged 27 years at IBM Corp. as a
software manager and executive.
From that perspective, he has concluded that alarge software project needs
three elements for success: creative designers, experts who understand the
problem the software is meant to solve,
and adisciplined management process.
While there's an abundance of software creativity, particularly in the U. S.,
the management process may be underdeveloped. "Software developers are creative people," he says, " and there has
been alot of reaction against disciplined
management. But managing the process
is not regimentation where everybody
works by the numbers."
Instead, it is similar to afootball team
that designs and practices its plays before game time—rather than deciding in
the huddle who is going to pass the ball
and who is going to catch it, he says.
DEFECTS DROP. Although funded by the
Pentagon, SEI's mission is to improve the
state of software engineering practice
across the board in the U. S. Within SEI,
Humphrey's Software Process Program
assesses software houses in and out of
government. Though the individual ratings are confidential, Humphrey says SEI
assessments can lead to impressive results. One large software organization
improved its performance in only 18
months, he says, largely eliminating major schedule shortfalls on new projects.
Customer-reported defects dropped
32.1%, and computer work-station trivial
response time dropped from 7sto 1s.
Moving up on SEI's maturity scale is
not necessarily difficult. One of the key
management techniques is to form aSoftware Engineering Process Group to oversee and evaluate operations. Such groups
are typically staffed at from 1% to 3% of
the organization's professional work
force and are acommon recommendation
when SEI evaluates asoftware operation.
"These are groups that didn't exist beElectronkeJune 1989

fore, but when you go back two years later, you find they are extremely busy,"
says Humphrey.
Another key is involving high-level
management. "If senior management is
not interested enough to review the process every four to six months," he says,
"it's not going to work."
In essence, in-house engineering-process groups make sure each successive
project undertaken leverages the knowledge of previous projects. "Each project
has two results," says Humphrey. "The
product itself and information on how it
could have been done better." Among

'When you have ateam
of bright people,
they can intuitively
do agood job. But
when you expand the
task by afactor of 10,
their intuition may not
be as effective'
other improvements, groups can significantly improve project size estimates—
that is, the amount of code—and they can
devise better ways to inspect the code.
The major problem organizations at maturity level 2have in common is scaling
new projects—beginning with estimating
the program's size. A bad guess will
throw off resource estimates for people,
computing power, and time. "With apoor
size estimate, they're in over their heads
on the day they start the project," says
Humphrey.
Testing code efficiently requires historical data for predicting which modules
have the most likelihood of ahigh error
density. But organizations do not in general collect that sort of data, so analyses
are impossible. Instead, they typically
run atest, fix the bugs that pop up, and
ship the program. Knowing where to look
for bugs is abig advantage. Humphrey
cites an example of a500,000-line program that had been in the field for three
years. A close inspection showed that 3%
of the code had half the errors and 16%
had all the errors. In another example, a
70,000-line program was flagged by quality-control experts. A team of analysts
identified more than 200 bugs in just 10%
of the code.
SEI designed its software-process maturity model to represent the natural evo-

lutionary growth of an organization.
Level 1organizations have an ad hoc process that lacks formal procedures for estimating costs and planning projects.
Change control is lax, and senior management is not intimately involved. When a
project succeeds, it is generally because
of the heroic efforts of adedicated team
rather than the capability of the organization. Moving from level 1to level 2can be
speeded by training managers in estimating software size and required resources,
SE! says. A Software Quality Assurance
program should be created and supported
with adequate resources.
CONTROLS. Level 2organizations have
built in basic controls such as project
management, management oversight,
and product assurance. The organization
does well when the work is similar to
something it has done before, but it runs
into problems with new concepts and
lacks an orderly framework for improvement. But SEI says most level 2concerns
can move to level 3rapidly. Some 69% of
them now have an engineering-process
group; the rest need to create one. They
also need to train programmers better
and allocate more resources to improving
the quality assurance program.
Level 3organizations have created a
framework for improvement. This includes devising asoftware process architecture describing the technical and management activities needed to execute it,
and introducing afamily of software engineering methods and technologies. In
short, these organizations have succeeded in defining their development process.
Since the number of level 3organizations
is so small, SEI could not develop meaningful conclusions about their specific improvement needs.
If they existed, level 4organizations
would have moved into an operational
mode of statistically measuring and controlling the process of creating software.
They would have aset of quality and productivity measurements and adata base
for analyzing and improving the process.
The key additional activity over level 3is
arigorous analysis of why defects crop
up and how to prevent them.
At the top of the pack, level 5organizations would have automated data collection and acorporate culture that emphasizes process analysis instead of products. Data would be available to justify
applying technology to critical tasks and
to identify weak process elements.
Compared with other scientific disciplines, software has not been around for
long. Growing up is largely amatter of
implementing principles already proven
in manufacturing, says Humphrey, and
with SEI's maturity process defined, it
also has the equivalent of arole model.
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Jo with where you start.
If there are head starts to be had, they
ought to be yours.
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fist full of standard logic. Universal CMOS PAL
devices that fill avariety of needs. And the
fastest bipolar 171_, logic of any kind. (You don't
need acalculator to figure out how much time
that can save.)
Our CMOS Programmable Gate Arrays
can translate into asix month lead if you
were planning on designing agate array the
conventional way.
Programmable logic from AMD is supported by our own programming hardware
and software. And more third party tools than
anyone else.
From now on, the world will be divided
into two parts: People who don't use programmable logic and people who get to market first.
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QUICKENING
THE AUTOMATION
PACE IN

CAD/CAE
This year's Design Automation Conference
offers up a grabbag of tools that IC designers
have long been hoping for.
sk designers faced with building integrated circuits
with hundreds of thousands of gates or amillion transistors to draw up adesign-automation wish list and
they would ask for any number of tools to greatly leverage their effort. At the front end, they would want
to specify complex designs using ahigh-level description language, increasingly the Pentagon's VHDL and
Verilog in the commercial sector. Also on the list: tools
for mixed analog and digital simulation. And to speed
the design of the digital portions, logic synthesizers
would be needed to automatically create logic gates
from the high-level languages.
In the back end, at the level of computer-aided design, engineers might list tools that perform sophisticated placement and routing, such as mixing standard
cells among large blocks to increase design compaction
and reduce routing complexity. Ideally, those tools
78
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would boast added capability, such as
automatic power and ground sizing, to accommodate analog and digital circuits on
the same chip.
The parade of products being shown at
this year's Design Automation Conference, to be held June 21 to 25 in Las Vegas, goes a long way toward making
these wishes come true. The bounty of
hardware and software being showcased
is evidence of ahigh level of technology
development—and abooming market.
In fact, computer-aided-engineering
tools for design capture reached $127 billion in sales last year. says Ron Collette,
senior market analyst at Dataquest Inc.
in San Jose, Calif. This market is expected to grow at acompound annual rate of
17%, reaching $2.2 billion in 1993, he says.
Back-end CAD tools will likewise flourish, growing from $420 million in 1988 to
$740 million in 1993, according to Collette.
What most show goers will notice first
is the number of vendors proclaiming
support for the Pentagon's VHDL—the
VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuits program) Hardware Description
Language. In the wake of the announcement of VHDL support by Mentor Graphics Corp. last winter [
Electronics, February 1989, p. 73], every CAE tool vendor is
doing the same. Prime among them is
Mentor's archrival, Daisy/Cadnetics Inc.
The Mountain View, Calif., company will
introduce VHDL capability in its next reElectronics / June 1989
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description language, says Mike Bohm,
lease of the Daisy Logic Simulator. which
senior principal engineer. " A designer
will support textual as well as graphical
can describe behavior in one of these four
design capture and allow for interactive
languages and get binary code ready for
debugging. " Mentor has announced this
simulation," he says.
capability but it will not appear until
This translation process, which is the
1990," says James Ulatowski, vice presiway many vendors are implementing
dent of CAE marketing at Daisy. " Our
VHDL, is in contrast to the Mentor
tool is amuch more complete implemenGraphics approach. The Beaverton, Ore.,
tation," he says; and it is available now.
company's QuickSim simulator actually
VHDL CONVERSION. The tool handles the
executes VHDL code without translating
VHDL IEEE1076 standard except for
it into another language first. Also using
about eight " esoteric commands" that
native-mode implementation of VHDL is
will not be needed by most of Daisy's cusViewlogic Systems Inc. of Marlboro,
tomers, Ulatowski says. A designer can
Mass., whose Viewsim simulator first
describe adesign in VHDL or use Daisy's
shipped in July 1988. The product has
Advanced Capture and Edit tool to describe the design and then convert it to a found ahome with more than 200 customers, Viewlogic says.
VHDL description. A Daisy HDL convert"Viewsim is amultilayer simulator,"
er is also available to convert existing cirsays Tony Flynn, manager of product
cuits into VHDL for simulation.
marketing at Viewlogic. " It performs beAlong with the CAE vendors, applicahavioral, register-transfer-level, gate-levtion-specific IC suppliers are jumping
el, and transistor-level simulation." The
onto the VHDL bandwagon. Harris
company developed its own VHDL anaCorp.'s Semiconductor Sector in Palm
lyzer, which breaks down the VHDL
Bay, Fla., for example, is offering its
source code into an intermediate file.
Mimic simulator, now upgraded with
Viewsim's VHDL interpreter executes
VHDL behavioral capability, as aproduct
the VHDL code in the intermediate file at
on the Cadence Framework. This is the
run time. The advantage to this approach
data base from Cadence Design Systems
is that the designer creates adesign and
Inc. in San Jose that Harris and other
debugs it in VHDL instead of designing
ASIC vendors use to tightly integrate Caand debugging in one language and then
dence and other makers' design tools.
translating into VHDL. Moreover, beMimic accepts C, Pascal, Fortran, and
cause designs for Defense Department
PLI, in addition to CADL (
computer-aided
applications will eventually have to be
design language), Harris's own high-level
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verified in VHDL, companies with nativemode implementations are well ahead of
the firms using translations.
While there is amajor push to VHDL,
the industry is not ignoring Verilog, developed by Gateway Design Automation
Corp. of Westford, Mass. "Verilog is the
current commercial standard language
and VHDL is the long-term industry-standard language," says Harvey Jones, president and chief executive officer at Synopsys Inc. of Mountain View. To make its
language even more pervasive, Gateway—which has around 14% of the total
simulation market, according to Dataquest—will roll out anew product, Verilink, at the conference. This set of objectoriented access routines gives outside
tools ameans of querying the Verilog
data base without giving away the family
jewels. It links Verilog more closely to
other design tools, says Prabhu Goel,
Gateway's president. Through Verilink,
these tools can acquire such detailed design data as delay values of anetwork for
better timing analysis and fan-out of
gates in anetwork for more accurate circuit loading.
FAMILY TIES. Companies already using
Verilink include Cadence Design Systems
and Analogy Inc. Cadence uses it to tie
Verilog into the Design Framework, the
company's modular environment that enables diverse tools to interface with one
another and to be portable across avariety of hardware platforms. And Analogy,
of Beaverton, integrates Gateway's Verilog digital simulator with its own Saber
analog simulator, asolution indicative of
yet another trend now surfacing: mixedsignal analog-design capability.
One company recently announcing a
mixed-signal scheme is Sierra Semiconductor Corp. Called Montage, the new
simulator lets designers simultaneously
simulate mixed analog and digital circuits
to alevel of accuracy previously impossible on ASICs of 40,000 gates and up. "The
accuracy of the simulation is sufficient
that we can guarantee the silicon produced from it," says Don McClennan, director of custom products marketing at
the San Jose company. The product is
built around the Lsim digital simulator
from Silicon Compiler Systems Corp. in
San Jose, which already has its own analog-simulation capability.
"Unlike other mixed-signal simulators,
which bolt an analog and digital simulator together, we've replaced the analogsimulation capability in Lsim with algorithms of our own to provide alevel of accuracy that we can guarantee," McClennan says. To get the accuracy without
requiring long compute time, the simulator uses atechnique called dynamic resolution, which also contributes speed.
Electronics/June 1989
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With Sierra Semiconductor's Montage, a phased- lockloop simulation runs in minutes, not hours.
When the input voltage of acomparator
with a2.5-V switching level is 0.5 V, the
circuit is simulated at low resolution.
When the input voltage is within millivolts of the 2.5-V switching level, the comparator's operation is simulated at very
high resolution.
The simulator is very fast, too. Besides
using dynamic compaction to increase
speed, analog and digital events run off
the same event queues, another time saver. In acombined logic and analog simulator with two independently operating
event queues, simulating aphased-lock
loop, for example, means halting the operation of both simulators and synchronizing the two in time to pass data between queues.
"A phase-locked loop requiring hours
of simulation time on acombined mixedsignal analog and digital simulator runs

VHDL is omnipresent:

in the wake of
Mentor Graphics'
announcement of
support, every
CAE tool vendor is
doing likewise

in just minutes on Montage," says
McClennan.
Up to now, most mixed-signal simulators have been combinations of analog
and digital simulators. NCR Corp.'s Microelectronics Division in Fort Collins,
Colo., was part of the threesome that
combined the Cadat simulator from HHB
Systems Inc. of Mahwah, N. J., and Analogy's Saber behavioral analog simulator.
While HHB and Analogy began selling
the resulting product last year, NCR's effort started in January when its DesignSim A&D made its debut.
The product is part of the company's
Product Design Series 2, aCAE tool kit
the remainder of which NCR will roll out
this month, says Earl Reinkensmeyer,
NCR's director of software products. Besides the simulator, the kit contains the
DesignEdit schematic-capture package
and the DesignTest automatic-test-generation software, all running on Sun Microsystems Inc. work stations. Reinkensmeyer characterizes DesignSim A&D as a
third-generation mixed-mode simulator,
capable of handling time-domain analysis
of frequency and voltage.
Viewlogic and Microsim Corp. are another set of companies that has combined
adigital and analog simulator to provide
mixed-signal capability: Viewlogic's
Viewsim digital simulator with Microsim's P-Spice analog system.
Where analog simulation helps automate the task of building analog circuits,
logic synthesis improves on digital circuits already developed and creates circuits from high-level functional descrip81

tions. From the time logic synthesis hit
the market at last year's Design Automation Conference, the major CAE suppliers
and ASIC vendors have been jockeying to
provide some form of support for it.
Synopsys is so far leading the pack in
this market, followed closely by Trimeter
Technologies Corp., the Pittsburgh company being bought by Mentor, and Silc
Technologies Inc. of Burlington, Mass. A
more recent entry is Silicon Compiler Systems. Though its synthesizer was announced ahead of the rest [
Electronics,
April 30, 1987, p. 54], the firm only recently began selling its tools individually.
Like these four companies, VLSI Technology Inc. of San Jose also has alogicsynthesis product [
Electronics, Feb. 5,
1988, p. 83] that it has souped up for introduction at the conference. With their
newest versions, these firms are all addressing weaknesses in their first-generation tools. Synopsys, for example, has
added to its Design Compiler the ability
to create hierarchies by splitting the design into elements that can be optimized
individually. Each block can be optimized
•
for different criteria, after which the entire structure can be flattened and optimized as awhole, if the designer chooses.
BIG BLOCKS. Silicon Compiler Systems
and Sue are also offering expanded hierarchical design support. Jeffrey Fox, vice
president of engineering at Silc, says designers using SilcSyn can now input all
the big blocks of alarge design and synthesize the glue logic around them. Silicon Compiler Systems provides this same
proficiency, but with the additional ability
to use soft cells. With the firm's Autologic, adesigner can call modules—arithmetic logic units, counter-barrel shifters,
and so on—from alibrary and configure
them for an application, says Peter Rip,
vice president of product marketing. The
logic synthesizer will produce the logic to
tie them together.
VLSI Technology, meanwhile, is working on abehavioral synthesizer that will
take this concept one step further. With
it, the designer will be able to specify the
behavior of acomplex design such as a
controller, which contains adata path,
some read-only and random-access memory, and astate machine for control.
"What will set us apart is that we will be
able to synthesize behavioral descriptions
of complex blocks such as data paths as
well as the state machine we currently
do," says Chris Kingsley, software project leader. The synthesizer, due out next
year, will automatically create the logic
to tie RAM, ROM, astate machine, and a
data path together, says Michael O'Brien, product marketing manager.
Besides improving the power of the
synthesizer in handling more complex de82

Seattle Silicon's ChipCrafteriMAX handles the analog
portion of this ADC automatically.
signs, vendors have enhanced these tools
for speed. Synopsys, for one, has improved its algorithms for this reason. On
a benchmark comparing version 1.0,
which shipped in September 1988, with
the new version 1.1, the average speed
boost was 25% on 25 different circuits,
says Robert Dahlberg, the firm's marketing manager.
One of the strengths of Silicon Compiler Systems' Autologic tool is its ability to
map complex structures such as exclusive OR and AND/OR INVERT into adesign being optimized, says Hal Allis, vice
president and general manager of the
company's IC CAD division. Another advantage is that Autologic uses the simulated annealing algorithm. With this approach, after adesign has been optimized
to some minimum result, the algorithm
begins replacing an optimum circuit with
aless than optimum one to see if the
change creates opportunities to make circuit substitutions elsewhere that result in
abetter overall design. The process repeats until all possible alternatives are
exhausted. The result will be amore optimal design, Allis says.
Another capability that logic synthesis
suppliers are starting to add is improved
library support. For asynthesizer to create an efficient circuit design in terms of
gate count and performance, it must have
access to the gate-array or standard-cell
libraries in which the circuit will be implemented. This accommodation was an obstacle many ASIC suppliers were not willing to hurdle without abase of designers

wanting to make use of these libraries.
Now that the synthesis tools have been
available for nearly ayear, though, the
demand exists—and ASIC vendors are
leaping to meet it. NCR was one of the
first to jump on board, providing library
support for Silc's SilcSyn. Recently LSI
Logic Corp. of Milpitas, Calif., announced
library support for the Synopsys synthesizer. Synthesis vendors are all rushing
to get similar support from the ASIC mavens. To ease the burden of creating
these libraries, the vendors have developed tools to automate the process. Synopsys offers the Library Compiler, Silc its
Builder, and Trimeter its Knowledge
Consultant. These are tools the synthesizer suppliers themselves used to build libraries based on data-book information
from ASIC suppliers.
ASIC PACTS. At the Design Automation
Conference, every synthesis vendor will
announce one or more agreements with
ASIC suppliers. The benefits work both
ways: synthesizers help sell high-density
ASICs, says Dahlberg of Synopsys. Synthesis is the only way to quickly capture
the large amounts of logic needed to fill
these high-density devices.
Finally, synthesis tools, too, are responding to the need to support high-level description languages. With these languages, adesigner can describe the behavior of acircuit and simulate its operation at the behavioral level. Once the
design is debugged, asynthesizer automatically produces agate-level implementation, atask the designer did by hand up
Electronics/June 1989

to now. If the long-term trend is toward
VHDL, in the near term most designs are
being synthesized in Verilog or the native
HDL of the synthesizer.
Sfic was the first to offer this capability, incorporating its proprietary DDL (design-description language) in SilcSyn.
This means the designer can optimize the
circuit at the functional description level
before it is turned into gates.
For its part, Synopsys is using asubset
of Gateway's Verilog, says Aart de
Geus, senior vice president of engineering and the company's founder. Of those
buying synthesis tools from Synopsys,
70% are buying or adding the HDL compiler with the design compiler, he says.
The Verilog customer base is
skilled in using high-level description and willing to design
by writing program code rather
than by creating schematics, he
says. VLSI Technology also offers HDL capability in that its
Logic Synthesizer accepts
state-description inputs, which
it converts into an optimized
state machine. One recent improvement is the ability to accept a graphical bubble-diagram input.
THE BACK END. All these frontend developments result in
tools that are performing more
functions automatically, thereby allowing designers to create
more complex designs. There is
acommensurate development
in back-end tools, with the aim
of helping layout designers
build chips with 100,000 to 1million transistors and to perform
automatic layout of analog functions.
Valid Logic Systems Inc. of San Jose,
for instance, has just unveiled version 2.0
of its block place-and-route tools, Compose. One new capability is automatic
mixed block and cell placement and routing. Up to now, there was one layout tool
to perform standard-cell place and route
and another to place and route large
blocks. This meant that in adesign with
several large blocks, RAM, ROM, programmable logic array, data path, and
state machine, the standard-cell logic to
tie these blocks together had to be collected into alarge block using astandard-cell
place-and-route tool. Then this block was
transferred to the block place-and-route
tool for final layout.
With the new version, "you can place
and route standard cells and blocks at the
same level," says Donna Rigali, product
marketing manager. The effect is to
sprinkle standard cells among the larger
blocks of the design. The capability minimizes routing, because individual stanElectronics/June 1989

dard cells can be better placed in relation
to the large block each connects with.
Seattle Silicon Corp., an ASIC supplier
in Seattle, introduced the same capability
in its ChipCrafter APAR+ tool early last
year [
Electronics, Feb. 18, 1988, p. 101].
Seattle Silicon provides the tools to its
ASIC customers while Valid, a CAEequipment supplier, sells the tool as part
of its tool-kit offering.
Mentor Graphics has just introduced
this capability, too, on atool called CellStation/Blocks. Besides laying out standard cells and large blocks at the same
level, Mentor adds over-the-cell routing
capability. Instead of routing in the channels around large blocks or rows of stan-
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VLSI Technologies' Logic
Synthesizer can now accept
graphical bubble diagrams.
dard cells, the tool uses unused routing
resources to route over the cell. Existing
over-the-cell routers force the designer to
identify pins on the large blocks where
feedthrough paths exist across the cell,
says Bob Harrison, product manager at
Mentor. "As cells get more dense there is
less unused routing resource," he says,
"and this means the designer has to
spend more time figuring out paths for
the router to use."
CellStation/Blocks eliminates this
chore. Harrison says the key to the tool's
capability is that it imports the polygon
layout data of each large block and determines the unused routing resources automatically. Earlier tools, by contrast, do
not have access to the data-base description of the large blocks, he says. Combining the ability to route standard cells and
blocks at the same level with the ability to
route over the cell, Mentor claims to
shrink composite designs as much as 25%.
Moreover, because the tool is completely
automatic, the time to perform place and

route is trimmed significantly.
Layout designers are beginning to demand one other place-and-route capability: mixed analog and digital layout. "One
way designers can differentiate their
product is to put analog on their digital
ASIC designs," says Harrison. However,
because analog circuit layout has different requirements than digital, ASIC
place-and-route tools have not been well
suited to handling both on the same piece
of silicon. Now CAD suppliers are enhancing their tools to accommodate these
differing requirements.
Seattle Silicon, for example, introduced
in May atool called Analog/APAR+, a
fully automatic physical design tool that
places and routes digital and analog components on the same
chip. It automatically separates
sensitive analog circuits from
noisy digital logic.
NOISE IMMUNITY. The tool combines analog circuits into one or
more big blocks. It differentiates between digital, neutral,
high-sensitivity, and low-sensitivity networks, separates them
to control crosstalk, and minimizes net lengths for high-sensitivity analog networks. In addition, it automatically determines the correct size of power
and ground rails needed by the
analog circuits. Autoroute from
Silicon Compiler Systems takes
asimilar tack. " Its major new
feature is mixed analog and digital design, with complete noise
immunity and shielding," says
Allis. "The tool achieves 100%
complete route of combined analog and digital blocks, and completely
automatic routing of power and ground."
Handling analog with digital is also inherent in the Mentor CellStation/Blocks,
says Harrison. The tool can abut groups
of standard cells together by type. Hence,
it knows not to abut adigital cell with an
analog one. Then too, CellStation/Blocks
can route power and ground automatically, and allows an unlimited number and
mix of sizes and width for signal, power,
and ground. Previous-generation systems tended, by contrast, to treat power
and ground differently from signal, and
limited the number and size of power and
ground buses.
Such powerful new tools will go along
way toward giving designers the wherewithal to create complex standard and
ASIC chips while turning their designs
around in days rather than weeks and
months. This year's Design Automation
Conference promises to be ashowcase
for many of the products that are making
this possible.
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The True VLSI Mixed lalog-Digital Simulator
FIDELDO® is an event driven Mixed Mode
and Multi Level Simulator which represents
a quantom leap in the simulation arena.
The effectiveness of such a simulator is
measured by the quality of the electrical
simulation first, then by the functional and
electrical simulation synchronisation, of
great importance where tight coupling
exists between circuit parts being simulated
at different abstraction levels.
FIDELDO® excells on this.
FIDELDO® is the result of the complete
integration of the well known ELDO® high
performance analog circuit simulator and
the FIDEL® multi level digital simulator.
The limits of so called SPICE simulation
were in the hundreds of transistors. ELDO®

pushed this to the ten-thousands. No
sacrifices on accuracy were made. Included
are SPICE models, the BSIM as well as
special Short Channel models. The
simulator was developed with BICMOS
circuits in mind and configures itself
dynamically, sensing the degree of
coupling to optimally converge for bipolar
or MUS, digital or tightly coupled analog
circuits.

environment of unprecedented flexibility.
At the digital and functional levels a
powerful and intuitive language makes the
description of complex hardware easy and
fast. Special constructs are tailored
for parallel or sequential execution.
synchronous and asynchronous circuits.
timing verification and much more.

All this power is available within the
FIDELDO® mixed mode simulator.

The FIDEL® language was designed by IC
designers with the IC design in mind.
Circuits may also be described with HILOlanguage. ELDO® is SPICE compatible.

Behavioural,
Logical
and
Electrical
abstaction levels together with Analog and
Digital Macromodels and the Analog
Behavioural Modelling System provide an

FIDELDO® is available on all popular
workstations. Call us today toll free
from within the USA 1-800-221-4162 for
information and trial tape.

FIDELDO®, the right solution to your Mixed Mode Simulation problems
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IKOS
ENERGIZES
MIXED- MODE

SIMULATION
I

he increasing use of highlevel hardware description languages in automated circuit design is
putting abig strain on
mixed-mode simulation.
The problem is that "it's
not practical to simulate asystem with
behavioral models of VLSI circuits along
with a10,000-gate array, some TI'L, and
programmable array logic on awork station," says William Loesch, president of
Ikos Systems Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif.
Loesch says it takes 10 to 100 times
more processing power to simulate the
detailed gate level than to simulate the
few powerful blocks of behavioral description written in an HDL. " You're
lucky to [be able to] simulate 100 instruction cycles, when hundreds of thousands
of cycles are required to simulate the operation of the circuit in the real world,"
he says.
Ikos Systems has asolution to this problem—the Ikos 2800 and 2900 mixed-level
hardware simulators. The 2800 can simulate designs with 320,000 gates, and the
2900 can handle designs of up to 1.2 million
gates. They feature special-purpose hardware to couple behavioral models running
on a32-bit work station into the hardware
gate-level simulator.
Ikos is counting on its new product
line, along with steadily increasing sales
of its existing offerings, to give it the impetus to emerge as amajor force in the
logic simulation market, despite atroublesome lawsuit over alleged patent infringements on basic acceleration techElectronics/June 1989

When ASIC designs
break the 10,000-gate
barrier, mixed-level
hardware simulators
blow their software
counterparts out
of the water
nology being waged with archrival Zycad
Corp. of Menlo Park, Calif. Currently,
the legal fighting continues, with each
company suing the other.
The logic simlation market is primed
for rapid growth, according to the Technology Research Group, aBoston-based
market-research firm. TRG says that in
1988, some 5,600 of 37,300 application-specific IC design starts contained more than
10,000 gates. This year, nearly 10,000 of
52,900 will hit that number, and by 1990,
about 18,400 of the 73,300 ASIC design
starts will contain more than 10,000
gates. TRG says that the logic simulation
market was worth $207 million in 1988
and will reach $291 million this year. It
will grow at ahealthy 29% rate to $587
million by 1992.
A prototype of Ikos's new line will be
shown at this month's Design Automation

Conference in Las Vegas (see p. 78), although it won't fully handle VHDL, the
Pentagon's VHSIC Hardware Description
Language, which is fast becoming astandard for Defense Department and other
federal government projects. Beta shipments will begin late in the third quarter.
Excluding the VHDL interface, the price of
the basic 2800 system, which should begin
shipping in 1990, will be about $95,000.
Ikos's new hardware simulator connects to Sun Microsystems Inc. or Apollo
Computer Inc. platforms linked to other
work stations over anetwork. Support
for other platforms is planned. The link
between the work station and simulator
is a10-Mbit/s data path, double that of
the first-generation Ikos hardware simulator. The speedier link cuts the time required to move large design files into and
out of the simulator.
On the network, the simulator acts as a
shared server, through which users can
work with the Ikos simulation software
to develop adesign. Once the circuit is
ready for simulation, it is loaded into the
hardware simulator server for execution.
Robert Smith, director of marketing at
Ikos, claims the new simulator provides
equal or better performance than competing software solutions on purely behavioral simulation runs. For designs with
both gate-level and behavioral-level simulation, however, the product is two to
three orders of magnitude faster than
software-based solutions. Indeed, "popular software simulators are beginning to
run out of gas on designs with tens of
thousands of gates," says Victoria Hinder, director of research at TRG. Smith
also claims the system is faster than competitive hardware accelerators.
The performance advantage that Ikos
claims over mixed-level software simulators stems from its system's ability to accelerate the gate-level portion and some
of the behavioral processes in special-purpose hardware. Mixed-level software simulators must run both behavioral- and
gate-level simulation on awork station.
The hardware simulator executes the
simulation algorithms at high speed,
whereas the work station executes the
simulation algorithms as it does any other program. An alternative approach is to
run the behavioral portion of the simulation on the work station and the logic simulation on ahardware accelerator. The
drawback to this approach is the time required to convert the symbolic data used
by the behavioral simulator into binary
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100% autorouting.

Wouldn't it be great to
delegate your routing?
You can! We know your time s
valuable. That's why Wintek
pioneered comprehensive and
affordable CAD packages for IBM
personal computers. HiWIRE-Plus
continued that tradition, integrating schematic- capture features
and printed- circuit- artwork
capabilities into one versatile
package.

New autorouter.
The Autorouter for HiVVIRE-Plus
is powerful enough to handle the
most demanding design problems,
yet simple enough for a casual
user. Just turn it loose on your
design. It's hassle free because
it works long hours, without supervision or errors.

The autorouter for HiWIRE-Plus
rips- up, reroutes, and with appropriate design rules, racks up
100% completion.
Forget gridded routers. This
autorouter places vias and traces
anywhere your design rules
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data that the logic simulator can
filtering, abehavioral process that
accept, and vice versa.
prevents spurious signals created
On the new Ikos hardware simuby the gate-level logic from triglator, behavioral processes and
gering an unnecessary behavioral
models run on work stations locatsimulation.
ed on the network. The behavioral
Ikos, founded in 1984, shipped its
kernel, which controls the interacfirst system at the end of 1986. In
141
tion between behavioral- and gate1987 the company introduced the
level simulation, is implemented in
Ikos 1900 system. Ikos's first-genspecial-purpose hardware. Because
eration products, the Ikos 800 and
gate and behavioral simulations
1900, operate on four different
are integrated, they can pass
platforms: Apollo, Sun, Inter.7: I, 47.
events between themselves, syngraph, and the IBM Personal Comz
a..
chronize timing, and execute a
puter AT. The company faces three
thousand times faster than a
types of competitors: CAD/CAE
mixed-level software simulator,
vendors, such as Daisy/Cadnetix
Smith claims.
and Teradyne EDA, that sell proIkos has a hardware solution to mixed-level
The Ikos simulator includes a
prietary hardware simulators;
simulation in the new 2800 and 2900 systems.
cluster controller, apiece of softhardware accelerator suppliers,
ware that runs on the work station. It pro- gate-level description in the larger syssuch as Zycad; and independent software
vides the user interface and handles all the
tem design, the kernel converts the besimulator suppliers, such as Cadat, HiLo,
behavioral processes; it executes the HDL havioral results—the integer in this exateway Design Automation, and Mentor
descriptions provided by the system de- ample—into binary data that the gate-levGraphics.
signer. It also uses external models from
el simulator can use, and vice versa.
Ikos believes it has an edge over each
third-party suppliers like Logic Automation
The kernel also performs four other of these competitors. "Although ahardin Beaverton, Ore., and Quadtree in Sunnyfunctions. First, it suspends and resumes
ware accelerator uses an existing simulavale, as well as hardware models from Logbehavioral tasks that interact with gate - tor interface and library, it has to be
ic Modeling Systems Inc. in San Jose, Calif.
level operations. Second, it manages the
tuned to aspecific simulation environIn executing the HDL descriptions, the
queue of events occurring in the mixedment," says Smith.
cluster controller accepts VHDL, C, or othlevel simulator. Third, it automatically
The hardware simulators rely on the
er HDL inputs, and translates them into
advances time in the event queue if no
host software simulator to provide simuC++ for execution.
logical operations are scheduled to occur
lation libraries, netlist extraction and
In asystem simulation, abehavioral
in the queue. Most gate simulators, in
preparation programs, stimulus entry
model produces ahigh-level description,
contrast, perform acircuit evaluation
programs, and output analysis programs.
such as unsigned integers. If the model is
even if nothing is occurring at an increAll these elements are integral to the
connected to afunction implemented as a ment. Finally, the kernel performs event
Ikos hardware simulator.
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The behavioral kernel is special-purpose hardware that couples behavioral models running on a 32- bit work station
into the hardware gate-level simulator.
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CES
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PRECISION

NOW DIGITAL
OES IT ALL!

By
Alexander
Wolfe
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he sights and sounds of the Consumer Electronics Show, 1989 summer edition, are likely to be of higher definition and higher fidelity
than ever before. Though most
manufacturers were keeping their
offerings under wraps until the
show opens its June 3-6 run at the
McCormick Center in Chicago,
products incorporating ahost of video and audio
advances are set to be unveiled.
Indeed, the record number of advances on display this time around will amount to adigital
revolution in home electronics. And since CES
has traditionally served as avenue for manufacturers to gauge the market's reaction to new
technologies, the industry clearly hopes to convince consumers to buy into adizzying array of
improved TVs, video cassette recorders, camcorders, compact-disk and digital-audio-tape
players, and home-office electronics.
"In the near future, you're going to see electronics that are immensely flexible, that might
be used as astand-alone entertainment system
but could also be integrated into atelephone system or adata-management system," says Robert Heiblim, vice president at Denon America
Inc. in Parsippany, N. J.
While such integration may in fact be afew
years away, this year's leading-edge introductions at CES are more versatile than ever. A new

Digital technology
pushes resolution and
integration in audio and
video products at this
summer's Consumer
Electronics Show
generation of audio components adds digital signal processing capability to create " surround
sound" and other synthesized features. The video front features liquid-crystal-display TVs built
around tiny active-matrix picture "tubes," improved-definition TVs that offer more than 400
lines of horizontal resolution, and camcorders
exploiting 8-mm high-band technology for better performance.
Despite the wealth of new hardware at CES,
the show is unlikely to bump up the curve in consumer electronics sales. " We've projected very
conservative growth, certainly not the doubledigit growth we became used to in the heyday of
the VCR," says Tom Lauterback, vice president
for communications at the Electronic Industries
Association's Consumer Electronics Group in
Washington. " Idon't believe the VCR has plaElectronics/J une 1989

Yamaha is introducing a $ 799 CDV-1100 CD Video Combi
player, which handles all audio and video optical-disk formats.
teaued, but certainly its growth has slowed. But
things that have been around for years, like color TV, continue to set records."
"I think the economy is definitely softening,"
says Jim Magid, senior adviser at Needham &
Co. in New York. "On the other hand, the worldwide consumer electronics marketplace is relatively firm at this point in the cycle. In other
words, if we were going into aconsumer slowdown, normally there would be excessive inventories of TVs and VCRs. That's not happening—
in fact, there are still relative shortages in those
areas. So it's ahealthy environment, even if the
economy is slowing down."
RECORD SALES. "Last year saw record sales of
color TVs, and this year will also see record
sales," offers David Lachenbruch, editorial director of the industry publication TV Digest.
"People are replacing their existing sets, and
they're gradually buying better ones."
Several manufacturers are offering improved-definition TVs—the best that consumers
can buy today. Unlike high-definition TV, IDTV
is essentially acollection of receiver-side enhancements; an IDTV set receives aconventional NTSC broadcast signal. Chief among IDTV's
improvements is that the signal is painted on the
screen using 525 lines of noninterlaced scanning, eliminating visible scanning lines and improving vertical resolution by up to 40%.
The IDTV entry from New York-based Sony
Corp. of America is the 27-in. KV27FX10. Besides its double-scan noninterlaced design, it
boasts adigital frame memory to reproduce colors more accurately and to block out interference not related to the broadcast signal. Blurring between blacks and whites is eliminated
with adigital vertical control enhancer. Motiondetection and -adaptation circuitry reduces
smearing during motion scenes by switching to
line doubling—repeating an adjacent horizontal
line—when motion is detected. The set, which
Electronics/June 1989

will ship immediately, will retail for $4,000.
Panasonic Co. is unveiling the biggest IDTV
entrant. The Secaucus, N. J., company's 51-in.
direct-view Prism PTL-5199S IDTV promises
more than 450 lines of horizontal resolution. It
also employs such innovations as extended digital signal processing, aline-locking three-dimensional filter to overcome dot crawl and cross-colors, motion-detection circuitry and amotionadaptive frame comb filter, and digital noise reduction. The set will be available in September;
its price hasn't been announced.
North American Philips Co. in New York will
A Sony CV- 8 hand-held TV/VCR
combination features an LCD
color screen and uses 8- mm
videotape cartridges.
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introduce amajor new TV line, according
to spokesman Patrick Wilson. Speculation
centers on additions to the company's
IDTV line, which currently includes the
27-in. model 27J245 and 31-in. 32.1460. Philips says it can stretch resolution to 480
horizontal lines. The company's IDTVs
use apatented median filter algorithm,
said to overcome the distortion common in
other double-scan systems.
HIGH GROUND. Turning to conventional
receivers, RCA Corp. will likely stake out
the high ground in standard-scanning
sets. "We're going to see asuper set from
RCA, featuring anew chassis with anew
tube that is supposed to be brighter and
higher resolution," says TV Digest's Lachenbruch. A version of that chassis will
probably be offered on both of RCA's premier color lines, Dimensia and Colortrak
2000. However, Lachenbruch adds, " I
think RCA will de-emphasize Dimensia
because it hasn't caught on."
The new color picture tube featured in
the RCA chassis will probably be its newly announced 27-in, cathode-ray tube,
called VHP, for very high performance.
Although not a technological breakthrough, the tube is viewed as an effort to
set anew engineering standard and to
compete with Japanese-developed CRTs.
Following the introduction of this big
tube, smaller versions are expected. Indeed, these are avirtual certainty, because all tubes 19 in. or larger used in sets
manufactured in North America are
made in the U. S.—it's currently too expensive to import those tubes from manufacturers in the Far East.
From Japan, Toshiba Corp. is expected
to show off its new 32-in. color CRT. The
tube, though again not abreakthrough
product, will find ready demand in the
new generation of larger—greater than
25-in.—direct-view TV sets. Because of
the tremendous capital investment required to engineer anew tube, such introductions highlight the high hopes of manufacturers in the potential of large-format direct-view sets.
Zenith Electronics Corp., aTV powerhouse that doesn't usually exhibit at CES,
remains mum about introductions. But
the Glenview, Ill., company has made a
big splash with its projection sets that incorporate asound system designed by
Bose, the Framingham, Mass., high-fidelity house. Its late-model, two-piece projection set is based on an advanced digital
chassis. Refinements of the digital chassis, as well as anumber of new projection
sets, are apparently being readied.
Interesting variations on the conventional picture tube are also developing
apace. A very thin, flat TV set using a
new type of tube has been shown to the
press by Panasonic in Japan; however,
92

Sony's 27- in. IDTV entry, the KV27FX10,
offers double- scan, noninterlaced design
and a digital frame memory to reproduce
colors accurately and block interference.
Panasonic won't comment on its release
in the U. S.
Sharp Electronics Corp. of Mahwah,
N. J., will also be introducing new LCD
TVs. Sharp, which unveiled its LCD projection TV at the Winter CES in January,
says it will show off several new models
this time around.
The basic design of Sharp's projection
set, which has ahorizontal resolution of
about 300 lines and will sell for roughly
$4,000, uses three 3-in. LCD panels and a
single lens in place of aconventional projection set's three CRTs and three lenses.
"There are anumber of advantages, the
first of which is you no longer have to
worry about convergence," says Steve
Search, Sharp's national marketing manager for video. "Second, the unit is relatively compact and lightweight, in the
neighborhood of 25 lbs. It allows the flexibility of putting apicture on the wall with
ascreen size as small as 20 in. or as large
as 200 in., because the unit will have a
built-in zoom lens."
The top-of-the-line model with projection unit and a100-in, screen will retail for
$5,000 to $6,000, according to Search. Future introductions may include acomplete
entertainment center that supplements
the basic projection unit with awall system containing an electric screen and a
Super-VHS VCR.
In these new LCDs, based on active-matrix technology, active elements consist-

ing of thin-film transistors are placed
next to each LCD picture element. Improved picture quality results from the
fact that the transistors allow the picture
elements to be addressed without crosstalk between elements.
WHITHER HDTV? While the promise—and
the hype—of HDTV has commanded much
industry attention [
Electronics, March
1989, p. 70], HDTVs won't move from the
showroom floor to consumers' living
rooms for quite awhile. "Although HDTV
has sparked everyone's curiosity, we're a
few years away from delivery of the first
sets," says EIA's Lauterback. " It's going
to be even longer until those sets are popularly priced, so you've got areal lag time
built in."
At Summer CES, ahost of manufacturers will reprise their Winter CES HDTV
product displays, none of which are yet
marketed to U. S. consumers. This select
group should include Barco Electronics,
Boffi Vidikron, Fisher, Philips, and Sony.
"HDTV is something that people have
to be educated to," says TV Digest's Lachenbruch. "Bear in mind that it was 13
years after color was approved by the
FCC that the industry sold its first million
sets, and color has much more impact
than HDTV."
In VCRs, the proliferation of new formats will continue as manufacturers
search for awinner to entice consumers
into amore expensive format that corn..
Electronics / June 1989

bines higher-resolution video with higher
profit margins. "In VCRs we're going to
see all sorts of more sophisticated systems in the hopes that one or more of
them will catch on," says Lachenbruch.
Standard VHS and Beta recorders offer
some 250 lines of horizontal resolution.
Because Super-VHS records the luminance signal in the 5.4-to-7.0-MHz band,
as compared with the 3.4-to-4.4-MHz band
of standard VHS, it achieves about 400
lines of horizontal resolution. In the compact formats, VHS-Ccassettes offer performance equivalent to that of the standard VHS format. S-VHS-C, the down-size
version of Super-VHS, matches its 400line resolution specification.
In their quest for clout with the consumer, manufacturers such as Canon,
Fisher, NEC, Panasonic, Ricoh, Sanyo,
and Sharp are working to eliminate the
need for an adapter between VCRs and
VHS-Ccassettes, the smaller-format VHS
tape spawned by the camcorder. At least
one company is expected to show aVHS
VCR that accepts VHS-Ccassettes—without an adapter.
Just as significant, JVC Corp. is
increasing the running times of
VHS-Cand S-VHS-Ctapes from 20
to 30 minutes at the fast speed and
from 60 to 90 minutes at the slow
speed to make the tapes more attractive to consumers. Indeed,
such smaller formats are taking
on increasing importance. " It's
possible that JVC or Matsushita
will bring out asmall VHS-Cvideo
player comparable to the Sony
Video Watchinan," predicts Needham & Co.'s Magid.
In the regular VHS VCRs that
dominate the market and the higher-resolution Super- VHS VCRs,
ease of use is becoming amarketing tool. As aresult, more VCRs
will offer easier programming by
means of bar codes, like Panasonic's new
PV-S4990. In some cases, bar-code programmers will be integrated with the
VCR's remote-control unit.
In camcorders, while most consumers
prefer VHS, the smaller-format highband 8mm is making the most news. This
upgrade of the 8-mm videotape format,
with 400 lines of horizontal resolution, offers performance equivalent to SuperVHS. At the Winter CES, high-band
proved to be amajor nonevent as expected product introductions—with the exception of ahigh-band deck displayed by
Canon—didn't materialize. This time
around, Sony is leading the push with its
$2,200 CCD-V99 Handycam; other manufacturers 'appear to be ready with lightweight models that will weigh in at less
than 3lbs.
Electronics / June 1989

Turning to the audio offerings, digital
signal processing will be the most important emerging area at CES. DSP components do all their audio processing in the
digital domain until it reaches the speakers, thus avoiding many of the amplitude,
phase distortion, and imaging problems
associated with analog circuitry. The
built-in DSP stages in the new DSP amplifiers and preamps also will allow for the
creation of audio "special effects." These
stages will perform surround-sound or
delay-mode processing for re-creating
ambience, as well as digital dynamicrange compression, filtering, tone control, and equalization.
"There are tremendous possibilities for
the future if this type of technology is
combined with more expensive memory
circuits," says Mark Finer, director of
Communications Research Inc., aPittsburgh consulting firm. "You can have at
the touch of abutton all the digital parameters preset to fit your favorite musical
genre or environmental mode, whether it
be in the home, in the car, or portable."

X911DG integrated amplifier with four
digital inputs and digital-to-analog conversion at user-selected sampling frequencies. Other manufacturers, according to Finer, should be introducing models with digital processing at CES.
Along with digital processing, integrated entertainment is becoming awatchword as the line between audio and video
components begins to blur. One result:
the lackluster videodisk may move into
the limelight.
"Videodisk has been asleeping business in the U. S. for the last 10 years,"
says Don Palmquist, president of Yamaha Electronics Corp. USA in Buena
Park, Calif. "At the same time, it's been a
big business in Japan, where every company makes aplayer. Those companies
are now entering the U. S. market." U. S.
participants will include Sony, which has
already introduced aplayer, as well as Hitachi, Panasonic, and Sharp, which are expected to introduce products soon.

In the high- band camcorder arena, Sony's 2.5- lb CCDV99 Handycam goes for $2,200. The high- band 8- mm
format raises horizontal resolution to 400 lines.
At the Winter CES, Sony demonstrated
aproduction DSP component, the TAV925E preamp, which is currently available in Japan. An American model is said
to be slated for introduction at or shortly
after the Chicago show, though the
preamp was noticeably absent from
Sony's preCES announcements. Denon is
also testing the digital waters and will be
showing an all-digital preamp featuring
digital equalization and volume control,
as well as surround-sound processing.
The preamp will be displayed at the show
and shipped in the fall, according to the
company.
Yamaha has also begun to incorporate
this technology in the form of digital deemphasis and surround-sound circuitry in
selected preamps and amps. Sansui Electric Co. is checking in with the AU-

Today, the format is driven not by the
conventional 12-in, video platter, which
comes in either CLV or CAL formats, or
the alternative 8-in. version. Rather, the 5in. CD video (CDV) that emerged as a
takeoff on the audio CD has pumped new
life into this play-only medium.
Yet manufacturers must contend with
the full range of video formats if they are
to curb customer confusion over software. This lies behind Yamaha's CES introduction of its $799 CDV-1100 CD Video
Combi player; it handles all audio and video optical-disk formats, including 3-in, audio singles, 5-in, audio-only compact disks,
5-in. CD videos, 8-in, video disks, and 12-in.
CLV and CAL platters. Philips, too, will be
showing off its new CDV 488 all-format
videodisk player, which retails for $1,399.
"The problem has been consumer
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awareness regarding the distribution of
software," says Palmquist. The VCR market has leveled off, he says, and consumers are ready to look at something new.
"We still don't expect the market to explode in 1989, but we're looking at 150,000
units this year, he says. " And in 1990,
there will be aquadrupling of sales as
more manufacturers enter the business."
In the compact-disk market, sales have
taken off. Today, CD players are estimated to be in 10% to 15% of U. S. homes. As
for software, according to the Recording
Industry Association of America, 151.3
million CDs were shipped in 1988 at
aretail value of $2.10 billion.
At CES, audio CD hardware manufacturers have adopted atrickledown approach to the technology,
packing more sophisticated features in lower-priced players. Both
Denon and Yamaha, for example,
are introducing players with 20-bit
digital-to-analog conversion that
retail from under $400. NEC, Pioneer, Sansui, and Sony also have
new products, many boasting the
much-vaunted oversampling technology, which reads aCD's digital
data at more than 40,000 times per
second and applies sophisticated error detection to ensure superaccurate music reproduction.
Spurred by the new players,
manufacturers are looking forward to even headier growth. "A
30% to 40% penetration in the audio
CD category alone is easy to see,"
says Denon's Heiblim. "But if we
carry forward acombination of audio, video, and data processing that
the system allows, then we can get
much higher penetration."
IN FLUX. The technology for that
combination hasn't been completed. CDV enjoys the advantage of
the current availability of players. Another possibility, compact-disk interactive
(CDI), places limited-motion video, sound,
and software on a5'/4in. disk. As aresult,
CDI players can be connected to aTV to
play back home-shopping catalogs, encyclopedias, or educational courseware.
Such applications were highly touted
when CDI was first announced by Sony
and Philips in 1986. It now appears that
CDI will loom largest in the computer
marketplace.
In the home, some of CDI's thunder is
being stolen by an attractive alternative:
Digital Video Interactive, astill-developing technology first announced to the
public in March 1987. Developed at the
David Sarnoff Research Center in Princeton, NJ., DVI uses digital data compression to pack 72 minutes of full-motion video at 30 frames/s onto aplatter the size of
Electronics/June 1989

there seems finally to be aregular dialogue with hardware and music label companies sitting down to discuss the ramifications of the technology. Hopefully,
there will soon be some common understanding, not just about digital audio
tape, but about all recordable digital media that could emerge in the future."
At the heart of the dispute is the position
of the Recording Industry Association of
America that DAT recorders could be used
for widespread unauthorized copying of
prerecorded records, cassettes, and CDs.
As aresult, DAT hardware in the U. S. is
sold mostly on the gray market
[Electronics, February 1989, p. 60].
DAT decks from 13 major vendors,
including the likes of JVC, Panasonic, Sharp, and Sony, are being
sold here through DAT/USA International of Trenton, N. J. Over the
counter, the first U. S. entrant is Nakamichi. Its $10,000 Mode11000 DAT
recorder will be on view at CES.
In other CES categories, the
technology may be less lofty but
not the sales. Coming on as strong
as ever is what has been dubbed
"edutainment," led by the Nintendo game computer, along with
game software for that and other
machines from Apple Computer
Inc.—mostly the Ile series—Commodore, and even IBM Corp. PCs
and compatibles.
Also viewed as afast-growing
area of the CES marketplace are
"pocket smarts." This category of
The Sharp VC- V540 portable
hand-held electronics products encompasses everything from pocket
TV and VCR combination
video games with LCD screens to
traveler's dictionaries, and, most
boasts a 4- in. color
notably, the daily diaries such as
LCD screen.
Sharp's Wizard electronic organizer and Casio's SF-2000 Digital
Diary.
The home-office boom is still on, as is
that either plays back prepressed readevident at CES. A host of facsimile maonly disks or records them, that's even
chines, personal copiers, answering mamore attractive."
chines, and multiline telephones will be on
Indeed, recordable compact disks are
already available behind closed doors. At display. Indeed, the year's hottest product probably falls in this category, althe Winter CES, Japanese manufacturer
though it won't be ready in time for CES.
Taiyo Yuden became the first company to
The biggest consumer electronics prodshow—in ahush-hush private demo—a
uct of the year: the 5-lb "box of candy"prototype of arecordable compact disk.
sized, personal, portable, battery-operatBut the company has said it won't sell the
ed computer, predicts Needham & Co. anproduct on the consumer market until
alyst Magid. Companies including Zenith
copyright issues are resolved.
Data Systems are expected by the end of
Such copyright issues are at the center
of the digital-audio-tape controversy. At the summer to introduce full-featured
portables with only moderate comproCES, DAT should be aleading display. Inmises compared with today's desktop
stead, manufacturers are adopting afurmodels. "There will be over amillion of
tive tone. That's because DAT has become
these machines sold within 18 months [of
as much apolitical issue as atechnical
one. "The politics of DAT are still at a introduction]," Magid says. "This will bevery, very difficult stage," says Finer of come the personal home computer in the
U. S., not Nintendo."
III
Communications Research. " However,

a standard CD. This video is decompressed in real time during playback to
create pictures on the screen. DVI disks
also can store various combinations of
motion video, still video, audio, and text;
DVI packs up to an hour of full-motion
video on a5'Á-in. disk.
"DVI holds alot of promise because it's
backward compatible," says Heiblim.
"We can have asingle player that plays
an audio disk, afull-motion audio/video
disk, adata disk, and is interactive. That's
an attractive kind of product. And since
we may also be able to make arecorder
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SONY HIGH-SPEED, HIGH-DENSITY SRAMS

We're showing you our rapid rise into high-speed, highdensity SRAMS to dramatize one singular point: Sonys' serious
commitment to vour SH.-IM needs.
Major SRAM investment. Answering your demands for
higher speeds, we've beefed-up our SRA engineering, design
and production capabilities. Dramatically
Already, we're producing 16K x4-bit models at 25,30 and 35
ns. 32K x8-bit models at 25,30 and 35 ns. 64K x4- bit models at
35,45 and 55 ns. And 256K x1-bit models at 35,45 and 55 ns.
In arange of DIP, SOP and Sal packages.
0.8- micron CMOS technology: The best is yet to come.
Soon we'll debut all new SRAMs based on our 0.8-micron CMOS
technology. With even higher speeds and densities. In combinations never before available.
Sony SRAMs are shipping now. And they're available at
very competitive prices. Backed by the reliability and responsive
service you expect from any Sony product.
Be apart of our success story. When you're considering
high-speed, high- density SRAMs, first consider this: Sony's SRAM
success story has only just begun.
For full details, call ( 714) 229-4197 today. Or write Sony
Corporation of America, Component Products Division, 10833
Valley View St., Cypress, California 90630, Attn: Semiconductor S
y
sales. FAX ( 714) 229-4271.

MODEL

Circle 14

CONFIGURATION

SPEED (ns)

PACKAGE

CXX5863P
CXX5863M
CXX5863J

8K x8
8K x8
8K x8

25/30/35
25/30/35
25/30/35

DIP 300 mil
SOP 450fnil
SOJ 300 mil

CXX5464AP
CXX5464AJ

16K x4
16K x4

25/30/35
25/30/35

DIP 300 mil
SOJ 300 mil

CXX5465P*
CXX5465J*

16K x4
16K x4

25/30/35
25/30/35

DIP 300 mil
SOJ 300 mil

CXX5164P
CXX5164J

64K x1
64K x1

25/30/35
25/30/35

DIP 300 mil
SOJ 300 mil

CXX5971P
CXX5971J

8K x9
8K x9

25/30/35
25/30/35

DIP 300 mil
SOJ 300 mil

CXX58255AP
CXX58255AJ

32K x8
32K x8

25/30
25/30

DIP 300 mil
SOJ 300 mil

CXX58258P
CXX58258SP

32K x8
32K x8

35/45
35/45

DIP 600 mil
DIP 300 mil

CXX54256P

64K x4

35/45/55

DIP 300 mil

CXX51256P

256K x1

35/45/55

DIP 300 mil

*0/E

Sony is aregistered trademark of Sony Corporation.
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eonard Weisberg remem-

bers it as if it were yesterday. A Soviet sonobuoy
was recovered in the open sea in the winter of
1977 and shipped to the U. S. for a thorough investigation. The results were startling: inside the
submarine detector was an array of integrated
circuits that were direct
copies

of off-the-shelf

chips made in the U. S.
by

Texas

Instruments

Inc. The Soviets were
Electronics / June 1989
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"by pure imitation closing the techVHSIC helped bring on the computnological gap" between U. S. and Soer-aided design revolution, accelerviet capability, Weisberg noted in a
ated the emergence of surfacememo that would eventually reach
mount packaging technology and onthen-Secretary of Defense Harold
chip testability, and even led the miliBrown. And they were doing it much
tary to relax its restrictions on the
faster than anyone thought possible.
use of nonmilitary-standard semiBy early summer that memo came
conductors in weapons systems.
back to Weisberg, then the PentaIn these ways, the VHSIC progon's director of electronic and physgram—which ends this September—
ical sciences, with a note from
was asuccess. But VHSIC also had a
Brown scribbled in the margin:
dark side. Cost overruns, missed
"What should we do about it?"
deadlines, and aseeming inability to
This was no ordinary challenge.
get VHSIC parts into fielded military
The problem wasn't so much Soviet
systems all took their toll. It even betechnology as it was the inability of
came fashionable to bash VHSIC as
the U. S. to integrate its own adasymbol of everything that's wrong
vanced technology into weapons syswith
military
research
and
tems. But with the newfound Soviet
development.
capability to copy U. S.-made comIn fact, the program had two mamercial chips, the stakes were that
jor flaws: first, it failed to get top
much higher.
U. S. chip makers more closely inWeisberg's response was radical:
volved in the effort, and second, be
spur the pace of innovation in the
cause it wasn't tied closely enough
only mistake
semiconductor industry, "take agito technology-insertion efforts from
ant leap forward that would leave
was to let systems makers lead VHSIC
its inception, VHSIC technology has
the Soviets behind." He estimated
yet to flow from the R&D laborathat his plan would cost something under
born. But the program, launched in 1979,
tories into fielded weapons systems.
$200 million and take five years. But the
quickly outgrew Weisberg's plan. Over
"When VHSIC started, there wasn't a
results would be worth it, he believed.
the next 10 years, the Pentagon spent
single weapons system in the U. S. arse
America's weapons would be more sonearly $ 1billion—matched, some say,
nal with electronics as sophisticated as
phisticated, its soldiers, sailors, and pilots
with at least twice that by industry—to
what you could find then in video
better prepared, and its electronics indusadvance the state of the art in military
games," says Gene Strull, vice president
try more advanced.
semiconductor technology from clunky
of technology at the Westinghouse DeThus was VHSIC—the Very High
7.0-jim bipolar parts to some of the most
fense Electronics Center in Baltimore,
Speed Integrated Circuits program—
complex digital CMOS ICs ever built.
one of six Phase 1VHSIC contractors.

lAleisberg's

JUST WHAT MAKES A CHIP VHSIC, ANYWAY?
Mick
M
ick Blackledge stood up before are
gathering of electronics executives in Alexandria, Va., and told them
that without VHSIC, the space-based missile interceptors being developed for the
Strategic Defense Initiative "wouldn't be
possible." But Blackledge, the assistant
director for interceptors and command
control at SDI headquarters, wasn't referring to chips designed under the
watchful eye of the VHSIC program. The
chips he was talking about included Intel
Corp.'s 80386, the highly successful commercial microprocessor found in many
high-end personal computers.
Blackledge's statement is typical of
what is now happening in the military
community, where VHSIC—Very High
Speed Integrated Circuits—has come to
mean the same thing as VLSI—very
large-scale integration. In addition to the
prototype SDI weapons, such high-profile
weapons systems as the Advanced Tactical Fighter—called "aVHSIC plane" by
some—will include parts that can be
called VHSIC-class, VHSIC-like, or
VHSIC-equivalent, but not, in the strict98

est sense of the term, VHSIC.
In fact, it is one of the ironies of the
VHSIC program that the companies now
reporting the greatest marketing success
with what they call VHSIC devices either
weren't VHSIC contractors at all or lost
their share of the program after Phase 1.
By contrast, the three companies that
won VHSIC's Phase 2contracts—Honeywell, IBM, and TRW—all have struggled with either marketing the technology, developing it, or both.
Indeed, the success of VHSIC can Kobably best be determined not by the success of individual contractors demonstrating individual chips and brassboards, but by the level of independent investment in VHSIC-like efforts. At least
nine companies that didn't win major
VHSIC contracts mounted such initiatives on their own, and one—General
Electric Co.'s Microelectronics Center—
claims to have shipped more VHSIC-class
devices than any of its competitors. GE
officials say they've shipped over 150,000
CMOS VHSIC-class chips to Air Force
contractors for use in some F-16 radars.

The parts, pin-for-pin replacements for
high-power emitter-coupled logic chips,
reduce the radar's power consumption by
76%, from 5,000 to 1,200 W.
To meet VHSIC standards, achip must
be designed with line rules of 1.25 pm or
less; have afunctional throughput rate of
at least 5 X 10" gate-Hz/cm 2;be produced using functional descriptions in the
VHSIC Hardware Description Language
(VHDL); include on-chip test features
that cover 95% of the chip's logic gates;
operate at aminimum clock speed of 25
MHz; and meet basic reliability, radiationhardness, and temperature specs.
The standards are stiff. But when Intel
reduced its original 1.5-1.tm 12-MHz 80386
to 1.0-1.tm line widths and boosted its
speed to 25 MHz, the company reports,
military customers came running. For example, the chip is being inserted into one
version of the ATF, and it is also at the
heart of aHughes Aircraft Co. design for
the Light Exo-Atmospheric Projectile, a
developmental space-based missile interceptor for SDI.
Texas Instruments Inc., which worked
Electronics/June 1989
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BM Corp.'s Manassas, Va., fab helped Big Blue beat fellow Phase 2contractors Honeywell
and TRW to every VHSIC milestone. But IBM has had astruggle in marketing the technology
•More information was coming into our
radar systems, electronic warfare systems, and communications systems than
could be number-crunched. We were trying to catch amoving train."
The moving train was commercial industry, and 10 years and $950 million later, the military is barely getting on board.
The snail's pace of military procurement,

costs—were all but ignored by the people
in charge of building and procuring military systems.
The original idea for managing the
VHSIC program was to bring in aseries
of merchant semiconductor companies
that would then sign up systems integrators and weapons builders as subcontractors, recalls Weisberg, now vice president

coupled with the intransigence of military
program managers afraid of risking their
programs, schedules, budgets, and careers on what they consider "unproven"
or "high-risk" technology, have conspired
to keep VHSIC out of any volume applications. The biggest selling points for
V:ISIC—increased long-term reliability
and decreased life-cycle maintenance

WHERE TO GO FOR VHSIC-EQUIVALENT CHIPS
on bipolar technology in Phase 1, has
adapted its Epic II commercial 0.8-um
CMOS process for military products and
is now producing achip set based on the
Air Force standard 1750A instruction-set
architecture. Along with aset of peripheral devices and memory chips, the 1750A
chip set will make up the mission computer in the Lockheed Corp. version of the
ATF and the McDonnell Douglas-Bell version of the Army's LHX helicopter. The
computer will ultimately tie together all
the fighter's displays, sensors, and communications modules.
It's been tougher sledding for the three
Phase 2contractors. TRW Inc. had to
scale back its Superchip effort, dropping
the bipolar component and settling for a
less-super chip than planned. IBM Corp.
has had ahard time convincing the market that it is serious about selling VHSIC
chips. And Honeywell Inc., probably the
most active marketer of the three, never
quite found the demand for its VHSIC devices that it had anticipated. "We ended
up with excess capacity," says aHoneywell executive.
-T N.
Electronics / June 1989

Company

VH:i1C

Fabrication

contractor?

processes
1.25- pm CMOS

GE Microelectronics Center

1.25- p.m SOS
Harris Semiconductor
Honeywell Solid- State Electronics

Hughes Microelectronics Center

Products
Standard cells and gate
arrays
Standard cells

No

1.25-µm CMOS

Phases 1 & 2

1.25-p.r.m CMOS

Standa-d cells and gate

0 5-p_m CMOS

arrays

Phase 1

1.25-µm CMOS
1.1/0.9-µm

Standard cells, gate arrays, ana foundry

HCMOS
IBM Federal Systems Div.

Phases 1 & 2

1.0- p.m CMOS
0.5- pm CMOS #

Standard cells, gate arrays, and foundry
Standard products only

Intel

No

10- pm CMOS

LSI Logic

No

10- p.m CMOS

Standara cells, gate ar-

12- p.m CMOS

rays, and foundry

National Semiconductor

Pisase 1

1.25-µm CMOS

Raytheon Microelectronics Center
Texas Instruments

No
Phase 1

Stcrndcrci cells, gate arrays, and foundry

w' Westinghouse
1.25-µm CMOS

Gate arrays, foundry

10-µm CMOS

Standard cells, gate ar-

0.8 i.fm CMOS

rays, and standard
products

TRW

Phases 1 &i2

1.0-,um bipolar

Standard parts

1.25- p.m CMOS

Gate arrays

v/ Mo iosola
Westinghouse Advanced Technology Labs

Phase 1

Uses 3.3-V instead of standard 5-V power supplies.

SOURCE: VHSIC PROGRAM OFFICE
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pentagon officials gave the hard sell to
ethe House and Senate Armed Services
Committee staffs when the Very High
Speed Integrated Circuits program was
getting started. VHSIC, they promised,
was going to change the world. "It was
presented as agolly-gee-whiz program,"
recalls one committee staffer. "It was going to be the biggest thing ever."
It is, of course, the nature of the way
things are done in Washington that
VHSIC may have been overpromised. After all, the House Armed Services Committee voted at first to "zero" the program. "That sent ashock wave around,"
the staffer says. The Department of Defense was very determined to get VHSIC
through, but Congress was worried
that if the new technology was indeed going to change the
world, then VHSIC
needed to be protected as aprecious national resource. So
when Congress gave
VHSIC the green
light, it was only after
exacting an agreement from the Pentagon: VHSIC would be
covered by ITAR—the
International Traffic
in Arms Regulations.
To many, it was the
single biggest blow
the program took in
its 10 years.
ITAR, the government's toughest set
of export controls, requires companies
dealing with classified information not
only to keep it secret, but to have aformal plan drawn up for its protection. If
one company wants to discuss the information with another, it must make sure
that the second firm also has aformal
plan for protecting the information.
Applying ITAR rules to VHSIC was unusual, because the regulations are normally used to make sure that already
built military systems do not get into the
hands of an adversary. By slapping a
pure technology program such as VHSIC
with the restrictions, critics say, the government stifled the kind of information
exchanges that would have accelerated
technological progress.
"ITAR inhibited the whole program,"
asserts Larry W. Sumney, president of
the Semiconductor Research Corp. in Research Triangle Park, N. C. Sumney was
the director of the VHSIC program from

I

of corporate research and engineering at
Honeywell Inc. in Minneapolis.
But when Weisberg and Larry W.
1979 through May of 1982.
Sumney, who managed the VHSIC effort
The first fallout from the ITAR decifor its first three years, asked industry's
sion was that the nation's universities all
opinion on the structure, "to my amazebut dropped their support for VHSIC.
ment, they proposed that the systems
"Up until that time, the university comhouses lead the project," Weisberg says.
munity had expressed strong interest in
"They said this would guarantee that
the long-term basic research projects that what was developed really would meet
would be part of VHSIC's Phase 3," Sum- the military's needs."
ney says. But " because of [ ITAR], the
Most of the VHSIC money went to inPhase 3university effort, which was sup- house development efforts at captive milposed to be a $40 million or $70 million
itary chip foundries. It was amistake
program, never happened the way it was
Weisberg says he hasn't lived down. " I
supposed to."
think Iblew it when Ilet the systems
The universities refused to go along guys lead," he says. Chip makers would
with ITAR's restrictions, Sumney says.
have marketed the technology more ac"They ran away from VHSIC as fast as
tively, he says, and that would have gotthey could." The big
ten it into fielded systems more quickly.
problem for universiWhat happened instead was that the milities: their foreign
tary systems makers viewed VHSIC techgraduate students,
nology as acompetitive weapon. They
who could not be
had an inherent conflict of interest: their
stopped from taking
only potential customers for chips were
VHSIC know-how—or
the same people they were fighting for
what could be perlucrative weapons contracts.
ceived as VHSIC
LOTS OF PROMISES. IBM Corp., for examknow-how—home to
ple, which beat TRW Inc. and Honeywell
their native countries.
Inc. to every major Phase 2milestone,
"ITAR put classihas been criticized for not aggressively
fied controls on atechmarketing VHSIC. "They don't share
nology that was by
anything," says one competitor. IBM innature unclassified,"
sists, however, that while it hasn't seen
says Dick Urban, the
any wild success yet, it is actively marketthird and final VHSIC
ing chips, circuit boards, and design and
program manager. He
foundry services. The company blames
says ITAR hurt the
its troubles on the failures of competitors
program in more
like TRW to meet their VHSIC goals.
ways than just forc"There have been alot of promises made
ing universities to by- about VHSIC that haven't been delivered
pass the effort. ITAR
on," says an IBM executive. "That hurts
also forced manufacus because we can deliver."
turers to separate their VHSIC developSo abig part of the government's inment staffs and their counterparts in
vestment, particularly what was spent on
commercial operations. Texas Instru- pilot lines and on individual chip designs,
ments Inc., for example, kept the VHSIC
didn't pay off. "We didn't see the teaming
program within its Defense Systems and
that we wanted," says Sumney, now presElectronics Group, leaving out its Semiident of the Semiconductor Research
conductor Group. That cut down on interCorp. in Research Triangle Park, N. C.
action between design and process engi"The barriers between companies just
neers on each side of the fence and may r didn't let that happen."
have retarded development, Urban says.
From that point of view, "VHSIC was a
Chip makers were worried that process
miserable failure," says Bud Kaiser,
or design techniques that weren't unique manager of strategic marketing for Gento VHSIC might fall under ITAR anyway,
eral Electric Co.'s Microelectronics Centhereby hampering their ability to sell: ter in Research Triangle Park. But from
their wares.
another viewpoint, he adds, it was abig
Most experts also believe ITAR was at success, since by investing in afew comleast partly responsible for the slow pace, panies, the government reaped the reof VHSIC insertion. "In the grand scheme wards of its investment many times over.
of things, it probably contributed to the
Fear of being left behind drove GE and
problems we had in transitioning the
other major military systems houses to
technology," says E. D. "Sonny" Maycreate their own VHSIC-like processes.
nard Jr., who ran the VHSIC program of"Look," Kaiser says, "it's difficult for a
fice for six years. " It gave companies one
GE or an IBM to use aHoneywell chip
more excuse not to use [VHSIC]." -TN
set. If you're amajor system house and

HOW ITAR HURT VHSIC

ITAR pu1-

classifie
ontrols
technology
that was
by nature
unclassified'
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you're tied down to acompetitor's chip
set, you're going to be uncomfortable.
You want to have your own."
In many ways, VHSIC's success hinged
less on the companies that won government contracts than on the ones that
worked on their own. As adirect result of
their work, the military is now seeing a
gradual blurring of the terms VLSI—for
very large-scale integration—and VHSIC
so that the latter is now used to mean any
VLSI circuit being considered for amilitary application (see p. 98).
GE's Kaiser is probably right when he
says that " the guys who won the contracts are in the catbird seat, because the
government paid for their work" and that
"they probably would have built those
chip sets anyway." But how fast would
they have done the work? And without
VHSIC, how quickly would other companies have followed suit and pushed their
chip technology development beyond the
1.0-µm barrier?
WHAT WENT RIGHT. There are no definitive answers to those questions. )3ut most
experts agree that without VHSIC, semiconductor development in the U. S.
wouldn't have progressed so quickly toward submicron geometries, even in the
commercial world. As with Japan's early
VLSI project, which served as further impetus to get VHSIC started, government
funding and goals helped speed the development process. Even executives at Intel
Corp.—which, led by cofounders Robert
Noyce and Gordon Moore, vigorously opposed the program in its early days—now
admit that VHSIC helped to drive commercial development in the 1980s. VHSIC
might have had an even greater commercial impact were it not for special restrictions imposed on the program by Congress (see p. 100).
"VHSIC helped," says Ron Williams,
general manager of Intel's Military Division in Chandler, Ariz. "It helped alot of
the people who didn't believe that chip
densities would increase as fast as they
did. It pushed commercial technology."
Among the technical breakthroughs
spawned by VHSIC is the use of multiple
layers of metal in advanced semiconductors, now aroutine design feature in
high-density ICs. Surface-mount packaging technology, also virtually unheard of
adecade ago, has since revolutionized the
way chips are mounted on circuit boards.
On-chip self-testing capabilities, which incorporate in silicon all the test functions a
given chip might need, are now finding
their way into commercial chips. And
gate arrays, which were just coming into
vogue in the early 1980s, were given a
boost by VHSIC support.
VHSIC also contributed to the development of dry etching techniques and of
Electronics/June 1989

written long before the system is ever
fielded. Second, the budgetary process
encourages program managers to cut upfront costs, often by forgoing development in favor of available technology.
Third, there are no incentives for program managers to gamble on advanced
technology (see p. 103).
"The average time between conception
and fielding of amajor [weapons] system
is 12 to 14 years," says Strull. The delay
virtually guarantees that by the time a
system is in the field, the technology that
makes it work is obsolete. Indeed, the
few applications in which VHSIC-class
parts have found their way into systems
have been as gate or logic arrays mimicking components that, some time between
system validation and procurement, were
suddenly no longer available.
estinghouse's
UNCOUNTED MILLIONS. To combat those
problems, the VHSIC program office beVHSIC Signal Processor
gan funding specific technology-insertion
won't fly in the F-16 until 1991
programs in 1984. Yet despite uncounted
more purified silicon with the low-defect millions—Urban says specific figures for
densities essential to making fine-line ge- the insertion effort aren't available—
most of the insertion efforts continue to
ometries work. "There are 100 subtleties
labor along without any apparent prowhere VHSIC really helped; most people
gress. There is aVHSIC circuit board in
have forgotten about that contribution,"
the AN / ALQ-131 airborne countermeasays Westinghouse's Strull.
That was the point: to set goals that in- sures pod, which is gradually finding air
time as aretrofit spare part in the F-111
dustry could reach and surpass, says
aircraft. But beyond that, no one in apoDick Urban, VHSIC program director
since last summer. " The legacy for sition to know is willing to identify one
fielded application of VHSIC.
VHSIC is that by setting clear technical
That's not to say that VHSIC technologoals, we got companies to push forward
gy won't be fielded, of course. But most
much faster than they would have otherof the systems that VHSIC will be in
wise. Some contractors say they're three
to five years ahead of where they would won't make it out into the field until the
mid-1990s. For example, the Army's Enhave been without the program."
hanced Position Location and Reporting
NO INSERTION. While the VHSIC program
System should save the government $100
succeeded in advancing the state of the
million over the lifetime of the program
art in technology, it failed to advance the
by using VHSIC technology in its Signal
pace of technology insertion in military
Message Processor module. It sounds
systems. A 1982 Defense Science Board
report on the VHSIC program's first two like aVHSIC success story. The system,
however, won't be fielded for at least sevyears concluded that unless the Defense
Department changed the way it did busi- eral years.
Industry, Pentagon, and congressional
ness, VHSIC would not make it into syssources agree that until VHSIC is in wide
tems until long after it had slipped from
use and on the battlefield, it will be hard
the leading edge of technology.
to call the program asuccess. "Ithink we
The classic example: when VHSIC was
first being discussed in 1978, the radar will reap the benefits of VHSIC over the
processor in the Air Force's F-16 fighter next decade," says Urban. "We'll see a
lot more advanced technology getting
was considered aprime candidate for the
new technology. Today, VHSIC still is not into weapons systems as aresult of alot
of the products of VHSIC. Not the specifflying in the F-16, although the Air Force
ic chips, necessarily, but they were test
says that the souped-up radar in the upvehicles after all, designed to prove aconcoming F-16 Block 50 upgrade will include Westinghouse's VHSIC program- cept. But we did alot of the technological
groundwork that has allowed other
mable signal processor. The Air Force
things to happen."
promises to use the most advanced chips
VHDL—the VHSIC Hardware Descripavailable when procurement begins. But
tion Language—and other VHSIC derivathat won't be until at least 1991.
Why has it taken so long? First, sys- tives have brought the Pentagon much
closer to being able to buy commercial
tems are upgraded not when technology
chips, Urban says. More significant still,
rolls along, but according to aschedule
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"WIla's
moreparalyzing
isme
he ts treated.
The hardest part about having adisability is being constantly reminded
that you have one. Sometimes that happens when people stare at you.
Or point at you. Or don't even think of including you in every day activities.
Maybe it's time to start treating people with disabilities like people.

it has opened the doors for arecent push
toward generic specifications [
Electronics, March 31, 1988, p. 83]. The Defense
Electronics Supply Center, which certifies semiconductors and fabrication facilities, now has ageneric spec for gate arrays that allows achip maker to qualify a
whole family of arrays with one evaluation circuit. Once that's done, manufacturers can sell any design produced on
one of those arrays as if it were on
DESC's Qualified Parts List.
Taking that astep further, DESC and
the Rome Air Development Center are
now creating the specifications to approve Qualified Manufacturing Lines.
QML designation will eventually allow a
manufacturer to produce military-qualified parts without having to subject large
numbers of sample chips of each design
to destructive testing, atime-consuming,
expensive process. "QML is supposed to
address VHSIC and VLSI, the high-densi-

ty, low-volume circuits that are too expensive to run through destructive testing," says Mike Adams, aDESC engineer
involved with the QML program.
DID Mile SUCCEED? Compared with the
military technology of the 19'70s, today's
systems are without question worlds
ahead. Tomorrow's weapons will be even
more advanced. Thanks to VHSIC technology, if not VHSIC-program chips, the
Advanced Tactical Fighter will be the
most sophisticated fighter aircraft ever
built, the M-1 tank will be more intelligent
than any other tank in history, and the
LHX will be the world's most advanced
attack helicopter.
The real impact of the VHSIC program
won't be felt until the 1990s and beyond.
But some things are clear now. VHSIC
didn't succeed in helping the government
leapfrog the commercial sector. But, says
Sumney, "They were so far behind the
commercial industry to begin with that

leapfrogging was probably impossible.
Catching up was pretty good." What the
VHSIC program did, he adds, was "focus
the attention of both sides of the house—
commercial chip makers and military systems people—to move more rapidly.
Clearly, the Japanese spurred the industry to do better too. But VHSIC focused
attention on finer resolutions much faster than would have happened otherwise."
VHSIC had still another effect, Sumney
says: " From the systems standpoint, it
caused the weapons systems engineers to
be more aware of what they really needed, to be less constrained by perceived
limits on the technology, and to really
take afreer view and strive for the greatest capability imaginable." And that, perhaps, is VHSIC's greatest legacy. Just as
the personal computer unleashed the
power of microelectronics on every worker's desk, time will credit VHSIC with doing the same on the battlefield.

WHY HASN'T VHSIC GOTTEN INTO MORE SYSTEMS?
en the Very High Speed Integrated
Circuits program was just getting
lA
off the ground, the Air Force said the F16 was aprime target for VHSIC technology. "The Pentagon's VHSIC program
would mean faster processing for radar,
weapons control systems, and imaging
systems aboard such aircraft as
the F-16," said Electronics' first
story on the VHSIC effort, in September 1978. More than adecade
later, the Air Force is still promising to fly VHSIC in standard versions of its F-16C/D fighters—but
not before 1991, at the earliest.
Delays like the one that struck
the F-16 program hit every VHSICinsertion effort. " If the system-acquisition community had gotten serious about VHSIC, if any one of
the major applications had come
through, the individual contractors
would have been saturated—
they'd have been working around
the clock," says E. D. " Sonny"
Maynard Jr., vice president for engineering and operations at the
McDonnell Douglas Electronic
Systems Co. in McLean, Va., and
VHSIC program director from the
summer of 1982 through the summer of 1988.
But that didn't happen. And if
there's any major failure that
could be pinned on VHSIC today,
that's it—the technology has yet to
make it to the battlefield.
When asked what went wrong,
Maynard's answer is simple: "We
have asystem-acquisition process
Electronics / June 1989

that is bulletproof to technology."
The process drives procurement officers and companies alike away from new
technology and toward what's safe and
easy, Maynard says. While the Defense
Department has tried to be serious about
life-cycle costs—where VHSIC technolo-

aynard: the technology
was a hit, but insertion fell short

gy promises major gains in overall reliability and therefore offers sizable maintenance savings—other policies have
made asham of the initiative. The budgeting process drives program managers
toward minimizing front-end acquisition
and development costs, Maynard says,
scaring them off new technologies
that require development expense
up front—even if they promise savings in the future. Instead, he
adds, the system encourages managers to stick to the tried and true,
even if it's obsolete.
"It's asystemic problem," Maynard says. "And you can't fix that
with R&D." More attention should
have been focused on technology
insertion at VHSIC's outset, he
says, and once the VHSIC technology insertion effort began, in 1984,
more money should have been
spent to make sure those insertions happened. In 1984, for example, the Pentagon allocated only
$14 million for VHSIC insertion efforts—well below the $50 million a
year a Defense Science Board
study group recommended in 1982.
Looking back, Maynard says, a
lot more could have been done to
make the VHSIC program more
successful. "The secretary [of Defense] should have dictated by fiat
that VHSIC be used. The commitment to modifying the acquisition
process should have been made up
front. We tried to jump in in the
middle and back-fit things." And it
didn't quite work.
-TN
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The biggest scoop in graphics
NEC announces
the 1-megabit dual-port graphics buffer
If you're designing ahigh-end workstation, PC, or
office automation system, the announcement of NEC's
1M-bit graphics buffer is the best news you'll hear all
day. Our new dual-port chip gives you acritical edge
in the most competitive areas — higher resolution,
more colors and increased speed.
The pPD42274 offers precisely what your system
needs to excel in graphics. The 256K x4 random
access port features write-per-bit control and fast-page
operation for high-speed reads and writes. The 512 x4
serial port handles high resolution graphics with clock
speeds up to 33MHz. And aunique flash-write function
clears the screen in aflash.
Other advanced features include:
D High speed.
RAS access: loo or 12Ons.
CAS access: 25 or 3Ons.
Serial read cycle: 30 or 4Ons.
El Low power consumption. Standby: 5mA.
Random read or write: 140 or 125mA (serial port active).
El Standard 400-mil, 28-pin plastic ZIP and SOJ packaging.
NEC led the industry with the first 256K dual-port
graphics buffer. Now we're inaugurating the 1M-bit era.
To get the scoop on what the latest graphics chip
technology can do for you, call NEC today.

For fast answers, call us at:

USA Te1:1-800-632-3531. TWX:910-379-69135. W Germany Tel:0211-650302. Telex:8589960. The Netherlands Tel:
040-445-845. Telex:51923. Sweden Tel:08-753-6020. Telex:13839. France Te1:1-3946-9617. Telex:699499.
Italy lèl:02-6709108. Telex:315355. UK Tel:0908-691133. Telex:826791. Hong Kcng Te1:3-755-9008. Telex:54561.
Taiwam Tel:02-522-4192. Telex:22372. Singapore Te1:4819881. Telex:39726. Australia Tel:03-267-6355. Telex:38343.
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Now acheap off-the-shelf
SSR that puts you in control. It lets
you control the cost
and the system's function in
military applications.
Here's what you get.
•Short Circuit Protection
•Status Indication
•Current Overload Protection
•Optical Isolation
•TTL & CMOS Compatible Control
•Built to meet the requirements
of MIL-R-28750.
•Cost Effective

ACTUAL SIZE
CERAMIC PACKAGE

PART # CD2 I
CDW

Review the electrical characteristics and call us for immediate application assistance.*
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See Note 1
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1
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A
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A
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A
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0
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..

1
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5
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All power FET relays may drive
loads connected to either
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power supply lines ( source or
sink modes).
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STATUS OUTPUT
,
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RELAY CASE —›

2
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Vs,,,..,-. 0.3 VD,
See Note 2
—
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3. Output will drive loads connected to either te minal ( sink or source).
4. Status circuit is abuilt-in test feature checking the input circuitry of the relay. Status output is low ( on)
when the input is on.
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RETURN

irTELEDYNE SOLID STATE
A Division of Teledyne Relays

*For immediate application assistance call 1-800-284-7007.
Teledyne Solid State, 12525 Daphne Avenue, Hawthorne, California 90250.
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BY LARRY WALLER

These glamour chips
haven't taken off
the way the pundits
once predicted. The
reasons: steep prices,
inflated expectations

is smart
power
really a
smart
Idea?

Smart power neatly bundles a powerswitching element and logic circuitry, as in
the IR8200 from International Rectifier

Electronics / June 1989

W ith an inspired name like " smart
VW power," how can apromising new
part of the semiconductor business miss
being abig winner? As the glamorous
one-chip showcase of power integrated
circuits that neatly bundle a powerswitching element and logic-control circuitry, smart power began to seize the
imagination of users and suppliers some
five years ago. Advances in MOS-FET design along with the process technology to
knit these parts together monolithically
promised to solve the snags that previously made one-chip answers impractical.
But smart power seems to
have stalled in what industry
watchers once predicted would
be asteady upward path to the
big time. Forecasters expected
that by now, smart power
would be on its way to becoming a billion-dollar market
worldwide. In point of fact, the
best-informed sources put current sales of pure smart power,
in monolithic single-chip form
only, at less than athird that
size. "Things just didn't happen
as quickly as we expected,"
says Roger Janikowski, who
manages Motorola Inc.'s brand
of smart power, called Smartmos, at its Semiconductor Products Sector in Phoenix. "There
was alot of technology and marketing
hype out there. Now reality is starting to
set in."
The faltering course of this technology
has little to do with smart power's advantages—there is no question about what
draws users to the concept. Because all
electronic equipment needs power switch107

ing in one form or another, it is loaded
with bulky discrete component assemblies or electromechanical switches and
relays that control power distribution.
Boosting the performance of this equipment depends on replacing components
and switches with solid-state devices incorporating logic-control circuitry. That's
the bailiwick of smart power.
The benefits of moving to this technology are vast, says areport on intelligent
power published last year by the industry
consultant Dataquest Inc. in San Jose,
Calif. They start with enhanced reliability
of equipment, more efficient energy management, and space savings. Once smartpower devices are available in volume at
volume-production prices, all this will
come at lower cost than current solutions, thanks to the need for fewer parts,
Dataquest says.
Applications vary widely, from industrial gear running at more than 1,000 Vto
automotive tasks needing less than 100 V
and microprocessor controls at 5V. As a
result, the potential market is so huge
and relatively untapped by solid-state
parts that its very size is subject to debate. One reason is that other intelligentpower approaches, such as multichip sets
and hybrid packages, get lumped in with
pure smart power. "It's very difficult to
get data, the market is so widespread,"
says Peter Weber, executive vice president of marketing at smart-power pioneer Siliconix Inc. in Santa Clara, Calif.
Most executives at the 20 or so firms
engaged in smart power in the U. S. believe they have sorted through the confusion that initially stymied their industry.
Indeed, solid products are starting to appear that offer real utility to users, and

Solid products are
finally here, and
the market should
rise 30% annually
for the next
five years
smart-power makers say the business has
now reached critical mass: they're predicting market expansion at about a30%
annual clip for the next five years.
A wild card in the calculations is what
the big Japanese chip makers are doing.
They are a "hidden part of the market in
power," says one U. S. executive, due to
the vertical integration that keeps most
advanced chips inside these mammoth
companies for their own new hardware.
The big fear is that some of these ICs will
suddenly be sprung on the U. S. market
as proven products, creating stiff competition for domestic vendors.
One tip-off that smart power is moving
again is the plethora of sophisticated devices coming to market in recent months.
SGS-Thomson, which leads the intelligent-power field in sales volume, according to Dataquest, offers its VIPower line
in amix of three process technologies:
CMOS, n-MOS, and bipolar. The family is
aimed at automotive applications such as
electronic ignitions and at driving industrial motors.

WHERE SMART POWER IS HEADED
Year

World
Total

United
States

U.S.
Share

Rest Of
World's Share

(Millions of Constant U.S. Dollars)
1987

$255

1988

365

$166
241

505
690
835
1137
2410

462
593
773
'663

34.855.

36.02%

28.42%

29.20%

32.41%

33.38%

1989
1990
1991
1992
1995
5-year Compound
Annual Growth Rate
1987 -1992
5-year Compound
Annual Growth Rote
1990-1995
8-year Compound
Annual Growth Rate
1987-1995

333

65%
66
66
67
67
68
69

35%
34
34
33
33
32
31

SOURCE DATAQUEST INC.
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Motorola's Smartmos line, with some
30 patents and seven years of development behind it, has some eye-catching
new offerings as well. These include the
MPC1510 logic-to-power IC, which is used
for switching power loads directly from
microprocessor inputs, and the just introduced MPM3003. This device is athreephase bridge driver for powering dc motors in disk and tape drives.
MOTOR CONTROL One new chip attracting much attention because of its complexity is the IR8200, built jointly by International Rectifier Corp. of El Segundo,
Calif., and National Semiconductor Corp.
of Santa Clara. It targets awide number
of jobs by controlling motors of up to onequarter horsepower. The chip incorporates four power FETs on about 60% of
its 140-by-270-mil die. International Rectifier has also had some success with an
earlier chip set, the IR2110 half-bridge
driver and the IR2100 buck converter bias
supply. These parts simplify the design of
advanced off-line switched-mode power
supplies and motor controls, reducing
system design time and board space
[Electronics, April 28, 1988, p. 93].
The newest player is Power Integrations Inc., which started up in May 1988
and is planning to unveil asmart-power
line this month. The Mountain View,
Calif., company has apower-transistor
technology that it claims trims device
area by more than half compared with
competing products. It can control more
than 400 V, operating in some cases directly from the ac line.
Arthur E. Fury, vice president of marketing at Power Integrations, says the
firm's advances give it amarked edge in
the field. "We have broken the code on
making smart power economical," he
says. The first three products, in 200-,
300-, and 400-V versions, target the interface between wall electrical outlets and
all kinds of equipment that needs logic
controls. Fury says the prices will run
about $2per device in volume purchases,
far under the $ 10-and-up custom-based
tabs presently prevailing for similar
parts. Power Integrations is backed by a
blue-chip lineup of venture capitalists and
will use outside foundries to produce its
products.
In the midst of this flurry of activity,
it's easy to lose sight of the factors that
initially slowed smart power's takeoff.
One key element was extravagant expectations on the part of both vendors and
users, industry insiders say. Vendors
erred in interpreting the wish lists of potential customers confronted with a
flashy new technology as firm buying
plans; they were anything but.
For their part, customers—many of
them in the industrial markets and unfaElectronics/June 1989

miliar with the semiconductor business's
lengthy prototyping process—believed
that products were already finished rather than in early stages of development.
They soon found otherwise and then had
to foot some of the development cost in
the form of high prices, says Ian Wilson,
manager of the Power and Analog Marketing Group at SGS-Thomson's U. S.
headquarters in Phoenix. "There's abig
difference between [acustomer] liking a
technology and shelling out hard-earned
dollars for it," he says.
In fact, power ICs still cost eight to 10
times more than users conditioned to offthe-shelf electromechanical parts are willing to pay to replace them. Automotive
engineers, for example, aren't ready to
replace a30-amp relay for switching that
they've been using successfully for years
at $1apop with asmart-power package
costing $8to $10.
HIGH COSTS. Moreover, costs will stay
high until the industry is selling smart
power in volume, simply because of the
complexity of making power devices. Depending on the type, smart chips may
need upwards of 10 mask levels, more
than commodity dynamic random-access
memories. High costs are less abarrier,
however, in brand-new designs where
performance is the key.
Perhaps more troubling than these
problems was the chip makers' initial difficulty in coming up with properly designed devices. Source after source concedes that suppliers first designed devices showcasing their specialties in fairly general approaches that didn't cut the
mustard for particular users' needs.
Companies believed that such standard
parts could be developed early in the
game for specific customers and then
sold to awide cross-section of users. But
this wasn't the case; most customers
have unique requirements that keep a
smart-power device designed for them
from being easily, or economically, revamped. In this respect, smart power follows in the tracks of application-specific
ICs, which suffered anumber of false
starts along these lines before matching
products more realistically to customer
needs. The custom aspect of the smart
power business jangled buyers' nerves,
too, because of the lack of second-source
suppliers.
It took some years, of course, for
smart power makers to sort all this out.
The approach they have settled upon to
handle it is asemicustom scheme akin to
ASICs, where a basic module can be
tweaked for other customers.
Added to the custom- IC stumbling
block was technological confusion. Most
entrants came at the technology from either the discrete-power field or the IC
Electronics/June 1989

HOW A SMART-POWER CHIP WORKS
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These ICs integrate on one chip
a multitude of elements that were once
separate parts; here, the IR8200
side, and had to hustle to acquire expertise in the other realm. To get abalanced
product, "the discrete guys had to go for
smarter chips, and the IC guys went for
more power," says Ed Day, vice president
for marketing at Ixys Corp. in San Jose,
which sells multichip power ICs for industrial systems needing high voltage. Expanding into another unfamiliar technology took longer and cost more than they
anticipated, he says, creating alag in offering products.
A number of other things have conspired against smart power and, indeed,
all power ICs during past few years:
•The tardiness of the U. S. automotive
business to become the massive user that
had been forecast, although smart power
is now appearing on upscale models.
Equipment like the long-awaited multiplexed automotive control systems and
antiskid brakes, which require smart
power, is still years away from generating big markets. In Europe, by contrast,
West Germany's Siemens AG says the
auto sector is growing faster than the industrial market, and now gobbles up 80%
of the Munich electronics giant's smart
power devices.
•Because many of the applications targeted by power ICs are now done by mechanical or electromechanical means, converting them to solid-state power requires hard-to-find expertise.
The conversion therefore is taking
longer than anyone expected. The same
holds true for new applications in industrial and consumer fields, where suppliers have been hard put to adapt the de-

vices to many different fields.
•The myth of the monolithic "smart power superchip," promulgated widely several years ago, hurt other intelligent-power
solutions whose implementation would
have smoothed the way toward eventual
one-chip power.
Two-chip answers are better in both
performance and price in most applications, such as motor controls, converters,
and power supplies, except where space
is tight. Siemens, for example, says that
putting logic and power on different
chips allows it to use the best technology
for both without monolithic compromises,
and of its 13 smart solutions, six are twochippers.
Whatever the factors that kept smart
power from immediate success, the result
has been acloudy financial picture for
suppliers. Many say they are worried
about how to recoup their big stake in
power-1C development. One smaller firm
reports pouring more than $ 10 million
into its program, which has turned out
high-quality products but continues to eat
up capital with no profits in sight. Industry watchers believe that market leader
SGS-Thomson is likely seeing asmall operating profit on its smart-power line.
Motorola remains mum on the subject of
how well Smartmos is doing.
While profits so far elude suppliers, the
potential of power keeps luring new hopefuls to the field. And the promise of this
technology is such that some industry
watchers believe smart power may yet
become the important semiconductor sector once envisioned.
0
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CPUs ARE
MARCHING TO A
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NEW BRISC BEAT
THESE BIPOLAR OR
BICMOS RISC
PROCESSORS WILL
PUSH CLOCK RATES
TO 100 MHz WITH
MIPS TO MATCH
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dd another acronym to the alphabet
soup of today's overheated microprocessor market: BRISC. Even as manufacturers of complex- and reduced-instruction-set devices are gearing up for anew
generation of 30-to-40-MHz machines running 20 to 25 million instructions/s, chip
designers are readying the next wave: bipolar or biCMOS RISC processors. These
BRISC central processing units can be expected to push clock rates to 100 MHz or
more, with mips to match.
Among the first to jump into this market is Bipolar Integrated Technology
Inc., which this month will start sampling
abipolar emitter-coupled-logic version of
Sun Microsystems Inc.'s Sparc chip set.
In its first iteration, the set will achieve
throughputs as high as 50 to 60 mips with
cycle rates of 80 to 100 MHz. By the time
the Beaverton, Ore., company is in volume production by the end of the year, it
expects to be well along in development
with higher-speed versions pushing
throughput to 100 mips or more.
Nor is BIT alone. At least one other
company, Motorola Inc., in cooperation
with Data General Corp., is marching
ahead with abipolar ECL implementation
of its 88000 RISC architecture. Also in the
works, from NEC Corp., is abipolar ECL
version of the MIPS Computer R2000/
3000 architecture.
On the biCMOS side, Cypress Semiconductor Corp. is reportedly working on a
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First into the market is Bipolar Integrated Technology, with a bipolar ECL
version of the Sparc chip set boasting throughputs of SO to 60 mips.

biCMOS ECL version of the Sparc architecture, and Integrated Device Technology Inc. is said to be developing an ECL
version of the R2000/R3000. Another
Sparc player, Fujitsu Ltd., is also planning an ECL implementation, either in
biCMOS or pure bipolar. The company
will also be the foundry for abipolar version of Intergraph Corp.'s Clipper that is
expected out early next year.
These new high-speed RISC devices are
not targeted at replacing current CMOS
chip sets but are, rather, complementary

to them. Where the CMOS RISC offerings
are aimed at high-end personal computers, low- to midrange work stations, and
embedded applications [
Electronics, May
1989, p. 70], the BRISC chip sets are intended for high-end work stations, minicomputers, and superminis.
Users at this level are shifting away
from proprietary architectures, customized chips, and proprietary operating systems to amore universal hardware platform that supports astandardized operating system such as Unix, says ChristoElectronics/June 1989
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The BIT implementation consists id the B5000 integer unit, above, which performs all instruction fetches and integer
operations; and the B5100 floating-point controller, which supports floating-point coprocessor instructiors.

pher DeMonico, vice president of
marketing at BIT. ' But they will only
make the shift," he says, "if they can get
the performance they want, with reasonable power dissipation and at an integration level at least equivalent to what they
could get with CMOS RISC offerings."
ZOOMING GROWTH. While the market's
size is relatively modest by CMOS RISC
standards, its growth rate certainly is
not. By some estimates, the market for
ECL RISC in bipolaribiCMOS could grow
from virtually zero at present to $35 million by the end of 1990 and as much as $70
mi;lion annually by 1992. Even more tantalizing to many of the companies exploring BRISC is the "drag" effect this new
breed of chip sets will have on the sale of
all the other components needed to make
acomplete system: peripherals, glue logic, and memory.
From alarger perspective, the excitement generated by the anticipated introduction of these new chips is rejuvenating the entire ECL market. After several
years of essentially flat growth and a
market rise from about $475 million in
1988 to aprojected $500 million in 1990,
the market for VLSI ECL circuits is now
expected to shoot forward to about $750
Electronics / June 1989

million by 1993. ECL memories should
grow from about $350 million this year to
about $510 million by 1993 [
Electronics,
February 1989, p. 84]. ECL-based programmable logic, meanwhile, is expected
to grow from $15 million in 1988 to about
$250 million in 1993.
Aiming to establish aleading position
in this emerging marketplace, BIT executives are taking note of the history lessons of the semiconductor industry: if
you want to be amajor player, especially
when competing with much larger companies, it is important to get to the market first with aproduct that offers areasonable performance boost over existing
technology. Ideally, the product should
be fabricated with a process that offers
the potential of future speed and density
improvements, better yield. and lower
cost. It also must be supported by development tools, operating systems, and application software that will allow originalequipment manufacturers to implement a
design and get to market ahead of the
competition.
By choosing Sun's popular Sparc architecture, says DeMonico, BIT satisfies the
latter part of the equation. And there's
ample evidence that the first require-

ments—for better performance now and
potential improvements along the way—
are being satisfied, too.
The chip set being sampled consists of
the B5000 integer unit, which performs
all instruction fetches as well as integer
operations, and the B5100 floating-point
controller, which supports floating-point
coprocessor instructions. Complementing
these two binary-compatible Sparc chips
and rounding out BIT's RISC offerings
are three of the company's already existing bipolar VLSI products: the B3210A, a
16-K-by-4-bit three-port register file; and
the B3110A/B3120A floating-point multiplier and arithmetic logic unit.
GOOD NUMBERS. First silicon on the new
integer unit and floating-point controller
yielded some impressive results, says
James Peterson, BIT's engineering design manager: the dice were tested at 65
mips with a100-MHz clock. Even though
the chip set that is being sampled this
month is specified somewhat more conservativeIy-50 VAX-based integer mips
at 80 MHz—it far outperforms comparable CMOS offerings from Fujitsu ( 10
mips) and Cypress (20 mips). Simulated
Linpack benchmarks are between 10 million and 15 million floating-point opera111

tions/s for order 100 double precision.
corporates an instruction prefetch unit
The big surprise in all this is the proand aset of internal instruction buffers
cess. Unlike some of the advanced submiwith afour-word queuing capacity, four
cron bipolar and biCMOS processes being
times that of existing implementations.
proposed to build competitive ECL BRISC
The overall bus structure has also been
implementations, the BIT chip set is being considerably modified, Peterson says.
manufactured with essentially the same
Most important is ashift from abidirecrelatively conservative approach that's
tional bus structure typical of CMOS
used on the firm's bipolar VLSI products.
Sparc implementations to aunidirectional
The 3210A, 3110A, and 3120A are fabri- structure compatible with 10K ECL decated with the company's 2.0-µm BIT101
sign methodology to simplify the design
process. This two-level-metal scheme in- of controlled-impedance circuit boards.
corporates transistor
At the same time, buses
structures with minihave been widened. Inmum critical dimenBRISC IS
ternally, the integer
sions of no more than
unit incorporates a721.2 µ,m and a metal
BREATHING
bit-wide data-fetch bus,
pitch of 4.0 gm, allowversus 32 bits on other
ing densities as high as
NEW LIFE
Sparc implementations.
20,000 to 25,000 gates.
Also, 64-bit-wide paths
The new BRISC chips
INTO THE ECL
separate the floatingare built pretty much
point subsystem and
the same way, except
MARKET;
cache memory for highthat three levels of metspeed double-precision
al are used and the baAFTER SOME
data transfers.
sic transistor structure
Overall, says Peterhas been modified.
YEARS OF
son, the improvements
KEY-SHAPED. Where
result in 1.2 cycles per
the original transistor
FLAT GROWTH,
instruction, versus 1.4
is roughly rectangular
for the Cypress CMOS
and has equivalently
IT SHOULD
Sparc implementation
sized collector, emitter,
and 1.6 for the Fujistu
and base elements, in
SHOOT TO
version. This is due to
the new process the
the fact that the BIT intransistor is key-shaped
$750 MILLION
teger unit can perform
and has alarger collecload and stores in asintor area with smaller
BY 1993
gle cycle, says Peterbase and emitter strucson. This operation retures. This results in a
quires multiple cycles
significant reduction in output emitterin many of the present RISC machines.
follower capacitance, allowing an in- Also, he says, because the load and stores
crease in the cutoff frequency of about for many floating-point operations are
25%, from 5to 6.25 GHz. It also means a performed on separate 64-bit data paths,
reduction in the unloaded delay time,
double-precision operations are improved
from 300 to 250 ps. In addition to the per- considerably by the BIT approach.
formance boost, the process improveWhen used with the existing 3110A/
ments have also pushed the integration
3210A, the new BIT chip set can do doulevel to about 40,000 to 50,000 gates for ble-precision multiplications with only a
about the same die area, 380 by 400 mils,
50-ns latency time and 25-ns double-precisays Peterson.
sion ALU operations. This compares with
The overall impact of this increase in
60 ns for both types of operation with the
density is twofold. BIT designers have in- TI8847 controller used with the Cypress
troduced an integer-unit/floating-point- chip set.
controller Sparc chip set that is binaryEven more impressive is the effort uncompatible and roughly the functional
der way at Motorola and Data General,
equivalent of the CMOS implementations.
where engineers are defining the overall
But they've also managed to incorporate
structure and partitioning of abipolar
architectural enhancements to improve
ECL version of the 88000 RISC chip set
the cycles-per-second execution rate.
that aims at throughput rates beyond 100
The most obvious difference between
mips. Current plans are to fabricate the
the BIT implementation and earlier Sparc
BRISC version using Motorola's fourthchip sets is in the pipeline complexity. Ingeneration submicron bipolar ECL prostead of the present four-stage pipeline,
cess, says Jeff Nutt, microprocessor techBIT uses afive-stage pipeline: fetch, de- nical marketing manager at the compacode, execute, memory access, and write
ny's Semiconductor Products Sector in
back. A second difference is that unlike
Austin, Texas.
earlier versions, the BIT integer unit inIt will pack anywhere from 40,000 to
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50,000 gates onto asingle chip and implement logic functions that toggle at frequencies above 1GHz. The scheme employs four levels of interconnection, three
for signal routing and one for power and
ground.
Less well defined is the actual partitioning. Though development is still in
the early stages, Nutt expects afinal decision to be made before the end of the
year, with introduction scheduled for late
1990 or early 1991. One implementation
under discussion, which shows where the
company is going, splits the present integrated 88100 into two chips, an integer
and afloating-point unit.
Also partitioned is the cache memorymanagement unit, which now integrates
memory management, cache control, and
16 Kbytes of cache static random-access
memory. Two such CMMUs are used in
present implementations, one for data
cache and one for instruction cache. In
the bipolar ECL implementation, the control logic from the two CMMUs is combined onto asingle cache control unit
(CCU), with the cache and associated tag
stores implemented with discrete SRAMs.
Also added to the chip set is asystembus interface unit, which connects the
chip set to avery fast ECL system bus,
controls the flow of data between the
CCU and the bus, and is responsible for
maintaining cache consistency in multiprocessor applications.
100 NIPS. With such an arrangement or
something closely resembling it, says
Nutt, it should be possible to design abipolar ECL RISC chip set capable of fetching and executing instructions at a140mips peak rate, with asustained throughput of about 100 mips. In simulations, this
implementation produced a typical
Dhryst,one rating of 240,000 and asingleprecision Whetstone rating of about
90,000 kilo-Whetstones.
Not to be outdone, BIT's founder,
chairman, and chief technical officer,
George Wilson, points out that by the
time Motorola and others begin shipping
samples of their first-generation BRISC
designs, BIT will be well on its way to
producing asecond-generation design using its third-generation bipolar VLSI process,
With three levels of metal and a1.0-µ,m
minimum critical dimension, the new process will allow integration levels up to
80,000 gates with no substantial increase
in die size. And when combined with avariety of architectural improvements, the
second-generation parts should easily top
100 mips.
Using 0.8-µm design rules approximately equivalent to those Motorola is using on its first-generation BRISC chip set,
Wilson expects athird generation of BIT
Electronics/June 1989

devices with athroughput of 200 mips by
mid-1993.
Such extraordinarily high data rates
represent abig challenge to systems designers and abig opportunity to makers
of ECL SRAMs, specialty memories, and
programmable and standard logic, says
Bill Snow, strategic marketing manager
at Integrated Device Technology in Santa
Clara, Calif. Even with traditional CMOSbased CISC architectures, such as the Intel Corp. 80386/486 and the Motorola
68030/040, throughputs are moving into
the 15-to-25-mips range. This is "forcing
systems designers to rethink how to implement their memory hierarchy to get a
minimum number of wait states," Snow
says. "In many cases, because of economics, it is not even realistic to think in
terms of zero wait states."
With the new RISC designs pushing up
into the 30-mips, 40-to-50-MHz range, it
will be necessary to rethink not only the
process used to fabricate such chips, but
also how to partition designs and implement caching, says David Ford, director
of marketing at Aspen Semiconductor in
San Jose, Calif. " With the new CMOS
RISC architectures, speed requirements
for asingle level of cache have moved
from 35 ns to 10 ns or so," he says. "With
some of the bipolar/biCMOS RISC implementations being considered, the speed

to 256 Kbytes using
requirement gets even
FUTURE CHIPS
SRAMs with at least a
more serious, with 3-to5-ns access time. The
10-ns access times an
WILL BLAZE
second level, which is
absolute necessity."
addressed from the
What this will mean
AWAY AT
cache control unit, can
is aserious rethinking
be configured with beof systems-implementa140 TO
tween 64 Kbytes and 1
tion parameters, says
Mbyte using SRAMs
Gary Baum, director of
200 MIPS,
with an access time of
marketing at Inter12 ns.
graph's Advanced ProCREATING
At the speeds being
cessor Division in Palo
considered for BRISC
Alto, Calif.
CHALLENGES
designs, says Inter"Not only will it be
graph's Baum, it may
necessary to increase
FOR SYSTEM
be necessary to reconthe number of levels of
sider how disk-based
cache," he says, " but
BUILDERS
mass-storage memory
caching algorithms will
is implemented. "With
also have to become
more sophisticated, shifting from direct present CMOS RISC implementations,
mapping to two-, three-, and four-way set- there is about a10- or 20-to-1difference in
latency time between the CPU and the
associative schemes."
disk-based memory," he says. " Most of
Indicative of this trend are some of the
the time, this difference can be disguised
differences in the way BIT and Motorola/
Data General have chosen to implement with all sorts of interleaving and virtual
memory schemes."
caching in their BRISC chips. In BIT's firstBut at the speeds proposed for some of
generation 50-mips design, the chip set is
used with asingle level of 128-Kbyte direct- the advanced bipolar designs, says Baum,
"it may be necessary to go to faster solidmapped virtual address cache. The Motorola version, running at 100 mips or more,
state disks or to additional levels of caching, not only between main memory and
will have two cache levels.
the CPU but between main memory and
The first level, which is addressed from
CI
the integer unit, can be configured with 8 the disk-based storage."
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The big suprise in the BIT approach is the process, which is not dramatically different from the company's BIT101
scheme. Motorola, by contrast, is aiming for tighter geometries but greater partitioning in its bipolar 88000.
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Harris Semiconductor.
Seeing tomorrow
through your eyes.
e

The future of semiconductors depends upon asingle vision.

Yours. 111 And at The New Harris Semiconductor, we see tomorrow
through your eyes. II We have brought together four industry leaders—
Harris, RCA, GE and Intersil. The expanded scale of our new company will
make us more competitive in providing you with quality, value, delivery and
service through the 1990's and beyond. And the synergistic capabilities of our
combined operations will enable us to broaden the scope of solutions we can
offer you. Today and tomorrow. 111 Tomorrow, your projects will demand
technologies not yet invented. And developing technologies like submicron
CMOS, high-performance analog, and mixed processes will demand ever
greater resources. The integration of our four companies and our commitment
to the semiconductor industry gives us those resources. II Tomorrow, your
projects will demand levels of functionality, performance, reliability and
quaFty undreamed of today. And our combined expertise in both government
and commercial applications will help open up these new frontiers. la
Tomorrow, your designs will demand new ways to integrate systems in
silicon or GaAs, and single chip solutions in mixed analog and digital. And our
leadership in signal processing and control will help make your visions a
reality. II But while the technology of semiconductors is always changing,
one thing about us will never change. Our commitment to quality, value,
delivery and service. It's our commitment to your vision of the future. Today.
111 For more information, call toll-free, 1-800-4- HARRIS, Ext. 1989.
(In Canada, 1-800-344-2444, Ext. 1989.)
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what your vision of the future demands. Today.
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HIGH-DENSITY, CHMOS AND
NMOS EPROMs NOW AVAILABLE
AT HAMILTON/AVNET
Intel's 1 Megabit EPROMs break
through the cost barrier to high density
memory applications. The CHMOS'
27C010, the NMOS 27010, and the
page-addressed NMOS are available
from Hamilton/Avnet, in volume and
ready to tear up the competition.
Intel's 1Mbit EPROMs let you design
your system today with the most costeffective density available. And since a
single 1Mbit EPROM offers as much
density as four 256K EPROMs, or two
512K EPROMs, it not only offers improved
reliability through reduced chip count,
but also saves substantial board space.
What's more, they're available with
access speeds as high as 120ns.
These 1Mbit EPROMs make it so easy
to upgrade your system, you can do it
yourself. Or, Ha milton/Avnet's Advanced
Technical Specialists can design them
into a system tailored to your exact
specifications.
Make way for the highest density,
most cost-effective memory solutions
around: Intel's 1Mbit EPROMs.
To order, call Hamilton/Avnet. For the
location nearest you, call toll free:
1-800-442-6458 ( 1-800-387-6879 in
Canada; 1-800-387-6849 in Ontario and
Quebec).
"
CHMOS is opatented process of Intel Corporation.

UPGRADE TO INTEL'S 1MBIT
EPROMS AT HALF THE PRICE

INTEL from
HAMILTON/AVNET

INTEL'S 1MBIT
EPROMs
TEAR THROUGH
THE HIGH COST
OF
HIGH DENSITY

For a short time only, you can get
today's memory technology at tomorrow's low price.
On your first 27C010 ( 20Ons) 1Mbit
EPROM order, we'll give you up to 50
pieces for $10 each. That's half price! Or,
on yourfirst 27C010 ( 15Ons)1Mbit EPROM
order, we'll give you up to 50 pieces for
$15 each. That's 50% off!
This offer includes a free literature
pack containing data sheets on Intel's
27C010 ( CHMOS), 27010 ( NMOS), and
27011, page-addressed EPROMs.
Hurry and send in the coupon today.
This offer won't be around for long.
Please check the following:
0 I'd like to take advantage of hatf-price Intel
27C010 (20Ons) 1Mbit EPROMs. I
want to order
(50 Max) at $10 each.
O I'd like to take advantage of 50% off Intel
27C010 ( 15Ons)1Mbit EPROMs. I
want to order
(50 Max) at $15 each
O Please have a Hamitton/Pamet representative
call me.
NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
MSTOP
ADDRESS
CM/
STATE

ZIP

PHONE
APPLICATION
Mail To:
M. Burnett
Advertising SeMces
10950 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90230
Pnc es based on Inters Apri11989 Price List and shipments
must be scheduled prior to 10/21, 89.
Coupon expires 9/21/89
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HOW ZULU MANAGED
TO TURN ITSELF AROUND
The key is a concept called forward controllership
hen Ed Sack became president of Zilog Inc. in early
1985, the company was
hemorrhaging after several years of crippling losses. " It did
not seem as if there were any way to
recover," says William Walker, senior
vice president and chief financial officer of the Exxon Corp. subsidiary. It had reached the
point, says Sack, that his
charter upon arriving was
short and simple: "Turn it
around or shut it down."
But recover Zilog has. By
early 1986 the Campbell,
Calif., company had reduced
its losses by almost 75%, and
by the middle of that year it
had moved into the black.
This year, it is moving aggressively forward with a
strategy featuring cell-based
application-specific integrated circuits and semistandard
products in anumber of key
microprocessor peripheral
markets [
Electronics, February 1989, p. 112].
More important to Sack, for the 12
quarters since Zilog turned the corner,
the company has generated apositive
cash flow, returning revenue to Exxon.
Moreover, it has done so without sacrificing internal investment. Zilog continues to plow back 10% of its sales each
year into capital expenditures and a
similar amount into research and
development.
The key, says Sack, is discipline in
the form of amanagement concept he
calls forward controllership, ascheme
he started developing during his 14
years at General Instrument Corp. of
Hicksville, N. Y., and had refined by
the time he arrived at Zilog. Forward
controllership is aclosed-loop system
that Zilog uses to manage revenue,
variance costs, fixed costs, and cash.
"Rather than focusing on past performance, the aim is to get ahandle on
what is going on right now and what it
means in terms of future growth and
costs," says Sack.
It all begins with an operating plan
that details the current month week by
week and projects the next three
BmIrœlcs/June 1989

months' activities. Four areas—sales,
marketing, manufacturing, and finance—have input into the plan, and
their data are fused into adocument
published on the 10th of each month depicting unit costs for raw material, direct labor, and other direct costs. Actual unit variable costs are extended by

shipment plan to yield extended variable costs, and average selling prices
are calculated from the shipment plan
and revenue for that period. Subtracting the variable costs from the revenue
yields the gross gain.
This information is then consolidated
for the sales and marketing staffs in
the form of lead time and variable
costs by product, plus planned product
introductions. The manufacturing arm,
meanwhile, receives building plans and
data on labor, raw materials, and fixed
costs. Finance gets a rolling fourmonth revenue and budget plan and
cost-reduction projections.
Zilog uses atechnique it calls "lock
limits" to place ceilings on variable
costs and fixed-cost items. Locks prevent further spending until the next
budget period.
By measuring this accumulated
data, the company can calculate gross
margins to determine profit and loss
before taxes. Profit and loss, of course,
is only one line on the balance sheet.
by Bernard C. Cole

Also important are inventory, accounts
receivable, accounts payable, capital
expenditures, and depreciation.
Zilog manages cash flow in all these
areas by monitoring the changes in the
items that make up cash. For example,
the system helps the finance department determine what kind of profit-improvement programs to initiate to trim
costs. Forward controllership measures performance against the plan,
with corrective action and appropriate
feedback provided on aweekly basis.
This reporting procedure has been
transformed into aproprietary set of
algorithms that model Zilog's operation on aproduct-by-product basis, part
number by part number, says
Walker. Yields from the factories are fed back to the
computer, which then calculates production costs as
though the parts were being
manufactured that day, rather than statistical averages
based on older data. This information is then incorporated into amodel that extrapolates for amonth into the future. " As yields go up one
day and down on another, the
model tells us that, on the basis of yield numbers that day,
aparticular part will come in
at aparticular cost with a
specific profit margin," Walker says.
With the computer modeling, says Walker, it's possible to determine down to the die or package level
what happened the day before in Zilog's assembly facility in the Philippines and on the last shift in its fabrication line in Idaho—by part, by process,
and by product. With this base in realtime data, Walker adds, it's much easier to predict accurately, for example,
the pricing and marketing strategy
needed to ensure maximum profitability, as much as four months out. "Because everything and everyone are linked," he says, "we know exactly
what must be done, who must do it,
when it must be done, what yield is possible, what yield is necessary, and
what's needed to get there."
Underpinning the whole process,
says Sack, is acorporate focus on profit improvement rather than sheer revenue growth. "Normally, in asemiconductor company, when you are in aperiod of growth, the emphasis is on
more growth to the detriment of profit," he says. "The key to long-term success and more than average growth is
to balance the two."
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At CARE, we don't let the cost of running

acharity run away from us. 95% of every
dollar we receive goes to help impoverished
people overseas.
We've become the best run, best managed charity in America by adhering to a

simple philosophy.
If you want to help starving people, you
have to take smaller bites yourself.
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advertise in Electronics.

OEM design decisions hapoen at the engineering
level. If your product fits, the decision is passed
upward to company management - giving you the
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Electronics delivers the strongest management
audience in the OEM world. 80,000 international
managers qualified for involvement in vendor selection - plus abonus of 23,000 paid subscribers.
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At last you've got the coverage and clout you need at
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you today.
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OK...SO THE TRANSPUTER
IS POWERFUL, BUT WHAT."
ABOUT REAL APPLICATIONS?77
They're everywhere. Worldwide over one thousand Transputer
designs are in today's marketplace or are entering production.
Here are details of just four significant Transputer applications.
Data Transmission
Kokusai Denshin Denwa ( KDD), the
Japanese international telecommunications
company, has developed an imageprocessing video
telephone using
Transputers to
manipulate and
condense images for
transmission over
telephone links.
This image
communications
system uses 32
Transputers
operating in parallel
for ultrafast image
processing. It can be
connected to PC's to
transmit images over
telephone lines,
function as avideo
phone, or be programmed to match the
specifications of other receiving equipment,
such as facsimile machines and TV monitors.
Robotics
Transputers are ideally suited for
robotics applications because their special
on-chip links make communication
between control centers naturally easy.
They are often used in the central control
area for dumb robots, in multi- jointed
robots, and in machine vision systems.
At the Houston Space Center, NASA
and Lockheed are using Transputers in the
development of an intelligent, selfmanoeuvering, voice-controlled robot
named EVA Retriever. EVAR is being built
to investigate the autonomous retrieval of
objects and
-w
astronauts that
become detached from
the Space
Station.

System Control
As the number of Transputers in
asystem design are increased, a
proportional increase in performance
can be achieved.
In West Germany, Parsytec GmbH is
using this principle in their Megaframe
Superclusters. Superclusters represent a
complete series of reconfigurable industrial
control boards as used in the automotive
industry, which exploit the Transputer's
parallel processing capability.
The basic Model 64, built with T800's,
has aperformance of 640 MIPS and 96
MFLOPS. The Model 256 comprises four
Model 64 cabinets connected by cables
and provides 2,560 MIPS and 384
MFLOPS.
Parsytec believes there is no limit to the
size Superclusters can grow to. Two Model
256s can be combined easily to realize
twice the raw performance of one system.

Data Compression
Transputers are
being used in the
Generic Checkout
System at the NASA
Kennedy Space Center.

They are embedded within VME
based front-end Data Acquisition Modules
to provide data filtering for the system.
These modules pre-process data for a
network of Unix based workstations that
provide real-time control and monitoring of
ground and flight equipment, like that used
by the Space Shuttle. Only Transputers
offered the degree of parallelism needed
for this application.
These exciting applications are real.
The Transputer is areality. True parallel
processing is only available from lnmos
today.
Contad your nearest distriautor to
find out more.
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IMST801-25
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20
25
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20
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COMPANIES TO WATCH
WHY CADENCE IS THE TOP DOG
IN THE IC DESIGN PACK
The answer for this maker of CAD chips is mergers, timing, and product
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

E

veryone knows the way to

the top: all you have to do is
engineer some astute mergers,
leap into the breach when your
competitors stumble, and come
up with products that the market wants. The catch is that few
companies have the coordination and dexterity to do all three at the same time.
But Cadence Design Systems Inc. has
managed to hew to the three-pronged formula for success, and as aresult it has
become the company to beat in the rapidly growing market for integrated circuits
for computer-aided design. Last year, the
San Jose-based company posted $67.1 million in revenue, up from $40 million in 1987. And Baltimore investment firm Alex. Brown & Sons expects Cadence to reach $114 million
this year.
In the merger arena, Cadence
picked up ECAD Inc. of Santa
Clara, Calif., in May 1988 and Tangent Systems Corp., also of Santa
Clara, this past March. The mergers helped Cadence fill amarket
void when IC CAD vendors failed
to field adequate next-generation
products and sellers of computeraided-engineering systems were
slow to pick up the gauntlet. CAE/
CAD designers, meanwhile, are
satisfied with Cadence's strategy
of an open framework tightly integrating offerings from third-party
CAE/CAD vendors.
Cadence managed to pull off the
ECAD and Tangent mergers without much trouble, says Joseph B.
Costello, the company's 35-year-old
president and chief executive officer. No key technology people
were lost in either deal, he says, a.though the president and CEO of
ECAD did not join Cadence. As a
result of the mergers, Cadence
now has more than 200 people in
research and development, which
Costello says is the largest team
developing an IC design system.
In both deals, Cadence acquired
software tools not previously available to it. It also picked up astrong
Electronics/June 1989

revenue generator: Dracula,
ECAD's design rule-checking
product. Dracula is used by
most IC CAD vendors on an
original-equipment-manufacturer basis,
says
Peter
Schleider, apartner in the investment banking firm of Wessels, Arnold & Henderson in Minneapolis.
Cadence also gained asuperior polygon
layout and compaction tool in ECAD's
Symbad product line.
Schleider says the Tangent acquisition
enabled Cadence to get into the lucrative
system-design market. That market is vital now, as gate arrays move from the old
designs with typically 5,000 to 10,000

gates into the latest sea-of-gates technology with arrays of 100,000 gates—although only half are used for any given
design. Tangent is considered to have a
superior set of sea-of-gates design tools.
But gate-array and standard-cell design tools were only part of the acquisition, Costello says. Other technology in
the Tangate and Tancell lines will provide
even more synergy to Cadence in time, he
asserts. He also hints that Tangent was
already busy on second-generation versions of its tools. "These are the hidden
jewels that came in the acquisition."
Cadence's acquisition spree began at a
propitious time in the development of the
IC CAD market. The EDS III tools from
Calma Co. of Milpitas, Calif., arrived late [
Electronics, Sept. 17,
1987, p. 92] and won't start to ship
until this year, says Ron Collett, senior industry analyst at Dataquest
Inc., amarket research firm in San
Jose. And Calma's closest rival in
the IC layout arena, Caeco Inc. of
Sunnyvale, Calif., was too short on
capital and credibility to take over
the leadership position, although
its tools were considered superior.
Calma's tardiness gave companies in the back-end IC design market an opportunity to gain market
share, says Robert Herwick, senior
technology analyst at Hambrecht
& Quist Inc. in New York. The fact
that CAE vendors were slow to
step into the breach made that opportunity even more inviting. Daisy/Cadnetix Inc. of Mountain
View, Calif., was too involved in
trying to get its house in order, and
Mentor Graphics Corp. of Beaverton, Ore., seemed content to sell
what it had without making an aggressive move to bring new technology into the market.
The opening in the IC CAD market won't last forever, however. The
Cadence-ECAD merger stung Mentor; company officials realize that
Cadence has taken the initiative in
the IC CAD market. Mentor will
come back into the market with a
vengeance, Herwick predicts.
While the ECAD merger put Ca121

dence well on its way to being the leader
of the pack in IC design, the acquisition of
Tangent makes Cadence amore formidable competitor in the system-design business. Dataquest's Collett says that Cadence has the largest portion of the IC design market, 15.4%. In its grouping, Dataquest includes hardware suppliers like
Apollo Computer Inc. of Chelmsford,
Mass., and Sun Microsystems Inc. of
Mountain View, Calif., because many IC
designers purchase hardware separately
from software. Among Cadence's competitors in the software tools market,
Seiko Instrument and Electronics holds
an 11.5% market share—mostly in Japan—just ahead of Mentor, at 8.4%. Next
come two San Jose companies, Silicon
Compiler Systems Corp., with 7.3% of the

market, and Valid Logic Systems Inc.,
with 5.8%. The Silicon Compiler total includes the small percentage owned by
Caeco, while Valid's allocation includes
Calma's slice of the pie.
OPEN SYSTEMS. Cadence's open-systems
approach to design tools, called Design
Framework, helped set the company
apart from the competition early on. Although other vendors are now embracing
the approach, Costello believes Cadence
will keep ahead of the pack for the near
term. "Framework is anontrivial effort
to put together," he says. "Cadence will
be on [its] second generation when other
companies are still working on their first
generations."
Cadence has added another arrow to its
quiver: an OEM program called Silicon

Access Alliance. Under the program, Cadence and other participating members of
the alliance can tailor adesign-automation system for the user's internal use
and for resale.
If there is one company that could give
Cadence afight, says Schleider, it's Silicon Compiler. The company recently
rolled out its own design framework,
called Foundation, and unbundled its
suite of design tools. Silicon Compiler
also offers astrong mixed-level simulator, avital tool because adesigner spends
half his time in the front end of the design process capturing and simulating a
circuit. Until Cadence purchased the
source code for Silos II from HHB Systems Inc. of Mahwah, N. J., it had no simulator of its own.
-Jonah McLeod

GETTING BACK TO BASICS PAYS OFF AT ANALOGIC
PEABODY, MASS.

ustness

B

is better at Analogic Corp.
these days, and one of the big reasons
is that the Peabody-based company is getting back to basics.
Under its new strategy, Analogic is
putting more effort into the product lines
with which it started some 20 years ago:
precision data-conversion and instrumentation products. With the renewed emphasis on these products, along with a
number of cost-cutting measures and a
corporate reorganization, Analogic is
well on the way to recovering from amajor setback it suffered five years ago.
Ironically, that setback came in amarket that propelled Analogic from a $9million company in 1975 to a $143.7 million
operation in 1984. In the mid-1970s, the
company embarked on aprofitable new
road as asupplier of "instant imaging"
electronics to manufacturers of computerized tomography (
CT) scanners.
Analogic got into the CT scanner business by designing and manufacturing the
data-acquisition electronics for ascanner
made by Siemens Medical Systems, an
arm of West Germany's Siemens AG. The
design phase of that crash project took
just two weeks, and by the time it was delivered six months later, Analogic had
hitched itself to arocket.
The rocket soared until 1984, when the
U. S. government required hospitals to
obtain certificates of need to justify the
installation of CT scanners. That requirement caused the CT scanner market to
plummet. As aresult, Analogic's revenues from products and services sagged
from $143.7 million in 1984 to $113.5 million last year.
The CT scanner market has now rebounded, and Analogic's revenues are
again growing. Bernard Gordon, Analogic's founder, chairman, and president,
estimates that the company's product and
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service revenues will grow about 22% this
year, to about $138.4 million. With the
first six months already reported at $61.2
million, that estimate looks plausible.
But company executives attribute the
growth less to improvements in the CT
scanner market than to arecent restructuring, including facilities consolidations,
along with the renewed emphasis on its
nonmedical instrument business. Last
year, Analogic was reorganized into

accounted for about 70% of Analogic's
revenues. Today, those products account
for about 50% of the company's sales. The
Electronic Products and Signal Processing Technology groups each accounts for
about 25%.
In last year's reorganization, three separate divisions were brought together under the Electronic Products Group. The
group develops and manufactures industrial instrumentation products for origi-

ANALOGIC BOUNCES BACK
(In
1985

1986

Millions)
1987

1988

1989*

Product/service revenue

128.7

126.7

128.9

113.5

138.4

Total revenue

135.9

148.2

155.4

134.3

149.1

9.9

10.0

14.5

1.1

N.A.

Net income

* ELECTRONICS estimate

three groups: Signal Processing Technology, Electronic Products, and Medical
Technology Products. Facilities consolidation cut costs further, as did trimming
the labor force from 1,710 at the end of
1987 to the current level of about 1,350.
Gordon acknowledges that Analogic
had lost some of its initiative in developing proprietary products for end users,
particularly instrumentation products.
"Our primary inventive engineers were
tied up with our major medical customers
and that business was good," Gordon
says. "But we weren't paying much attention to new product development and
business directions on the instrumentation side of the house."
At the peak of the CT scanner market,
medical subsystems and instrumentation

SOURCE: ANALOGIC CORP.

nal-equipment manufacturers, test and
measurement products, and power test
equipment, as well as waveform analyzers and synthesizers for end users.
In addition to the reorganization, Gordon took amajor step to revitalize development of proprietary end-user instruments by hiring Jack Lieberman, acorporate vice president who now heads the
group. Lieberman joined Analogic in late
1986, bringing with him 28 years in the
electronic products business, 22 of them
with Hewlett-Packard Co.
20% ANNUAL DROP. At HP, Lieberman
had profit-and-loss responsibility for the
Palo Alto, Calif., company's instrument
and systems operations. "Instrumentation products tend to fall off in revenue
production 20% per year," Lieberman
Electronics/June 1989

Our networks give more for less...
less space, less time, less cost.
Mepco/Centralab thick- film networks save space and design time in all of your circuits — computer, communications,
military, automotive, industrial control and instrumentation.
Choose from our broad range of highly integrated standards — cost-effective conformal
networks, EMI/RFI networks, ECL terminators, MIL- R-83401 networks, capacitor banks,
and more. We can also custom-design aspace- saving unit to meet your requirements,
including MIL designs.
With quality- designed Mepco/Centralab networks, you get the extra advantage of ordering just one part instead of many discrete
components. So you simplify your purchasing, handling, stocking and assembly operations. And, since you only have to install a
single part that's 100% pre- assembled and
tested, you automatically improve your
system's electrical and mechanical performance, and its overall reliability.
Look into space-saving, time-saving Mepco/
Centralab networks for your commercial, industrial and military- grade products. They're
your assurance of Fugh reliability, plus just intime delivery and competitive pricing.
Ask for our catalogs. Write to Mepco/
Centrelab — the active leader in passive
components.

Mail to: Mepco/Centralab
Attn: Corp. Advertising
2001 W. Blue Heron Blvd.
P.O. Box 10330
Riviera Beach, FL 33404
Please send me the following:
III Leaded Resistor/Caoacitor Data Book
III Surface Mount Device Catalog
III Please have asales representat ve call
Name/Title
Firm/Dept/Div.
Address/MS
City/State/Zip

Phone ( )
ELE 06/00/89
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says. "You've got to make up for that
[drop-off] and grow as well, so you've got
to have new products coming along constantly to survive."
Lieberman sees the $8billion instrumentation industry as being made up of
many niche markets. "If you do $40 million worth of business," he says, "it will
be because you have forty $ 1million
products, not one $40 million product."

Gordon is quick to point out that Analogic will continue to pursue the CT scanner market. He says his company supplied the front-end imaging systems for
90% of the 2,400 CT scanners installed
worldwide last year.
The company's Medical Technology
Products Group also supplies subsystems
for ultrasound diagnostic imaging, ultrasound fetal heart monitoring, digital X-

ray equipment, and nuclear magnetic resonance imaging instrumentation.
With the Electronic Products Group
back on the right track, the reorganization complete, and the cost structure
leaner, Gordon sees Analogic growing
15% to 20% per year for the foreseeable
future. That's no pipe dream, he says,
"assuming there is areasonable economic climate."
-Lawrence Curran

A STARTUP THAT 'S OFF TO A FAST START
FREMONT, CALIF.

shigh tech

A

becomes low priority on
Wall Street, Silicon Valley's image as
the source of hot new technology companies is losing some of its luster. Yet although the pace of development may
have slowed, the lure of fame and fortune
is still charging the entrepreneurial batteries at new companies determined to
achieve stardom—like Asix Systems
Corp., aFremont-based manufacturer of
low-cost test equipment for applicationspecific integrated circuits.
Since January 1988, when the company
began shipping products, Asix has installed more than 65 systems. For the
past 12 months, it has racked up arespectable $10 million annual run rate. To
fund further growth, the company successfully completed athird round of financing in April that added $6.3 million to
its coffers, for atotal of $14.8 million.
Asix executives credit the company's
rapid start to its strategy of selling into
two markets, ASIC verification and IC
production testing, while its competitors
concentrate on one or the other. Richard
Bullen, acompany founder and the director of marketing, pegs potential sales in
the verification market at $50 million to
$60 million, and in the production testing
market at $200 million.
But the two-market strategy contains
pitfalls as well as advantages, says Carolyn Rogers, technology analyst at Hambrecht & Quist Inc. in San Francisco. The
main drawback, she says, is that competing in two markets means two sets of
competitors and, in most cases, aneed for
two sales forces.
The Asix strategy may not be so much
the result of planning and prescience as
of necessity, says Jerry Hutcheson, chief
executive officer of VLSI Research Inc., a
San Jose, Calif., market research firm.
Even if the general perception that there
Electrical Engineer to conduct research,
development of activities in design, manufacture & testing of electronic products.
B.S. in electrical engineering and 2yrs.
exp. in design/testing of electronic circuits. 40 hrs/wk; $28,400/yr. Apply: Job
Service, Room B-8, Courthouse, Elizabethtown, NC, 28337. Job Order
#NC8701237; DOT Code 003.061-030.
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Richard Bull«, an Asix founder, pegs the
production testing market at $200 million.
is aseparate design verification market—
in which designers purchased ASIC verifiers to debug their designs—is correct, he
says, that market is now being integrated
back into the general tester market.
Conventional wisdom holds that designers use dedicated test systems for
verification. But Hutcheson contends
that simulation software is now so sophisticated that most designers are not verifying their work. If verification is done,
he adds, the job will most often be carried
out on atest system at the ASIC supplier's facility.
If Hutcheson is correct, Ashes strategy may be completely in tune with the
way the market really operates, and the
company is well positioned no matter
which way the market turns. The reason:
Asix has one hardware system that can
be configured for either verification or
production testing by adding software.
For now, however, two separate markets exist, and both are fiercely competiRELIABILITY PREDICTION
SOFTWARE
ARE YOUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
RelCalc 2 automates MIL-HDBK-217E on your IBM PCi
Very easy to use Try our Demo Package today for $ 25
T- CUBED SYSTEMS
(818) 991-0057
FAX ( 8181 991-1281

31220 La Baya Drive. . 110
Westlake Village, CA 91362

tive. In the verification market, Asix is
going up against the likes of Cadie, Hewlett-Packard, HiLevel Technology, Integrated Measurement Systems, and Tektronix. Cadie, HiLevel, and IMS have all
either been acquired or have received an
infusion of capital from other companies.
In fact, Asix is the only player funded
solely by venture capital.
The production testing market is even
tougher. Asix is in the automatic test
equipment market, selling production testers to IC manufacturers. Heavyweights
in the ATE market include Advantest,
Ando, LTX, Megatest, Schlumberger,
Semiconductor Test Systems, and Teradyne. Japanese equipment manufacturers are hotly contesting amarket once
dominated by U. S. companies.
Technologically, what first made Asix
successful in the verification market is
that its test system has ade parametric
unit, which tests the performance of adevice under adverse conditions, such as excessive or inadequate voltage, excessive
temperature, and so on. This instrumentation, typically found on production test
systems, was not part of early ASIC verifiers, although it is now.
Rogers of Hambrecht & Quist says
there is acrying need for lower-cost testing solutions in the production test market. The average cost of these test systems now tops $ 1million. A company
with alower-cost solution could grab a
big share of the market, she asserts.
That contention is certainly borne out
by Asix's customer base, which on the
production testing side includes VLSI
Technology Inc. of San Jose and LSI Logic Corp. of Milpitas, Calif. LSI Logic and
Asix have jointly developed software that
automatically creates test programs using the information in LSI Logic's data
base. The Asix system creates full program sequences, test vectors with timing
information, and all de parametries for
ASIC testing.
With money in the bank, agood marketing strategy, and agrowing customer
base, Asix appears to have all the momentum it needs to become astar in Silicon
Valley. The only thing that remains to be
seen is whether it has the stamina to continue the climb.
Jonah McLeod
Electronics/June 1989

EVERYTHING YOU'VE EVER WISHED
FOR IN A FREQUENT FLYER PROGRAM.
Wouldn't it be great to get afree domestic trip after only
20,000 miles? Or afree trip to Europe after just 40,000 miles?
Or even afree trip to the Far East after just 60,000 miles?
Wishful thinking? No, these are just some of the awards you
get with Northwest WORLDPERKS; the best frequent flyer
program around.
And now it's even better with the FLY-WRITE - ticket, the mileage
award that's automatically issued every 20,000 miles and is good
for travel anywhere in the contiguous U.S. With the new FLY-WRITE
ticket, you just make areservation, then you literally write
your own ticket, go right to the gate and take off.
So enroll in WORLDPERKS on your next flight.
It's your every wish come true.
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C 1988 Northwest Airlines, Inc.
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PRESERVATION
PLAN ON IT

Planning on restoring ahouse, saving alandmark,
reviving your neighborhood?
No matter what your plans, gain awealth of
experience and help preserve our historic and
architectural heritage. Join the National Trust for
Historic Preservation and support preservation
efforts in your community.
Make preservation ablueprint for the future.
Write:
National Trust for Historic Preservation
Department PA
1785 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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PEOPLE TO WATCH
FURY'S STARTUP HEWS TO HIS CREDO:
BE FIRST AND BE NECESSARY
Power Integrations aims to bring smart power into the mainstream
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF.

A

rt Fury has never been one to hesitate
when he spots agood idea. Once a
technology proves itself in the laboratory, he moves quicldy to bring products
to market. "If you want your products to
succeed, it is important not only to be
there first with atechnology capability
that no one else can offer, but also to define aset of products that are ubiquitous
and hard to replace," he says.
Fury, aveteran of almost 25 years in
the semiconductor industry, is bringing
that philosophy to bear in his new role as
cofounder of startup Power Integrations
Inc. in Mountain View. Founded just a
year ago, the firm is now introducing its
first products in the high-stakes smart
power arena (see p. 107).
Fury is hoping to duplicate his earlier
successes as amarketer of power semiconductors and analog circuits from 1969
to 1976, when he worked at Fairchild, National, and Signetics. At those companies, he was responsible for anumber of
high-volume linear products, including
the 555 timer, the first phased-locked-loop
integrated circuits, and the first Dolby
ICs. Fury then signed on for anine-year
stint as vice president of marketing at Siliconix Inc., where he was responsible for
introducing the first MOS power transistors in the industry.
In early 1988, while working as an independent consultant at Data General
Corp.'s Semiconductor Division in Sunnyvale, Calif., he met Klaus Eklund, who
had developed apower MOS-FET technology "with capabilities unlike anything I
had come across in the industry," says
Fury. With the blessing of Data General,
Fury and Eklund developed abusiness
plan, and by May 1988 had founded Power Integrations and attracted the attention of anumber of blue-chip backers.
The startup is already moving into limited production on three products, precursors of ahalf dozen or so offerings it
expects to introduce by year's end. A proprietary high-voltage power CMOS technology developed by Eklund serves as the
company's foundation. It sports p-channel MOS FETs that can handle up to 300 V
and n-channel MOS FETs that can handle
up to 400 V and which in some cases can
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means devices can be controlled
from standard 5-V logic, Fury
says, whereas today's power
MOS FETs typically require a
drive voltage of 10 to 15 V. The
new technology also features
capacitances that are two to
four times lower, which with
the 5-V gate drive reduces power requirements by an order of
magnitude.
But the most impressive aspect of the new process, Fury
says, is that it yields p-channel
power MOS FETs that are only
50% larger than n-channel devices. P-channel MOS FETs
After 25 years in the semiconductor business, Art Fury made with current techniques
is running astartup maker of smart power devices.
are typically three times larger
than n-channel devices.
operate directly from the ac power line.
Fury has atwo-pronged strategy to
The new technology holds significant move this technology quickly into the
mainstream. For the short term, Power
size, performance, and cost advantages
over present power and smart power
Integrations is readying improved versions of avariety of industry standards in
MOS-FET technologies, Fury says. In
terms of die size, it yields devices that are
high-volume applications. For long-term
anywhere from one half to one sixth the
growth, it is using its technology to develsize of competitive designs.
op unique products. This month, the comUnlike present power MOS-FET techpany will introduce the PWR-DRV1, a
universal relay and solenoid driver that
nologies, Power Integrations' technique
allows for the fabrication of devices with
Fury expects to become as ubiquitous as
threshold voltages of only 1V. This
the 555 timer.
-Bernard C. Cole

SUN RISES IN THE EAST
UNDER AVERY'S DIRECTION
BILLERICA, MASS.

no secret that Sun Microsystems
Inc. is one of the hottest technology
companies in the U. S. The Mountain
View, Calif.-based leader in the engineering work-station business saw its revenue grow 96% last year, breaking the $1
billion mark. What isn't widely known is
that Sun's East Coast Division is one of
the hottest operations in the company.
That division is responsible for the Sun
386i work-station family, which in its first
year of availability contributed an astounding $150 million to Sun's revenues.
Sun's East Coast Division is now headed by William Avery, an affable 49-yearI t's

old career engineer and engineering manager. In February, Avery was named vice
president and general manager of the Billerica-based division—amove that Avery
says fulfilled adecade-long desire to run
his own organization. " I've done engineering management my entire career,"
he says, "but I've had astrong desire to
break into general management."
Most recently, Avery served as senior
vice president for product development at
Encore Computer Corp. in Marlborough,
Mass. Before that, he was director of central processor development at Data General Corp. in Westboro, Mass., and spent
10 years at Digital Equipment Corp. in
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PRODUCT UPDATE-NICOLET'S SYSTEM 500

New Power in Waveform
Acquisition and Analysis
Unique software helps
make the System 500
"turn- key" ready
At first glance, Nicolet Instrument's
unveiling of its new System 500 seems
newsworthy because of the 500's
industry-leading hardware. Indeed, in
the world of waveform aquisition and
analysis, where more is better, the
System 500 is in aclass by itself. The
500 has more channels, more memory,
more speed and more resolution.
Each digitizer board, with its own
independent trigger circuitry, time
base and up to 1 megasample record
length, is worthy of afull review. This
multi- channel system can be
configured to have as many inputs you
need — up to several hundred. The
digitizer boards are designed to be the
equivalent of having a 12 bit digital
scope on acard.
Turn-key system
But after you get your hands on the
System 500, the the most important
news becomes apparent. Someone has
finally developed a very powerful,
competitively priced system for
waveform aquisition and analysis that
truly is a "turn-key" system.
You literally can take this system
out of the box, plug in the power cord,
connect the GPIB cable between the
aquisition unit and the controller, and
turn it on. The System 500 is now
ready to take data. This turn-key
readiness promises to save time by
considerably reducing the learning
curve needed to perform complex
waveform aquisition and analysis.

immediately displayed on the screen.
By using the Delta Numerics function
relative measurements like peak to
peak or rise time can easily be made.
Also, Nicolet's unique software,
combined with the System 500's
built-in processor and co-processor,
make incredibly fast waveform
processing and analysis possible.
Local processing
While other data aquisition systems
need to transfer data to another
computer for analysis, Nicolet has
built calculation capabilities into the
new System 500. Complex calculations
can be performed on acquired data as
it resides in the digitizer's memory
There is no need to transfer data to
a computer for analysis, no need for
complex programming to handle
normalizing sets and long record
lengths. Functions are performed on
the powerful 32 bit processors with a
few clicks of the mouse. This local
processing of data greatly decreases
the time it takes to generate answers.
The bottom line is that the System
500 is a unique turn-key waveform
acquisition system. For full details
you'll need to read the product
brochure.
Call Nicolet Test Instruments
(800) 356-3090

Maynard, Mass., in various engineering
management positions. "After 10 years
at Digital—which Inever thought I'd
leave—Idecided that I'd have to run my
own operation," Avery says.
He now has his chance. His charter,
Avery says, is "to develop the Intel
[Corp.] architecture and get Sun into new
applications where it wouldn't get with
technical work stations." That means
helping customers migrate from DOSbased personal computers to aUnix platform, or enabling them to run both operating systems, which the 386i does.
Avery says that Intel—developer of
the 80386 processor used in the 386i—is
one company that is benefiting from his
division's ability to "take work-station
technology and move it into markets that
are combinations of DOS and Unix." The
Santa Clara, Calif., company recently selected the Sun 386i as the standard desktop work station for its circuit-design department. An agreement with Sun calls
for delivery of several hundred of the machines in the next two years.
Aside from the challenge of managing
an entire business, Avery is looking forward to developing new markets for his
company. He doesn't want the division to
be aone-product operation, so even as he
sets his sights on insurance and financialservices customers, which he believes are
outgrowing their DOS machines, Avery is
eyeing new products.
That's okay by Sun, which, Avery says,
established its East Coast Division in
1985 to develop alow-end work station
for customers other than its technical users. One of the reasons that Sun moved
east, Avery says, is that management realized that the West Coast doesn't have a
monopoly on technical talent. Massachusetts "is the other area where engineering talent is readily available," he says.
And Avery plans to use that talent to
keep Sun from becoming aone-product
company.
-Lawrence Curran

Intuitive windows software
The primary reason for System
500's easy operation is Nicolet's
unique software which operates under
Microsoft Windows/386e. The powerful
Nicolet software can easily be
controlled through pulldown menus
that can be accessed by mouse or
keyboard.
Measuring waveforms becomes as
simple as pointing to the data point of
interest on a waveform and clicking
the mouse — the voltage and time
values for the selected point is

The new Nicolet System 500 offers
multi- channel flexibility with up to 10

MegaSamples/Second digitizing rates.
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Sun's William Avery has finally satisfied his
yen to break into general management.
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ALAMBDA ELECTRONICS

LAMBDA
CUSTOMIZES
STANDARD
POWER SUPPLIES.
and linear power supplies, is also the worldwide leader in modified standards and 19-inch
L
rack packaged systems. Every one built to fit your specific needs exactly, at standard prices.
ambda Electronics, the world's leading manufacturer of standard off-the-shelf switching

Lambda has ateam, around the world, of over 100 skilled professionals, dedicated
specifically to the design and production of modified standard systems.
When you purchase aLambda product, whether astandard off-the-shelf, amodified
standard, or aLambda power system, you are taking advantage of years of power supply
experience ... without spending the time or expense.
Lambda helps to eliminate the problems, costs and delays associated with apurely
custom design by offering an infinite number of standard product solutions. Every one is a
unique, risk-free design specified to your exact power requirements. Lambda has the
capability to offer you:

Modified Standards
Lambda will modify any standard, off-theshelf power supply to your exact requirements, without compromising the quality and
reliability as offered in Lambda's standard
product line.
Standard and Modified Rack
Mounted Systems
Any standard power supply (or modified
standard power supply) that appears in the
Lambda catalog can be mounted in arack
adapter to one of Lambda's eleven standard
off-the-shelf configurations, or customized
to your exact requirements.
Specialty Rack Systems
Lambda offers many different rack systems
configured for the telecommunications
market, using Lambda's DC-to-DC power
supply lines. For critical applications. Lambda

will package afully integrated, glitch-free
UPS system to your specific DC output
requirements. These systems are configured using Lambda off-the-shelf power modules as basic building blocks, eliminating
the risks and time delays associated with
custom systems.
ATE Racks
For commercial automatic test equipment
requirements, Lambda will assemble afully
functional power system that meets the
IEEE-488 standard, and afully compatible
MATE - system for the sophisticated test
equipment market. These systems are
assembled using Lambda's standard offthe-shelf catalog linear and switching power
supply modules, in awide output range
or in anarrow range for maxirnum power
density.

PROVEN PRODUCTS
TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS.
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Call on Lambda Electronics
for custom designed
power supplies
Today...and tomorrow!

For sales information call:
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For application assistance and technical information:
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" The Beat 8051 Emulator"

Source Level
support for
PL/M-51
and C-51

5It cable

Tango. Now More Than Ever,
The Best Value in PCB Design.
like .1look at the ,u1 cu‘i. Tango Series 0. Our pop-up menu
interface sets anew standard for ease-of-use and productivity. Lay
out simple prototypes or complex, multi-layer, SMT designs with
over 100 new features including user-definable tracks, pads, and
grids.
For IBM-PCs and compatibles, Tango-PCB Series II, just $ 595.
Tango-Route Series It autorouter, just $495. Both inc:ude one
year's updates, free tech support, 30-day money-back guarantee.
Call today.

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
800-433-7801

619-554-1000

ACCEL Technologies, 65 Flanders
SOFTWARE

San Diego, CA 92121
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mtn bop COW«.
PRICES: 32K Emulator tor 8031 51790: 4K Trace 81495'
• Pull-down

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!
'US only

Ask about our demo VIDEO!

noHau

CORPORATION

51 E. Campbell Avenue
Campbell. CA 95008
FAX ( 408) 378-7869

( 408) 866-1820

CIRCLE 502

PRECISION CLIP-ON DC MILLIAMMETER

CIRCLE 508

20 MHz SCAN CONVERTER
VME, VSB SUBSYSTEMS

IC

'IQ
bar

PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

SAME DAY SHIPPING ( USUALLY)
OUANTITv ONE PRICES SHOWN tor MAY I4 1.89

OUTSIDE OKLAHOMA

NO SALES TAX

DYNAMIC RAM
SIMM (,) 256Kx36
80 ns $450.00
Simm
imxs 80 ns 240.00
SIMM (2)
1Mx9
85 ns 210.00
99.00
simM
256Kx9
80 ns
17.95
1Mbit
Imxi 100 ns
8.95
41256
256Kx1
60 ns
7.50
41256
2561<x1
80 ns
41256
256Kx1
loo ns
7.00
7.00
51 258 13) 256Kx1 100 ns
6.15
41256
256Kx1
120 ns
13.50
41264 (
al
641(x4 120 ns
EPROM
27C1000 128Kx8 200 ns $28.50
12.95
27C512
641<x8 200 ns
8.25
27256
321(x8 150 ris
4.75
27128
1
6Ka8 250 ns
STATIC RAM
62256P- to 321<AI' 100 ns $26.50
8.50
6264y-12
skxs 120 ns
5.50
6116AP-12 21(48 120 ns
OPEN 61
2 DAYS, 7XI AM lOva SHIP VIA FED- EX ON SAT.
/
MasterCard VISA or UPS CASH COD
SAT OCU0000
RIC LUOEO ON
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED, INC.
FED-EX ORDERS
24.000 S Peoria Aye
RECEIVED BY
BEGGS. OK 74421
%Me Ma flab No minimum orOor..us• nor P.O.. Pp« SD «ruse.
1,11,1 1111111 • Ss«, «pan« ex« up lo SI la pa«, «let«

(
918) 267-4961

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

FREE IN ERASER

CIRCLE 535

WITH DATA VO'S 201
EPROM PROGRAMMER.

MODEL APS428C
•ENABLES CURRENT MEASUREMENTS FROM 20 µa to 2A

WITHOUT CIRCUIT INTERRUPTION
•DC AND TRUE RMS AC MODES
•PRECISION OFFSET CAPABILITY UP TO 2 A
•ENABLES MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETIC FIELDS FROM 1 ‘.G TO
2 G (WITH OPTIONAL MAGNETOMETER PROBE)
•PROBE ISOLATION 300V
•COMPATIBLE WITH HEWLETT PAOCARD CLIP-ON PROBES AND
MAGNETOMETER PROBES
Call us to discuss your specific application!

APPLIED
PHYSICS
SYSTEMS

415 -965 -0500
897 Independence Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043
APPUED PHYSICS SYSTEMS

CIRCLE 511

RADAR, SONAR DATA CONVERSION AND DISPLAY
— 20 MHz 8-bit AID, 1024 samples per event
— Programmable 20 MHz analog gain (SIC)
— Signal Proc. with prog. and EPROM sine, cosine
— 1.5 MB dual ported (VSB) buffer with RS-170 disp.
—Synchro to Digital converter board
—Avail. sep. or packaged in 68020/30 systems

GD

INTEGRAD

TECHNOLOGIES INC

75 de Lotbiniere, Dorion, Quebec, Canada J7V 2T5
tel. 514-455-0739
INTEGRAD TECHNOLOGIES INC.

CIRCLE 534
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Analog Circuit Simulation

[Z- ROUTE VERSION II

Complete

Integrated CAE from $95
From Schematic
Entry through

SPICE

!ff .

Simulation to
Post Processing
IsSpicE $95, the
Complete
SPICE
program, runs on all
PC's.

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT S500
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER
EZ-ROUTE Version II from AMS for IBM PC. PS/2 and Compatibles is an integrated CAE System which supports 256
layers, trace width from 0.001 inch to 0.255 inch, flexible
grid. SMD components and outputs on Penplotters as well
as Photo plotters and printers.
Schematic Capture $ 100. PCB Layout $250, Auto Router $250

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
1-800-972-3733 or 13051975-9515

OPTICS CATALOG
Free 130-page catalog from largest supplier of "off-theshelf" optics. Product descriptions, photos, data,
graphs, ordering information for lenses, prisms, optical
flats, reticles, mirrors, etc.
ROLYN OPTICS,
706 Arrow Grand Circle, Covina, CA.
91722-2199 (818) 915-5707

Your own designs are the solution to
single source problem. Manufacturing
can be done by several companies at a
competitive price. Power supply expertise
is not required on the customer's part.
Switching frequencies up to 1MHz, single
and multiple outputs, outputs from 1Wto
2KW, low or high voltage. Please call for
more information.

PEDA'

Power Electrones Design Alternative

Fax: 519-763-2742

Tel: 519-837-1646

laruScops $250, a graphics post processor that
performs all the functions of adigital oscilloscope.
PRESPICE $200, extensive model libraries, Monte Carlo
analysis, and parameter sweeping.

intusoft
FREE CATALOG

CIRCLE 512

San Pedro, CA
90734-6607

30 Day Money
Back Guarantee

CIRCLE 506

SOFTWARE

Mal

NEW

Power Supply
Design Service
Military and Commercial power converter desi9ns, completed in 3months on
average, include: 100% custom circuit
design, engineering models, schematics,
parts list, PCB layout, test procedures.

SPICENET $295, a schematic editor for any SPICE
simulator. Generates acomplete SPICE netlist.

Please Write or Call
P.O. Box 6607 (
213) 833 -0710

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
1321 N.W. 65 Place - Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS CIRCLE 531

IsSpica/386 $386, The fastest PC based SPICE program
available. Has virtually no circuit size limitations.

100% Autorouter

HiWIRE-Plus provides the integrated
schematic-capture and PCB layout
versatility needed by leading-edge
designers. Now it also offers an advanced 100% autorouter. Affordably!
See the full-page ad (on page 88),
then call Wintek at:

(800)742-8428
w

CIRCLE 518

6800/6809 MICRO MODULE S.
OEM 6800/6809 MICRO COMPUTER MODULES for
dedicated control and monitoring. Interfaces for sensors, transducers, analog signals, solenoids, relays
lanps, pumps, motors, keyboards, displays, IEEE488, Serial I/O, floppy disks.
W1
NTEK CORPORATION ,
1801 South Street. Lafayette, IN 47904-2993.
(317) 742-8428 or (800) 742-6809
MICRO MODULES

CIRCLE 520

„..

SENSING
CONTROLS
8/SYSTEMS

1989 COAXIAL AND WAVEGUIDE
MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES

Over 500 products from dc to 110 GHz are described and
specified in HP's 86-page RF, MICROWAVE AND MM-WAVE
MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES CATALOG. Selection guides
and 18 product sections include attenuators, detectors, power
sensors, probes, 75-ohm components, and calibration kits. A
reference section covers waveguide flanges, coax connectors,
band designations and other information. Many new products.
(Ad #TMSP0989)

(ha

HEWLETT
PACKARD
Write CIC Inquiries Mgr., Hewlett-Packard Co.,
19310 Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014
HEWLETT-PACKARD

CIRCLE 541

uNt SENSE AHMD

Low cost plastic bezel and filter assemblies for
digital readouts provide attractive finishing for
panel cutouts. Slide-in non-glare filters and
snap-in bezels permit fast installation without
tools. 13/
8", 2", 3", 4", 5", 6" and 8" sizes are
available in standard and custom color combinations. Complete units are priced as low as
$1.05. RMF Products, Inc., P.O. Box 520,
Batavia, IL 60510, 312-879-0020.
RMF

CIRCLE 637

sit
STD BUS PRODUCT GUIDE

Brochure details line of STD bus boards, including counter frequency
cards, STD Bus processor cards, RAM memory cards, parallel I/O
cards, serial communication cards, chassis and backplanes, power
supplies, and other STD Bus cards.
Sil DATRICON DIVISION,
31069 Genstar Rd., Hayward, CA 94544 1.800.221-7060
PRODUCT GUIDE
CIRCLE 500

DIR ECT

CONNECTION

e Programs 2764 In 8
sec. 27512 In 44 sec
e Reads, programs
and copiesover 475
E/EPROMS from 35
maniac tumors Including 2716-27513.
27011.68764,68766,
2804-28256
✓ Automr:16C0ay we
the fastest reccet
mended algornan
as specified on the
mantocturer's data sheets to ensure reliable data storage
• Ca-nects to RS-232 on
La riuuter. PC. XT.AT.P5/2.Mac. etc
✓ Supports )(MODEM
M CRC protocole & ASCII Ile niera
✓ Optional microcontroller heads support 874x and 87C51 serles
✓ Supports Intel. Motorcar]. straight hex. hex-space & decry Res
✓ Engr suppce team fa had t..u.*se 8baud rates to 38403
✓ 1-year warranty (parts & labor)
I Gold Textool socket
e Toll-tree technical support
e Collates 16- & 32-bit
• 30doy money bock guarantee
e Some day shipment
✓ Ghee:sums supported
e UV erasers from S39.95
✓ lectiocncts of saltdfled customers attest to the EP- 1's great value
e Low price.
Includes IBM compatibie communications
program. users manual and two free update coupons

$
3.0.

The E • Ineer's Pr . rammer
CALL TODAY 800/225-2102

BPMICROSYSTEMS

1068 1Haddington, Suite 190, Houston, D( 77043
713/461-9430

FAX 7l3/46F-7413

CIRCLE 507

EPROM PROGRAMMER

$
995

U1(1131°

HIGH DENSITY PC MOUNT

IOW *bp
HOMP-25
LOW PROFILE

PC-AT BUS RACKMOUNT COMPUTER WITH
BUILT IN COLOR EGA MONITOR FOR
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
ST - 1000 EGA is afully AT compatible computer with 10 MHz zero wait state
AT CPU plug-in card with CMOS VLSI chips and a passive backplane to
provide reliability and sewiceability. The standard features include:
•19" rack-mount or tabletop rugged light werigit enclosure
•Built-in COI« monitor with 9- Sony Trinitron CRT with . 26 mm clot pitch.
EGA card with 640 X 350 resolution
•20 MB shock mounted Hard disk, 1.3 MB l-tD floppy drive
•1MB RAM, serial and parallel ports
•290 Watt Power Supply, 110/220V, 50-400 Hz
•Positive Pressure cooling, replaceable Air Filter
•Keylock ON/OFF switch for security. Enhareed Keyboard with
rackmount shell.
Also available ST-3000 EGA, 80386 based systems, ST 4100 system without monitor.
SM-4100 rack-mount multisync monitor and custom corek;urahcos, for details contact:

181 SYSTEMS INC.,

ORDER TOLL FREE, CALL: 0100)E44-4186
It you are in CAL HL AK. or Canada. calf (4081437-7771

PROTEL TECHNOLOGY INC.

PROM

Oxer arrcreenn
1408)437-7771
tax 14081 437-4913

PROTEL TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 501

PROTO/FIX/TEST ADAPTORS

GOLD PLATED STRESSED ELLIPTICAL CONTACTS
Route data - address buses -communications
Swap ICs EPROMs in-circuit
Reconfigure hardware
Redundant designs
Upgrade firmware or run diagnostics
'without down time
'without user interruption
HDMP-25EK evaluation kit includes switch,
circuit board and I'0 connectors: $ 34.95
HDMP-25M ( 1-9) $ 18.50 ( 10) $ 14.25

(
100) $ 10.35

ANNULUS TECHNICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
1296 Osprey Drive P.O. Box 7407
Ancaster, Ontario CANADA L9G 4G4

IBI SYSTEMS

ANNULUS TECHNICAL INDUSTRIES

CIRCLE 521

printed

HDMP-25 ( 1-9) $ 17.50 ( 10) $ 13.75 ( 100) $ 9.95

Tel 416-648-8100

FAX 416-648-8102
CIRCLE 503

960 DIGITAL I/O LINES
ON A SINGLE VME SLOT

ZIP- ON SHIELDING PROTECTION

HARDWARE :IBM PC/AT/XT/PS2 or compattles
640K RAM
2floppies or ahard disk
PC or MS-DOS greater than version 2.0

HDMP-25/41
TRRU-PANEL KNOB

6842 NW 20 Ave., Ft Lauderdale, FL 33309.
(305) 978-9225 • Fax: 0051 978-9226 • Telex: 579 482 IBI SYSTEMS

TOP
OF THE
LINE
IN PCB
DESIGN

Full-featured professional PCB layout for both through-hole and SMD
designs. Auto component placement
from Netlists. Interactive and Full
Autorouting.
Support for popular
printing/plotting formats, including
Gerber format photoplots. Supports
Upto 4MB of expanded memory.
Protel offers other fine programs PROTEL.
SCHEMATIC, the easy to use schematic caplure program. and PHOTEL-EASYTRAX, the
easy to learn manual PCB env program

50 Airport Parkway
San Jose, CA 95110

25 PDT SWITCH

11."12111

EPROM PROGRAMMER

ADS

Zippertubing is a fast, economical means of
adding shielding to new or existing wire &
cables. Available in a wide range of outer
jacket and shield materials, it can provide
protection against almost any combination of
EMI and environmental conditions. A
patented, 360° shield. plus ground braid and
new termination complete the package Fast,
zip-on installation. Send for brochure Box
61074, Los Angeles, CA 90061.
ZIPPERTUBING

CIRCLE 517

Schematic Capture To PCB Layout-5695.00

MANY NEW PARTS
VLSI prototype adaptors allow prototyping of devices
from 24 pin (VRAM ZIP). Shrink DIP, to 256 pin SPARC,
PLCC, LCC, SLAMPAK, and FLATPAK. Annotated test
adaptors for 680X0, 80X86. Stacking memory modules
for up to 16 MBYTE DRAM SIMMS. FIX- 80386 to fix
errata 21 problem in 386 PCs (
causes lockup). All gold
Machined pins/most wirewrap panel patterns. Customs
—quick turnaround.

Other Companies talk about Sophistication. but ea deliver it Our full featured CAD
software sets industry standard in performance and flexibility with features such as

IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS, INC.
P.O. BOX 21-151
ST. PAUL, MN 55121
(612) 431-7025
IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS, INC.
CIRCLE 515

'30 day money back guarantee
'Full function Evaluation krt with full user manual $75.00
(Creditable towards puschase of regular system!

'User definable Menus, macros and user interface
'User definable grid, pad and trace sizes ( 1ml increments)
'Optimized Rats Nest
DAD with Back annotation
'Superior Analog design ( Irregular filed polygon,. etc.)
'Optional Auto Router

•Extends up to 50 feet on unshielded ribbon cable.
•20 card slots with geographic addressing.
•Efficient slot vectored interrupts.
Compatible with most Eurocard card cages.
•Components are available for complete sub- systems.

INDUSTRIAL DIGITAL SYSTEMS
2108 W. Freeway — Forth Worth. TX 76102
Phone (8181 332-2241
INDUSTRIAL DIGITAL SYSTEMS

CIRCLE

510

YOUR
AD
HERE
Black and White?
Or Full Color?
Now the choice is yours.
Simply send us your copy.
54 characters per line X 10 lines Max.

Compare our CAD software specification with those so-called sophisticated systems,
and it you are that interested, we are that good , Prices start as lehe as $695.00

Plus ablack and white glossy, color print, slide, or
transparency and atwo-line headline, max. 30
characters per line. We'll do the rest. Or you can do
it all and send us your complete, 23/„"vi Xed

Interactive CAD Systems 2352 Rambo Court. Santa Clara, CA 94054
14081 970-0852

INTERACTIVE CAD SYSTEMS

NEW! 10EX'" BUS CONTROLLER
•I/O expansion bus highly immune to EMI/RFI noise.

CIRCLE 533

Negatives (B/W or 4/C)
CIRCLE 540
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Don't Get Zapped!
High inrush current can destroy your sensitive VAX
CPUs and peripherals in less time than It takes to
flip a switch.
THE SOWT1ON?
Power up with Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTDT'"
the smallest power distribution
and control system available.
POWER UP WITH — — —

Z),. NE'

..411.111111111111111.11111e1dil
.i • • .:
•

ELECTRONICS TOOLS AND
TEST EQUIPMENT
Color illustrated 210-page catalog from Specialized
Products Company details an extensive selection of
electronic tool kits, test equipment, telecommunications equipment and electronic production aids. Indexed catalog shows digital multimeters, breakout
boes, hand tools, soldering equipment and more—
all with specifications and prices.
Specialized Products Co., 2117 W. Walnut Hill Lane,
Irving, TX 75038. Phone (800) 527-5018
SPECIALIZED PRODUCTS

CIRCLE 513

furze , 0
SIAM ELECTRONICS

INSERUMATIC

EUR0111ERN
BEN RUS CORP

POST ELECTRONICS

ON YOUNG SYS1

M 5 ELECTRONIQUE
I
NS IRI Mt

,

SC METRIC

IsN:I1M

ENG COMP SERVICE

1111:1.N.STAUME/17

All Pulizzi Engineering MTDTH controllers are
compatlble with DEC and UPS systems.
PRICES FROM $436 TO $305
DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TODAY!

UNITRONICS
See us at DAC Booth . 1907
-.

ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY

NUM ENGINEERINC 1.\(:.

3260 S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-6865
(714) 540-4229 FAX ( 714) 641-9062

ASK FOR YOUR FREE DEMO DISK

CIRCLE 539

Z-LINE WC 115-10 MTD

CIRCLE 539

Free MSDOS & Mac
Software Catalog for
Electronic Engineers

IBM COMPATIBLE RS232/488
31/
2 / 51/
4"FLOPPY DATA STORAGE
M.r1MTIfiir
t
r
.
c7

& TRANSFER SYSTEM

Our proprietary Multiple Time Delay
circuitry
sequences your power- up to protect your systems
from the spikes and surges, EMI 8 RFI, that destroy
your hardware and erase your data. And our
remote on/off and emergency shutdown gives the
power control back to you.

AC/DC Circuit Analysis • Active and Passive
Filter Design • Screen/Printer & Pen Plotter

Information Transfer to/from Non IBM Compatible Systems to/
from IBM & Compatibles: (Over RS232 or 488 Interface).
•
•
•
•
•
•

RS232/488I/0
Rugged Portable Package/battery option
ASCII or Full Binary Operation
Baud Rate 110 to 38.4K Baud
360K/720K RAM Cartridge Option
Price $895 in Singles - OEM qtys $495.

28 other systems with storage from 110K to 42 megabytes.

Analog & Digital Peripherals, Inc.
P.O. Box 499, Troy, OH 45373 • 513/339-2241
TWX 810/450-2685 • FAX 513/339-0070
FLOPPY DATA STORAGE

CIRCLE 532

ELECTRONIC CAD
Experience powerful, easy to use electrec design
with the Douglas CAD/CAM professiona; system. This
fully integrated package takes you from schematic to
final routed board. Runs on the Apple Macintosh.
Features unlmtd multilayers, SMT support, digital
simulation, net list generation and multi-pass routing.
Layout $ 1500, Schematic & AutoRouter $700 ea.
DOUGLAS ELECTRONICS, 718 Marina, San
Leandro, CA. 94577 • (415) 483-8770
CAD/CAM SOFTWARE

IEEE-488

target over 30
microprocessors

Complete Hardware and
Software Solutions

CROSS
ASSEMBLERS

Platforms: PC/XT/AT, PS/2, 386, RT PC,
Macintosh Plus/SE/II, Sun, DEC, Apollo,
MASSCOMP, 3B2, Q- BUS, UNIBUS, VME bus,
MULTIBUS, STD Bus, S-100, and SBX Bus

Operating Systems: DOS, OS/2, XENIX,
UNIX, 386/ix, AEGIS, SunOS, AIX, RT, RSX,
RSX, VMS, ULTRIX, VAXELN, PDOS, VERSAdos. RMX-86, Z- DOS, STD- DOS

Support Products: Extenders, Expanders, Converters, Controllers, Buffer, Analyzer

Call for FREE Catalog
(800) IEEE- 488 • ( 512) 794-0100
07

NATIONAL
INSTRUMENTS ®

0)

Tbs. Softusare lc l
b. Instrument Tit
12109 Technology Blvd. Austin, TN. 78727

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

CIRCLE 536
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Universal Linker, Librarian

micro VAX, VAX VMS, PC/MS DOS
•Powerful macros
•Relocatable or absolute code
•Binary or ASCII Hex file output
•Fast Version 2.2
•Universal Linker for all targets
•Conditional assembly
•Prompt delivery
ENERTEC INC., 811 W. Fifth St.,
Lansdale, PA 19446 • 215-362-0966
CROSS ASSEMBLERS

CIRCLE 504

Graphics for Engineers • LaPlace Transfer
Function/FFT Analysis • Logic Simulation •
Root Locus Analysis • CAD/CAE • Digital
and Analog Signal Processing • Curve
Fitting • Statistics • Thermal Analysis •
Math • Microstrip Design and Analysis •
Data Acquisition e VISA & M/C Accepted

1311

Engineering
Professional

Software

2023 Chicago Ave., Stuite B-13 • Riverside, CA 92507
Tel: (714) 781-0252 • U.S.A. • TELEX: 6503089864
SOFTWARE
CIRCLE 505

MORE .. .
Electronics Direct Connection
Ads give you MORE
for your advertising dollars
— More Qualified Circulation—
Over 90% has final purchase
approval authority
— More International Circulation—
Over 30,000
— More Exposure For Your Ad —
Published monthly

For Further Information Call:
BRIAN CERAOLO at
(201) 393-6478
CIRCLE 542
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Easy Emulator Pods & Adapters

Complete Line of Debug Tools

PAL/PROM Programmer Adapters

• Plug your PLCC and LCC packages into your PC board in
minutes, with these easy- to- use adapters.
• Emulator/logic analyzer users: Adapt- a- Pod converts
one package type to another (LCC, PLCC, PGA, and DIPs).
• Emulator pods and adapters are available in all stardard
pin counts, with ribbon or ribbon cable headers.
• Custom engineering services and do-it-yourself emulator
pod converters. Free catalog.

• Fanous Bug Katcher - makes it easy to attach test : eads
to ICs in LCC, PLCC, PGA, POE P, and DIP packages.
• Elininates need for noisy cables: reduces capaci:ance
and irductance in your test set-up.
• Yoe can also quickly isolate and reconnect sections of
your socketed IC with our Bug Isolator. - (All packages.)
• OtPck turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

• Any EPROM programmer designed for DIPs can be
converted to accept LCC, PLCC, and SOIC sockets in seconds!
• To program, just insert an Adapt-A- Socket - between the
programmer's DIP socket and the circuit to be programmed.
• Designed to fit all types of EPROM programmers, including
Data I/O 120/121A, Staç, Logical Devices, etc.
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, If
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-8 Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664

Emulatiod Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Sane Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 'AX: 408-982-0664

EMULATION PODS & ADAPTERS

CIRCLE 528

Now you can connect
any VLSI or surface
mount circuit to any
other type of circuit—
or test equipment—
tanks to our complete
line of adapters,
connectors, and test
clips. Solve your "
wrong
prong" problem—
contact us today for a
free catalog!
EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 524

DEBUG TOOLS

CIRCLE 526

ADAPT- A- SOCKET -

CIRCLE 527

lintnnlog, inc.

_

FREE CATALOG
* Tent Adapters ( Socketed LCC/PLCC/PGA;
* Tent Clips ( Surfaced Mounted SOIC/PLCC)
* 150 Types of Prototyping Board Adapters
* 125 Types of Programming Socket Converters
* Many Types of Emulator Pod Converters
* PGA/PLCC Extraction/Insertion Tools
* And Much, Much More...

Wrong
Prong?

Emulation Technology. inc.
STA ,t

Telf Ma, Y

AND 5,Y.CE

.W0 ACCESSO.ES

2368-8 Walsh Ave • Balg D • Santa Clara. CA 96051
TEL 1408)962-0660 • FAX 14081982-0664

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 530

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 529
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Quick, Fast Sockt Conversion

Quality Debugging Accessories

Over 150 Prototyping Adapters

• Convert- A- Socket - makes tasnap to convert a production socket to atest socket ald vice-versa.
• Complete line of male/female sockets for LCC. PLCC,
PGA, PQFP, and DIP circuits.
• A must if you're insetting circuits repeatedly in low
insertion force sockets.
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

• Protect your ICs from damage. Insert and extract LCC,
PLCC, PGA, and PQFP packages with the right tool.
• Use receptacle boards to build test fixtures, and mount
your test equipment, in half the time.
• Get the right production sockets, burn- in sockets, test
leads, and test clips for SMT, SOIC, or PLCC circuits
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

• Adapt-A- Boards - make it easy to adapt standard or
high- density prototyping boards to avariety of packages.
• For all package types: LCC, PLCC, PGA, PQFP, SDIP
(shrink DIP devices), SOIC and more!
• Bottom configurations adapt to wire wraps or solder tail
pins. Boards conform to Mil- C-45204.
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, ..7.A 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664
SOCKET CONVERTERS

Emula:ion Technology, Inc.
2368-8 Walsh Ave. Santa Iara. CA 95051
Phone. 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664
DEBUGGING ACCESSORIES

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-8 Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664

CIRCLE 525
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ADAPT-A-BOARDS"

Even a
deaf kid
can hear what's
being said.

You don't need ears to figure out someone is talking about you.
Or eyes to know someone is staring at you.
Yet, when you have adisability, that's the kind of thing that happens to you every
It's time to change that. And start looking at the person, not the disability.
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San Jose
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Phone: 02997-1303
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France: Gerard Lasfargues
32 rue Desbordes Valmore
75116 Paris, France; Phone: ( 1) 45 04 97 94
Japan: Hirokazu Morita
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Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo 101 Japan
Phone: (03) 219-5381
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C.P.O. Box 4010; Seoul, Korea
Phone: 776-5291-3, Telex: WLDMKG K25209
Taiwan:
Owen Wang, Ace Media Agency, Inc.
Rm. 503, 1, Fu Hsin S. Rd, Sec. 1
Taipei, 10587, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Phone: (02) 751-3636, Telex: 14142 ACEGROUP
United Kingdom-Scandinavia/Israel:
Paul D. Dimmock
Intergroup Communications
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New Malden, Surrey KT3 6LU, England
Phone: 01-949-0354, Telex: 291561
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back, the GA23S8 can run at 95 MHz, compared with 33
MHz for its silicon counterparts, he says.
According to MacMillan, Gazelle intends to focus on
the TTL bipolar and CMOS markets, pushing competitive
silicon devices not only in speed but also in density. He
adds that Gazelle has achieved hundreds of design wins.
"Within afew months, as some of these designs come to
fthe track record of the few semiconductor startups
over the past year is any indication, gallium arsenide the market, everyone will be surprised at how wideis no longer the industry's 98-pound weakling. Last spread the use of GaAs PLDs has become in solving
June, companies such as Gazelle Microcircuits, Gigabit speed bottlenecks in computer-based systems," he says.
Logic, and Vitesse Semiconductor announced anew They range from personal computers to work stations
generation of 1.0-µm and submicron digital GaAs pro- and superminicomputers.
Meanwhile, Gigabit Logic Inc. and Vitesse Semiconcesses that, the chip makers said, would compete directductor Corp. are making inroads in the ECL marketplace
ly with bipolar and biCMOS emitter-coupled-logic, TTL,
with standard-cell and gate-array
and CMOS products [
Electronics,
AT DAC: DERIVE OVER SEIOWBA WHO CAD FIX PROS:.
GaAs offerings that are as dense as
June 1988, p. 65]. And it looks as if
HILEVELR AMC VERIflER HA LVES TEST SETUP
bipolar silicon devices. Last Novemthose companies are well on their
ber, the Newbury Park, Calif.-based
way to their goals.
Gigabit began sampling the 12G044,
Gazelle threw down the gauntlet
a1-K-by-4-bit static random-access
to makers of high-speed and lowmemory with an incredible 3.5-ns cypower programmable logic devices
cle time, about twice as fast as
with the industry's first programequivalently sized bipolar ECL
mable-logic-array circuit based on
SRAMs. That same month, Gigabit
GaAs. The Santa Clara, Calif., comalso announced its 10,000-gate GaAs
pany chose as its vehicle the indusstandard-cell array family, which altry-standard 22V10, a24-pin PLA delows designers to create 10,000-gate
vice with 10 outputs that can accomcircuits operating at up to 4GHz.
modate an 8-bit word plus 2control
These devices feature loaded gate
bits. When the GA22V10 was introdelays as low as 50 ps and dissipaduced, its raw speed immediately
tion as low as 100 1.1.1V per gate—
captured the attention of system deboth of which are 10 times lower
signers. With an internal clock rate
than equivalent bipolar ECL impleof 90 MHz, the device far outpaced
mentations. And the average price
the 30-to-37-MHz clock rates of siliis 5cents agate, down sharply from
con bipolar implementations from
the likes of Advanced Micro De- While silicon chips are hitting the 10 to 15 cents for earlier GaAs
vices, National Semiconductor, and their limits, GaAs devices are arrays, says vice president of marketing Michael Pawlik. " With ECL
Texas Instruments.
just getting started
prices ranging from 2.5 to 5cents
Within weeks, makers of silicon
per gate, we have closed in on siliPLDs rushed to market with parts
con very quickly."
that matched Gazelle's for speed. But Gazelle countered
Matching Gigabit gate for gate in density and speed,
with new GaAs devices that pushed clock rates up to
Vitesse Semiconductor of Camarillo, Calif., has zoomed
110 MHz and propagation delays down to 7.5 as, from
an already low 10 ns. Even faster versions are now in up the density curve in both gate arrays and standard
development, says David MacMillan, Gazelle's vice pres- cells. Using its proprietary 1.0-j.tm enhancement and depletion GaAs process, Vitesse has pushed densities
ident of marketing. "The advantage we have," he says,
from its initial 4,500-gate-array offering up to 15,000
"is that where silicon PLD makers are pushing the limits
of their process to gain higher speeds, we actually have gates. By year's end, the company says, it will get as
high as 30,000 gates.
had to throttle back the performance of our circuits to
But Vitesse is making its most impressive gains in the
make them compatible with TTL signal levels." Gazelle
standard-cell arena. In January it introduced anew cell
is also putting price pressure on its competitors. From
an initial $48 each in 1,000-piece quantities, the price family that director of marketing Tom Dugan says
boasts integration levels as high as 22,000 gates at twice
dropped two months after introduction by almost 25%,
to $35. Further cuts can be expected, says product mar- the speed of comparable ECL products but using aquarter of the power. The VCB5OK series cell library has
keting manager Robert Gunn.
Gazelle has added to its PLD product family with a been optimized for performance at clock rates of up to
GaAs version of the 23S8, targeted at state-machine and 3.5 GHz.
By the end of this year, says Dugan, cell-based offersequencer applications. When using its six buried regisings as high as 50,000 gates should be possible. Overall,
ters for internal feedback, Gunn says, the device can
he says, Vitesse has more than 100 gate-array and cellrun at clock rates of 165 MHz, compared with 40 MHz
-Bernard C. Cole
for equivalent silicon-based chips. Using external feed- based designs in development.

UPDATE: GALLIUM ARSENIDE
BREAKS THROUGH, FINALLY
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Who gave Sun
alicense to speed?

SP4RC StOtion

e...
-+Ce11131

Hot Rod RISC.
Sun's new SPARCstations 330,
370 and 390 deliver 16 MIPS.
The engine? Our 7C601 RISC
CPU, running at 25MHz.
An engine that is also available
at 33MHz, for up to 24 MIPS. It is
part of acomplete RISC chipset
that includes memory management, multiprocessing, floating
point, and cache, all tailored to
give you high performance at very
competitive prices.
Plus access to the
broadest library of applications, software, utilities,

languages, graphics, and productivity software available under the Sun.
Cypress Hot Rod RISC 7C601.
Another blast from our latest data
book. Call for your copy.

Data Book Hotline:
1-800-952-6300
Ask for Dept.
C9A"
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CYPRESS
SEMICONDUCTOR

.1-(800) 387-7599 in Canada. (32)2-672-2220 in Europe. 01989 Cypress Semiconductor, 3901 North First Street,
San Jo-e, CA 95134 Phone: (.408)943-2600, Ulex: 821032 CYPRESS SIN) UD, TWX: 910-997-0753.

Winner Of Wes con's
New Products
And Technology
Achievement Award.

Toshiba MST LCD modules are available in
two sires: the 640 x400 dot TLX-1501-C3M
and the 640 480 dot TLX-1551-C3M.

At Wescon/88, our remarkable new Monochrome ST (M-ST)
Liquid Crystal Display modules earned aNew Products
and Technology Achievement Award.
Toshiba's M-ST modules offer significantly improved
black-and-white contrast for better visibility, with aunique
single-layer design that makes them 25% lighter and 15% thinner
than double-layer panels.
Toshiba's thin, light, high-contrast MST Liquid Crystal Display
modules — the new industry standard in LCD performance.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America Electronic Components, Inc., Chicago Office: One Parkway North, Suite 500, Deerfield, IL 60015-2547 Tel: 312-945-1500
North Western Office: 1220 Midas Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 Tel: 408-737-9844 Eastern Area Office: 25 Mail Road, 5th Floor, Burlington, MA 01803 Tel: 617-272-4352
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